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"ANDREW WALKER 1808 - 1899 
"He is best known for writing eleven volumes of diaries, with an entry 
every day from Jan. 1, 1851 to Aug. 13, 1897. These are available in the 
Kennebunk Free Library, and are very popular with local history buffs. They are a 
rare and lively combination of history philosophy, genealogy, personal opinions, - 
and a little social scandal for good measure! His portrait hangs over the fireplace 
in the library. 
 
"He grew up on a large farm in the Town House area in Kennebunkport. 
The farm was on both sides of what is now called "Walker's Lane ", and it 
included both of what are now Arundel Cemetery and the Kennebunkport 
Historical Society headquarters. He was a trader in Kennebunk for 53 years, the 
last 32 of which were in the building west of the brick building of the Brick Store 
Museum. When he retired in 1888, he renovated this building and gave it to the 
"Free Library Association of Kennebunk" in memory of his only daughter, Lucy, 
who had died two years before. 
 
"He was a director of the Ocean National Bank for 40 years; Town 
Treasurer for 15 years; Town Clerk for 13 years; very active in the 
Congregational Church on Dane St., and also in the Democratic political party He 
was the last born of eleven children and also the last to die. 
 
Compiled by Roger D. Gonneville, 1989" 
 
"Death of Andrew Walker 
 
"Mr. Andrew Walker, an aged and respected citizen of this town, died early 
Tuesday morning at his residence on Main Street, at the advanced age of 90 years, 
8 months, 19 days. He has been gradually failing in health for several years, but 
prior to that time was remarkably strong, and deeply interested in all that 
pertained to the welfare of the town. Mr. Walker leaves no immediate family, 
having lost a wife in 1879 and an only daughter in 1886. 
 
"He served in the town as clerk for 13 years, between 1844 and 1857, and as 
treasurer for nine years and also in minor offices at different times. He had, up to 
the time of his sickness, the most complete records of the town and the doings of 
its prominent men, in existence. In 1835, he with his brother Palmer, under the 
firm name of P. & A. Walker, opened a store in Kennebunk village, which 
continued until March 14, 1840, when the firm was dissolved, A. Walker 
continuing the business until 1888, when he gave up business owing to failing 
health, making almost 53 years of continuous business career. 
 
"He donated to the Free Library Association the land and building used by him as 
a furniture store and fitted it up for the use of the Library, as a memorial to his 
daughter Lucy, whose early death he never ceased to mourn. 
 
"In 1808 he compiled and published the Military and Naval History of the 
Citizens of Kennebunk, who took part in the civil war. At the time of his death he 
was the senior director of the Ocean National Bank, having held that position for 
40 years. 
 
"We understand he made several public bequests in his will. 
 
"Funeral services were held yesterday afternoon, conducted by Rev. G. A. 
Lockwood, pastor of the Congregational church, of which the deceased was a 
member. The remains were interred in the family lot in Hope cemetery. The Bank 
and places of business were closed during the services as a tribute of respect to 
one who, through his long life of integrity, won the esteem of his fellow men." 
 
 
From a photocopy in Library files. 
 
 
(The date "July 21, 1899" is written on the 
photocopy of the obituary. Whether this is the date 







The Diary comprises eleven volumes covering a period of 46 years, 8 months and 12 days: 
 
 
Volume First Entry Last Entry Entries Pages 
I  Jan 1, 1851 Apr 18, 1852 474 167 
II Apr 19, 1852 Jul 21, 1854 824 216 
III Jul 22, 1854 Feb 17, 1858 1,307 282 
IV Feb 18, 1858 Nov 2, 1862 1,719 352 
V Nov 3, 1862 Apr 10, 1869 2,350 432 
VI Apr 10, 1869 Jun 20, 1875 2,236 456 
VII Jun 21, 1875 Mar 29, 1880 1,744 407 
VIII Mar 30, 1880 Dec 31, 1884 1,738 407 
IX Jan 1, 1885 Sep 29, 1889 1,733 407 
X Sep 30, 1889 Mar 17, 1894 1,630 399 




Andrew Walker's objectives in keeping the Diary were expressed in the opening entries 
of Volumes I and II: 
 
"PRIVATE an(sic) CONFIDENTIAL 
 
"Kennebunk, Jan. 1, 1851 
 
"I Andrew Walker propose to write a short diary in this book of such events 
in this quiet village and vicinity as come to my knowledge. By the term events I 
include whatever may be suggested to my mind at the time of writing, whether 
of a private or public nature, my own thoughts or the thoughts of others. In short 
whatever may come uppermost, that I shall try to express. How long the diary 
may continue remains to be seen. 
 
"PRIVATE and CONFIDENTIAL 
 
"Kennebunk, April 19, 1852 
 
"On the first of January 1851 I Andrew Walker, commenced a Diary and 
have continued it until the present time. The principal objects I had in view in 
keeping this diary were,- - - - - - - 
"First, in order that I might by constant practice acquire a greater facility in 
expressing my thoughts on paper. 
Second, noting down many events in this vicinity that now seem of importance 
but will presently dwarf into mere littleness, other events now insignificant in 
our eyes, but one day will assume an an(sic) air of important magnitude. 
Third, the pleasure or information to be derived in subsequent years in knowing 
how events were considered at the time when they transpired and what my 
opinions were at that time. I recollect of reading somewhere, 'As a woman likes 
to view herself in a glass, so a man likes to see himself in his diary'." 
 
 
Walker was 42 years and almost two months of age when he started the Diary and 88 years and 
just over 9 months of age on the date of the last entry. He died one year, eleven months and a few 
days after that entry. 
 
 




"Diaries were sold at auction at the Curtis place on Grove Street, 
Kennebunk. 
"They were bid for and bought by Henry Parsons, who gave them to the 
Library. 
"Sylvia Cousens kept them in her house until, in the 1960's, President of the 
Board of Trustees Nelson Hall got them back to be kept in the Library, where 
they have been ever since. 
 




In 1986 the eleven volumes of the Diary were photo copied and bound. From the 
bookplate in the front of each volume: 
 
"This memorial of appreciation is to honor LOUISE WALKER DAY of 
Alewive for her diligence and accomplishment. 
"She effected completion of an important trustee project by having the 






Each day's entry includes a marginal note stating either the principal item in the 
entry or what amounts to its subject in Walker's words. 
 
Each volume includes an alphabetical "index" covering its contents. Index 
references are sometimes the marginal notes but often the names of individuals, 
organizations, events or places discussed in the entry; thus there may be multiple 
references for an entry. References listed under a given letter are not alphabetized 
and are most generally in page-number sequence. 
 
Some volumes contain material in addition to the daily entries: 
 
Many volumes contain lists of first lines of poems. 
 
Volume 1 includes a list, at the end, of real estate transactions from 
late 1845 to 1852. 
 
Volume 2 includes, on page 218, under the title "Monetary", notes 
of financial transactions between certain members of the 
community during the period June 1852 - January 1861. 
 
Volume 10 includes two discussions of working conditions in 
shipyards. The first, untitled, on pages 248-251, discusses ships 
carpenters' wages. The second, entitled "Ten Hours System in 
Kennebunk", on pages 252-256, discusses working hours in 
shipyards. 
 
References to many  of the items included in this material have been included in 
the Diary indexes. The real estate transactions list, monetary notes, wages and 
working conditions items have been included in the computer index, see below, as 





Apparently shortly after the Kennebunk Free Library acquired the Diary in the 
1960's, a comprehensive card index covering all eleven volumes was compiled by 
and/or under the direction of Robert T. Cole, a Kennebunk businessman and 
library trustee.  
 
The index comprises more than 725 cards on which are listed more than 3,950 
names and topics with over 28,680 volume and page references, almost 1.7 times 
the number of daily entries in the Diary. It appears that the names and topics listed 
include those in the indexes in the Diary volumes plus additional items gleaned 
from reading the entries. 
 
Compilation of the card index was a significant contribution to making the 
information in the Diary available to researchers. Unfortunately, as with the 
indexes in the Diary itself, complete alphabetization of the material listed was not 
feasible. As a note with the card index states: 
 
"10/10/89   Alphabetizing on file cards in Walker Diary is off. 
Top line signifies where card is placed in the file, but the names 





In the summer of 1994 a project to protect the index by making easy reproduction 
possible led to the idea of compiling it on a computer program. The project also 
expanded the usefulness of the card index by truly alphabetizing all listings and 
cross-indexing complex items under multiple headings. The addition of more than 
1,100 cross-index references expanded the index to more than 5,900 names and 
topics and over 32,400 volume/page references. 
 
The cross-indexing appears to be especially helpful, bringing together multiple 
references to such topics as churches, railroads, places mentioned, etc. 
 
More detailed information about the computer index will be found in the User 
Guide. 
 
COMPUTER INDEX USER GUIDE 
 
The original Diary consists of eleven volumes covering the period January 1, 
1851 through August 13, 1897: 
 
Volume First Entry Last Entry 
I  Jan 1, 1851 Apr 18, 1852 
II Apr 19, 1852 Jul 21, 1854 
III Jul 22, 1854 Feb 17, 1858 
IV Feb 18, 1858 Nov 2, 1862 
V Nov 3, 1862 Apr 10, 1869 
VI Apr 10, 1869 Jun 20, 1875 
VII Jun 21, 1875 Mar 29, 1880 
VIII Mar 30, 1880 Dec 31, 1884 
IX Jan 1, 1885 Sep 29, 1889 
X Sep 30, 1889 Mar 17, 1894 
XI Mar 18, 1894 Aug 13, 1897 
 
Users whose interests are limited to specific time periods may wish to refer to the 
indexes in each volume of the original Diary. 
 
This (computer) index is an alphabetical listing compiled on from a card index 
which was in turn taken from the indexes in the original Diary. 
 
The "Legend" column of the index contains symbols identifying listings in the 
following terms: 
 
"a" Additional listing; continuation of a listing containing more 
volume and page references than can be entered on one line. 
 
"s" See cross-index listing(s) at other words used in original listing. 
 
"c" Cross-index listing. 
 
Lines not preceded by a symbol, or preceded by "a" or "s", are as taken 
from the card index. Those preceded by "c" were created for this index. 
 
Some listings are sufficiently complex that they have multiple cross-index listings: 
 
s  Boston & Maine Railroad 
c Maine, Boston &, Railroad 
c Railroad, Boston & Maine 
 
Note that cross-indexing will bring "Maine" and "Railroad" listings together. 
Similar consolidation will occur for categories such as banks, churches, clubs, 
mills, place names, etc. 
 
Cross-indexing also compensates for inconsistent listings: 
 
s  Alfred, Trip to 
c Philadelphia, Trip to 
 
c Trip to Alfred 
s  Trip to Philadelphia 
 
The index includes listings for numerous (at least 178) vessels, some listed in the 
card index under the name of the vessel, others under the category "Ship". Most 
included an indication of the kind of vessel; bark, schooner, ship, etc. Listings for 
vessels are cross-indexed in as many ways as possible: 
 
s   Alaska Ship 
 c Ship, Alaska 
 
s   Ship, Bourne, John B. Ship 
 c Bourne, John B., Ship Ship 
 c John B. Bourne, Ship Ship 
 
In each listing, the first "Ship" is the listing category; the second is the 
kind of vessel. 
 
Most listings are personal names, in the form: 
 
Surname, Given names or initials, Title: 
 
Barker, John W., Capt. 
 
Because of their number, (sea)captains (84), physicians (37) and clergymen (102) 
are cross-indexed under "Capt.", "Dr." and "Rev.", respectively. The original 
listings for these categories are not preceded by the "s": 
 
 Barker, John W., Capt. 
c Capt. Barker, John W. 
 
 
Names or topics are followed by "v 1" through "v11" numbers to identify volumes 
and numbers indicating pages in the Diary. In most cases, a space occurs between 
the last page reference for one volume and the identification of the next volume. 
In some cases that gap has been eliminated to avoid excessive short listings. 
 
References are in paragraph form rather than on individual lines by volume in 
order to reduce the length of the index. Consequently, volume references may run 
over from one line to the next. 
 
A few card index entries showed volume references without page references and 
vice-versa. Question marks (?) appear in this index representing the missing 
information. Similarly, a question mark was entered when spelling or writing in 
the card index was unclear. 
 
Although considerable effort was expended to make this index correct in terms of 
the card index, the great volume of material almost guarantees errors. 
 
Users who uncover errors, identify questioned entries or find possible additional 




Legend Names/Topics Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line A
s See also cross-index line(s)
c Cross-index line
Abbot, B. S. v 6 57 297 v 7 297
Abbot, E. P. v11 70
Abbot, Emma v 8 171 338 v11 85
Abbot, I. W. v10 387
Abbot, John J. v 2 77
Abbot, Moses v 3 172
Academy v 1 5 63 64 69 v 2 72 97 v 3 88 166 176 197
a Academy v 6 87 v 7 395 v 4 307
c Academy - See also Institute, School
c Academy, South Berwick v 1 90 v 2 58
c Academy, Union v 1 63 64 v 5 41 307
c Accident, Pemberton Mills v 4 141
Achorn, Effie W. v11 240
s Actea, Ship, Yacht v 8 17 63
s Active, Ship, Sch. v 7 309
Adams, Caroline v 1 67
Adams, Hannah v 1 67
Adams, J. A. v 4 268
s Adams, Molly, Ship, Sch. v 6 406
Adams, Oliver v 5 144
Adams, Samuel v 1 67
Adams, T. P., Rev. v 8 176 v 9 26 v10 31
Adams, Wm. v10 216
s Addison, Ship, Ship v 4 125
Addition v 7 193
Adjutant, Fred v 8 66
Adjutant, Lydia v 8 292 407
Adjutant, Plummer v 9 381
s Advance & Rescue v 1 ? 109
s Advent Society v 2 28 216 v 6 1 24 v 5 77 v 7 110
c Age, Inhabitants over 80 v 1 33
c Aged Persons v 9 236
Agnew,  Geo. v 8 185
s Agricultural Fair v 1 100 v 2 56
Page 11
c Agricultural Society, York Co. v 1 100 v 2 56 v 3 18 108 v 5 61
c Aid, Material, Subscribers for v 4 279
s Ajax, Sloop v10 302
s Alabama Claims v 7 27 v 8 300 314 V9 167
s Alabama, Ship, Raider v 5 110 115
s Alabama, Ship, Sch. v 7 309
s Alabama, Ship, Trans. v 7 175
s Alaska, Ship, Ship v 5? 334 358 359
c Albert W. Smith, Ship Sch v 6 345
Alden, Matilda v11 71
c Alewive Baptist Church v 1 92 v10 146
s Alewive Post Office v 9 220 v10 49
s Alfred, Trip to v 1 50 51 52 v 3 75 v 4 153 171 263 278 283
a s Alfred, Trip to v 7 29 328 v 8 282
s Alice, Ship, Sch. v 7 123
Allen, Annie L. v11 162 223
c Allen, Annie M., Ship  Sch v ? 345
Allen, Charles F., Rev. v10 144 147 234 318 383 v11 9 10 40 128
Allen, Chas. H. v10 186
Allen, Girardo L. v11 229 237 244
Allen, Stephen v10 387
Allen, Stephen, Rev. v 5 245 266 275 283 214
Allen, Stillman B. v 7 378 v10 156
Allen, Wm. v 6 257 v 7 279 v10 203 279 301 v11 108 170
Alley, Jos. v 4 403
Allison, Wm. v11 164 230 v 9 325
c Almedia, Ship Ship v ? 132
Alms v 4 67
Am. Express v 8 330 v10 139 188
c Ambrose, Ship Sch v 4 293
Ambrotype v 4 180
c Ames, Betsy, Ship  Brig v 4 284
Ames, Prof. v 3 8 9
c Ancient Graves v 2 14 v 9 355 356 385
c Ancient Home Life v 6 174
Anderson, Peter v10 294
Anderson, Samuel v 9 236 v11 71
Andrews, Biddeford v 1 90 108 v 2 81
Andrews, Blanche v11 146
Andrews, Emeline S. v 9 161
Page 12
Andrews, Emery v 7 67 100 193 353 363 364 v 8 88 99 174 220 361 397 401
a Andrews, Emery v 9 23 76 78 157 130 273 323 352
a Andrews, Emery v10 39 47 130 186 223 230 314 321 354
a Andrews, Emery v11 4 6 95 224 246
Andrews, Fred W. v11 107
Andrews, Jessie E. v 9 284 v10 270 v11 106 223
Andrews, Mary v10 358
Andrews, Paul v10 188 v11 6
Andrews, S. Frank v10 23
c Anna F. Schmidt, Ship Ship v 5 110
c Annie & Lillie, Ship Sch v 8 228
c Annie M. Allen, Ship, Sch v ? 345
Annis, Con. v11 172
Anthony, L. M. v11 71
s Anti Slave Movement v 2 23 72 187 208
c Antioch, Ship  Bark v 7 123
s Antiquarian Supper v 6 136
Apples v 2 60 63 129 v 3 18 261 v 4 350
a Apples v 5 69 133 202 275 v 7 83 122 211 333
a Apples v 8 43 108 155 303
c Aquilla, Ship Bark v 3 179
Arbor Day v10 55 147 237 246 331 v11 14
Archibald, Dana v 7 331 v 8 12 66
c Arctic Ship Polaris v 6 166 301 328
c Armada, Ship v 4 131 190 213
c Army  - see also G. A. R., Volunteer Regiments
c Army - Reunion, 320 Reg. v10 35
s Army Death List v 5 418
s Federal Army 2nd Cav v 5 219 5th Reg v 5 114 7th Reg v 5 186
s Federal Army 8th Reg v 5 186 10th Reg v 5 34 12th Reg v 5 114
s Federal Army 16th Reg v 5 184 17th Reg v 5 184 20th Reg v 5 184
s Federal Army 23rd Reg v 5 44 25th Reg v 5 44 32nd Reg v 5 101
s Federal Army 27th Reg v 5 9 11 21 44 45 47
c Army, Sewing for v 4 274 280 288
Arnold, H. T. Rev. v 7 297 308 388 399
c Aroostook, Ship Gunboat v 4 252 254 255 258 263 275 280 288 297 299
s Arundel Cemetery v10 372 v11 22
c Ashland, Ship v 4 153
c Assessment, Kennebunk v 2 26
Assessors v 1 24 39 v 2 ? v 3 19 224
Page 13
c Assn. - see also Circle, Club, Society
c Assn., Kennebunk Loan & Build v10 8 12 132
c Assn., Kennebunk Street Light v 8 242
c Assn., Kennebunk Trotting Parkv10 79 89 90 155 157 162 172 248 363 v11 42 52 114
c Associations - see Assn., Circle, Club, Society
c Asylum, McLean v 4 99
s Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R. v 1 9 31 43 46 76 83 95 96 148 v 2 90 131 172
a s Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R. v 4 27 v 6 129
Atlantic Cable v 3 251 v 4 40 43 53 v 5 157 197 215 258 259 265 294
a Atlantic Cable v 6 20 383 386 445 455 455 v 8 214 v10 6 253
s Atlantic House v 2 380 v 4 108 v 6 163
c Atlantic, Ship,  Str v 1 13 19
s Atlas Ins. Co. v 3 157 167 179 203 219 276 v 4 21 74 220
s Atwood, M. N., Ship, Sch. v 4 293
c Augusta Convention v 4 31
s Augusta, Trip to v 3 80 87 v 4 147
Aurora Borealis v 6 191 209
Austin, Daniel, Rev. v 3 68 v 7 242
Austin, Marcia P. v 3 68 v 7 242
s Austin, Ship v 4 153
Averill, Rev. v 1 91
Avery, Andrew A. v11 70
s Avon, Ship v 4 190
Legend        Names/Topics                      Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line B
s See also cross-index line(s)
c Cross-index line
c B & M, Strike on v 7 151 153 179
Bacon, Francis v 6 150
Bacon, Henry v 6 166 167 172
Badger, Artist v 3 123 247 v 4 60 148 178
c Baird, Mathew, Ship Bark v 6 345
Baker, Geo. v 9 115 236
Baker, Gov. of N. H. v 3 91
Baker, John C. v 6 110 180 257 v 7 134 v 8 122 v10 370
c Baker, Jos. F., Ship Sch v 6 240
Baker, Lydia v10 220 300
Page 14
Baker, Samuel M. v 8 99 317 v 9 300 v10 25 31 38 59 94 96 149 380
Balch, Dan'l v 1 64
Ball v 6 130 345 432 v 8 227
c Ball, Leap Year v 3 143 151
s Ballot Recount v 4 59
Ballow, C. W., Rev. v 6 9 77
Bananas v 9 268
Bancroft, Sarah P. v10 267 352
Band Stand v 8 25 26 v 9 64 208 213
c Band, Brass See listing at Brass Band
c Band, Kennebunk Cornet v 8 364
c Band, Moore's Military v 9 206 215 276 277 294 299 300 v10 58 59 85
c Bank Safe v 3 1
c Bank, Kennebunk v 5 202 245 v 6 336
c Bank, Kennebunk Savings See listing at Kennebunk Savings Bank
c Bank, Marine v 2 186 202
c Bank, Mfrs. of Biddeford v 1 21
c Bank, Ocean Nat'l See listing at Ocean Nat'l Bank
Banks, Jonathan v 6 148
s Baptist Church v 1 5 73 74 75 92 102 163 v 2 13 15 24 34 38 45
a48s Baptist Church v 2 60 68 119 189 191 194 197 204 206 211 213
a s Baptist Church v 3 82 95 107 213 279 v 4 29 46 47 209 296
a s Baptist Church v 5 158 182 188 195 198 242 248 283 285 336 380 394 411
a s Baptist Church v 6 18 172 211 218 298 300 321 v 7 238 263 201 307
a s Baptist Church v 8 80 218 248 v 9 68 104 144 156 194 251 373
a s Baptist Church v10 101 126 v11 31 41 43 64 66 112 141 150 184
a s Baptist Church v11 204 215 223 253
s Baptist Church, Alewive v 1 92 v10 146
s Baptist Church, Kennebunkport v 3 95 205 v10 105
c Baptist Pews v 1 75
Bar Harbor Express v 9 206
c Barber, Billings the v 1 78 v 2 133
Barker, Charles v 6 229
Barker, Fannie v 7 139 v10 294
Barker, Hannah v 4 56
Barker, J. Wm. v 9 116 129 137 v10 102 129 297 298 304 351
a Barker, J. Wm. v11 116 152 227 235 240
Barker, John W., Capt. v 2 185 v 3 122 179 v 4 56 100 241 245 v 5 303
Barnard, Joseph v 2 111 v 5 213 v 7 131 v 9 341 v10 306
Barnum Circus v 8 176 190 v 9 59 v10 141
Page 15
c Baron, Hadley & v 1 13
Barrett, Geo. T. v 3 146
Barrows, Rev. v 2 206 211 213 214 v 3 14 35 107
Barry, Chas. v 6 197 399 v 7 20 179 v11 99
Barry, Chas. E., Capt. v 1 23 126
Barry, Ernest L. v 9 96
Barry, Sarah E., Mrs. v 3 270 v 4 55 v 6 155
Barry, Wm. E. v 6 197 v 7 20 v 8 221 352 v 9 45 56 140 177
a Barry, Wm. E. v10 8 39 130 223 314 384 v11 4 214 224
Bartlett, Albert v 5 361
Bartlett, Charles v 5 361 v 6 190 v 7 139 v 9 105 227
Bartlett, EmelIne S. v 6 261 442
Bartlett, George v 2 25 33
Bartlett, Henry v 5 328
Bartlett, John H. v 3 240 v 4 313 v 5 328 361 v 5 9 190 442
a Bartlett, John H. v 7 254 v 8 261 308 v 9 105 125 216 281 325
Bartlett, John H. Jr. v 5 229 361 370
Bartlett, Mary E. v 4 313 v 5 122 232 328 361
Bartlett, May v10 361 362
Bartlett, Nellie v10 341
Bartlett, Oliver v 2 25 33 v 3 108 118 v 4 284 313 v 7 254
Bartlett, Wm. v 8 261 315 v 9 231 251 355 v10 39 130 223 314 362 387
a Bartlett, Wm. v11 4 224
Barton, Lydia v 2 184
Barton, Martha v 2 184
Barton, Mary v 2 184
Baseball v 5 358
s Bass Cove Cemetery v 5 181
Bass Rock Hotel v 9 60 392
c Batavia, Ship Str v 7 114
Batchelder, C. B. v10 23
Batchelder, T. S. v10 9 110
Bates College v10 346
s Battle of Bull Run v 4 255
c Battle, Trafalgar v 4 63
Battles, Frank v 9 38 76
c Battleship Tenessee, Ship v 8 200
Baxter Bible v 7 93
c Beach, Farmers to v 6 15
c Beach, Harts v 6 321 v 7 98
Page 16
Bean, Henry v 4 305
Bean, John R. v 8 208 218 v 9 60 104
Bean, Leroy S., Rev. v10 230
Bean, Millie v 9 325
Beards v 3 207
Bearse, John R. v 9 161
Beaver Dam v 2 30
c Belisaris, Ship Brig v 7 50
c Bell, Carrie, Ship Sch v 6 345
Bell, Henry v 3 86 272 v 4 161 310
Bell, John R. v 8 231
Bell, Susan L. v 4 310 313
Bell, Thos., Capt. v 7 282
Bennett, David v 5 421
Bennett, Edgar v10 301
Bennett, Henry E. v 5 66 301 421 v 6 259 v 8 221 v 9 115
a Bennett, Henry E. v10 63 188 232 v11 71 91 134
Bennett, May v10 63
c Bennington, Ship Ship v 2 174
Benson, Dixie v 8 354
Benton, Ella v 7 182
Benton, J. C. v 6 22 v 7 301
Berry, Catherine v 6 357 v 7 271
Berry, Ernest L. v 9 161
Berry, James v 3 142 148 v 5 39 41 49 v 7 107 251 271
a Berry, James v 8 50 204 267 342 348 v10 25 259 301
Berry, John v 5 39 41 v 6 318 v 7 28 173 271 369 377
Berry, Michael v 6 357
a Berry, Michael v 7 226 271 305
Berry, Owen v 7 271 v 9 281 v10 360 367 v11 224
Berry, Patrick v 3 142 v 5 315 381
Berry, R. P. v 3 30 158 v11 8
Berry, Richard v 7 271 v 8 148
c Berwick, Ship Barge v10 302
c Best, Hymans v 9 388
c Betsy Ames, Ship  Brig v 4 284
s Bickford House v 9 392
Bickford, Eliz. E v10 64 142 209
Bickford, Geo. v 5 111 171 v 6 453
Bickford, J. W. v 9 392
Page 17
Bickford, Lorettus v 8 135
Bickford, Lucinda v 6 189 453
Bickford, Lydia v 5 221
Bickford, Mary A. v 7 230 v11 207
Bickford, Wm. v 5 171 320 352 v 6 142 v10 284 v11 207
Bicycle v 8 116
c Biddeford, Mfrs. Bank of v 1 21
Biggar, A. S. v 7 3 31 v10 132 222 348 v11 1 162
s Billings the Barber v 1 78 v 2 133
Billings, Herman v 9 76
Bishop, Rev. v 3 12
Blackwell, E. v10 23
Blaisdell, Jacob v 6 148 375 v 7 134
Blaisdell, Jotham, Capt. v 3 375 421 v 8 326
Blasland, Hiram A. v 6 222 276
c Block, Mason v 7 263 284 289 v 8 1
c Block, Sargent & Ross v 8 114 120 126 133 145 153 160 164 169 171 v11 84 85 90
c Block, Warren v10 207
Bloomers v 1 57 65
Bly, Nellie v10 30
s Board of Trade v10 55
Boating v 7 276 352 v 8 34
Bob Sled v 5 358
Bodwell, John W. v 4 242
c Bohemia, Ship Str v 5 91 95
s Bolles & Co. v 1 5 v 2 97 113
Bonaparte, Prince Jerome v 4 267
Bonney, B & M Engineer v10 118 123 153
Bonney, Wm. W. v11 152
Bonser, Frank W. v10 55 282 v11 70
Bonser, Geo. v 8 1 v 9 30 37 140 248 348 368 v11 149 v11 152
Boothby, Abner v10 399
Boothby, Albert v 9 228 307
Boothby, Ansel v 5 83
Boothby, Bradford v10 23
Boothby, Charles v11 145 224 234
Boothby, Horace v11 224
Boothby, Joshua H. v 6 241
Boothby, Lydia J. v 6 421
Boothby, Maria L. v11 107
Page 18
Boothby, Nellie E. v 8 226
Boothby, Olive T. v 5 409 v 6 206 v 9 305
Boothby, Phebe A. v11 207
Boothby, Samuel v10 39 213 314 387 v11 70
Boothby, Thomas v 7 244 v 9 236 395 v10 23 111
Boothby, Wallace v 8 335
s Boston & Maine R.R. v 7 38 151 153 295 382 v11 5 v 8 149 151 182 183 187
a s Boston & Maine R.R. v 8 193 200 217 219 273 306 316 355 404 409 v 9 77 115
a s Boston & Maine R.R. v 9 132 188 286 321 328 v10 21 39 54 68 118 131 224 388
s Boston & Maine R.R. Constructi v 6 133 "to end"
c Boston & Maine, Strike on v 7 151 153 179
s Boston Shopping v 1 44 45 v 2 46 99 131 132 150 190 215 v 3 19 53
a s Boston Shopping v 3 54 101 183 235 236 260 v 4 18 51 90 119 136 160 195
a s Boston Shopping v 4 243 272 352 v 5 57 88 126 175 195 226 246 308
a s Boston Shopping v 6 1 33 86 114 153 188 266 298 375 v 7 5 116 125 209
a s Boston Shopping v 7 286 327 372 373 v 8 43 48 132 265 293 392
a s Boston Shopping v 9 69 102 163 230
Boston Tea Party v10 136
Boston, Calvin v 6 52 v 7 381
Boston, Cyrus v 8 191
Boston, John v 6 220
Boston, Nathan v 6 220
c Boston, Trip to v 7 5 v 8 132
s Bourne & Kingsbury v 1 108 v 2 75 v 3 194
Bourne St. v10 7 8 396
Bourne, Aaron v 5 249 366
Bourne, Amanda C. v 6 310
Bourne, Benjamin v 6 30 v 9 347 v10 90 143 190 209
Bourne, E. E., Jr. v 2 171 187 v 3 5 29 60 78 139 173 195 213 280
a Bourne, E. E., Jr. v 4 202 284 v 5 241 289 302 306 311 417 v 6 110 160 215
a Bourne, E. E., Jr. v 6 241 336 379 433 v 7 25 33 65 74 78 98 112 118 132
a Bourne, E. E., Jr. v 7 155 185 253 349 358 407 v 8 8 17 160 166 168 171 184
a Bourne, E. E., Jr. v 8 197 200 225 245 247 300 310 329 v 9 24 60 147 178 347
a Bourne, E. E., Jr. v 9 365 397 v10 7 8 9 36 39 90 130 132 140 143 157
a Bourne, E. E., Jr. v10 170 193 200 223 v11 4 44 61 64 70 71 72 73 90
a Bourne, E. E., Jr. v11 156 169 184 224
Bourne, E. E., Sr. v 1 30 35 90 141 159 161 164 v 2 1 35 36 91 96 106
a Bourne, E. E., Sr. v 2 150 192 202 218 v 3 5 46 92 101 102 126 127 156 158
a Bourne, E. E., Sr. v 3 179 195 203 215 224 270 281 v 4 85 119 186 189 204 220
a Bourne, E. E., Sr. v 4 222 223 264 298 302 303 v 5 5 48 59 125 137 183 229
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a Bourne, E. E., Sr. v 5 241 267 279 289 368 v 6 7 81 82 88 117 129 260 270
a Bourne, E. E., Sr. v 6 305 325 327 330 332 336 347 351 355 360 361 362 366 371 403
a Bourne, E. E., Sr. v 6 432 v 7 65
Bourne, Elizabeth v 2 171 v 3 101 103 v 4 57 73 184 v 8 276
Bourne, Geo. W., res "Landing" v 1 38 131 136 160 162 v 2 92 127 160 162 v 3 78 147
a Bourne, Geo. W., res "Landing" v 3 150 194 196 197 224 v 4 130 v 6 188 454
a Bourne, Geo. W., res "Landing" v 9 394 v10 248
Bourne, Geo. W., Dr. v 6 401 403 v 7 13 112 349 v 8 168 205 276 310 350 354
a Bourne, Geo. W., Dr. v 9 24 236 324 247 v10 190 205 364 v11 68 72 90 91 224
Bourne, Herbert E. v 6 401 403 v 7 13 112 118 v 8 160 183 245
a Bourne, Herbert E. v 9 16 v10 193 v11 68 141 156 224
Bourne, Israel v 2 135 v 4 118 174 v 5 2
Bourne, Jane v 3 224 v11 98 146
Bourne, John v 4 22 v 7 403
c Bourne, John B., Ship Ship v 6 420 456
Bourne, Johnson v 2 116 v 6 337 347 v 8 68
Bourne, Julia A. v 1 117 v 2 101? 106? v10 39
Bourne, Lucy A. v 8 276
Bourne, Mary A. v 2 171
Bourne, Narcissa v 7 16 78 177 v 9 128
Bourne, Oliver v 2 116 v 6 337 v 7 95 367 v 8 68 227 v10 154
Bourne, Thos. P. v 6 260 310
c Bowdoin, Harris, Pres. of v 6 12? 13?
Bowdoin, John W. v10 254 v11 50 69 80 224 237
Bowen, Chas. v 9 327 328 v10 23 110
Bowen, Wm. F. v 8 104 v10 76
Bowman, Rev. v 1 30 v 2 63 81 112 125 139 174 198 200
s Box Board Mill v 1 140 v 2 181
c Box, Show v 1 24
Boyd, John Rev. v 1 54
Boyd, Thos. v10 320 386
Brackett, Mary Ann v 9 161
Brackett, Sarah A. v 7 387
s Bradbury History v 5 120
Bradbury, Chas. v 1 71 v 3 95 v 5 120 v 6 22
Bradbury, Juliet v 1 71 95 v 4 262
Bradbury, Prof. v 2 141
Bradbury, Smith v 2 138
Bradley, J. Howard v11 5
Bragdon, Abner v10 183 v11 14
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Bragdon, Albert W. v 6 363 v 8 12 v 9 2 129 v10 143 205 255 372
Bragdon, Asbury v10 122 209
Bragdon, Benjamin v 4 249 v 9 208
Bragdon, Bradford v 7 1
Bragdon, Charity v 1 42
Bragdon, Edward v 7 394
Bragdon, Elmer v 8 66
Bragdon, Enoch v 9 28 76
Bragdon, F. A., Rev. v 9 266 267 3 4 358 371 v10 51 87 173 326 372 373
Bragdon, Howard v 8 308
Bragdon, John v 5 307
Bragdon, Joseph v 1 58 v 2 56 v 4 249 v 5 18 v 6 242
a Bragdon, Joseph v 7 45 v 8 185 226
Bragdon, Joseph D. v 9 387 v10 187 191 273 v11 152
Bragdon, Joshua v 6 212 276 v 7 45
Bragdon, Louie F. v 8 240
Bragdon, Mary E. v11 207
Bragdon, Nathaniel v 2 31 v 5 48 v 6 242 v 7 45 v10 187
Bragdon, Owen v 6 25 335 370 373 449 v 7 23 v11 71
Bragdon, Phebe v 7 140
Bragdon, Samuel v 4 25 26 27 53 68 v 5 420
a Bragdon, Samuel v 6 495 v10 299 v11 208
Bragdon, Sarah v 6 276
Bragdon, Shadrach v 3 64 69
Bragdon, Susan v 1 58 v 8 185
Bragdon, Tryphena B. v 9 21
Bragdon, Wm. v 1 23 v 5 196
Bramly v 5 414 422
s Brass Band v 2 195 201 v 3 66 89 v 4 112 v 5 402 420
a s Brass Band v 7 4 8 237 v 8 11 16 36 242 v10 282
Brazier, J. H. v10 352
Brick Block v 6 50
Brickyard v 5 326
Bridge v 6 161
c Bridge, Cat Mousam v 1 137 v 2 109 137 147 v 7 207
c Bridge, Clay Hill v 5 103
c Bridge, Mousam River v 8 175 179 186 202 205 210 211 215 238
c Bridge, Stone R. R. v 3 113
Bridges, Chas. v 7 305
Bridges, Jonathan v 7 48 51 140
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Brigham, Herbert E. v 9 5 99 v 9 302 v11 214
s British Fleet v 4 197
c Brittania, Ship Ship v 6 131
c Broker, Ship, Jenkins v 4 111
Brooks, Lydia v 9 241
Brooks, Wm. v 3 119 v10 209
Brown, Aaron v10 110
Brown, Alice v 7 140
Brown, Andrew v 6 394 v 7 387
Brown, Augustus v 5 48 v10 88
Brown, Benj. v 5 165 302 v 7 10 132 136
Brown, Betsy v 1 33 v 8 407
Brown, Carrie B. v 7 140
Brown, Chas. C. v 5 41
Brown, Chas. E. v 8 66 192
Brown, Edward v 4 35 60 v 6 407 v 7 215 225 226
Brown, Fred v11 185 186 207
Brown, Geo. W. v 9 395 v10 386
Brown, Harris v10 239
Brown, Horace v11 5
Brown, John v 4 134 v 5 80 224 v 7 41 256 365 v11 64 145
c Brown, John M., Ship Ship v 6 420 456
Brown, John T. v 5 246 v 9 22 v10 386
Brown, Jonathan F. v10 103
Brown, Jos. S. v 9 325
Brown, Jos. T. v 5 48 v 7 176 v 8 308
Brown, Josiah P. v 6 177 184
Brown, Julia v 7 141
Brown, Laura v11 207
Brown, Lucy v 7 226
Brown, Nahum v 9 76
Brown, Samuel v 7 226
Brown, Theodore, Capt. v 3 205 v 4 131 v 9 161
Brown, Thomas v 5 48
Brown, Warren v 3 101 v 4 276 v 5 23 42 v 7 310
Brown, Willard v 7 174 369 v10 111
Brown, Winslow v 6 421
Bryant, Abel M. v 1 75 141 146 v 2 15 103 193 200 v 3 16 172 240 246
a Bryant, Abel M. v 4 257 v 5 183 188 307 v 7 281 364 374 389
a Bryant, Abel M. v 8 66 292 400 v 9 236 305 v10 26 50 111
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Bryant, Chas. v10 11 393
Bryant, Clark v 9 305
Bryant, Geo. v 9 305 v 7 281
Bryant, Louise E. v10 387
Bryant, Sarah v 9 305
Bryant, Seth E. v 1 80 v 2 20 143 144 176 203 v 3 50 173 264
a Bryant, Seth E. v 4 67 141 150 222 223 264 276 302 v 5 101 117 161 163 227
a Bryant, Seth E. v 5 229 233 364 370 v 6 70 71 258 287 288 372 374
a Bryant, Seth E. v 7 77 155 v 8 138 228 240 352 v 9 16 91 247 253 325
a Bryant, Seth E. v10 11 23 393
Bryant, Walter E. v10 23
Bryant, Wm. M. v 1 29 53 35 161 v 2 104 193 200 v 3 11 25 29 60
a Bryant, Wm. M. v 5 117 161 227 v 6 326 349 421 v 7 387
Buckboard v 9 218 v10 86
c Bug, Potato v 7 86
c Building Assn., Kennebunk Loan v10 8 12 132
c Buildings, New See listing at New Buildings
c Bull Run, Battle of v 4 255
Bunker Hill Day v 6 456
Bunker Hill, Last Survivor v 4 195 210
Bunker, John v 4 302 v 5 418
Buntline, Ned v 3 85 87 89 90 117
Burbank, Albion v 5 332 364 374 v 6 125 126 165 222 393 v11 113 115
Burbank, Hannah v 4 81 v 6 248
Burbank, Horace v 6 235
Burgess, Bart v 6 401
Burgess, Laura v10 221 v11 164 170
Burgess, Smith v 9 347 349 368 398
Burgess, Vernon v 8 348
c Burgess, Wakefield & v10 129 234
Burglars v 8 313 v 9 37 378 v10 11
s Burial Customs v 6 158
s Burial place of Presidents v 2 165
Burke, Carrie, B. v 9 92 267 v10 270 v11 162 223
Burke, Eliza v 8 246 324 391 v 9 19 92 103 267 v11 162 223
Burke, Horace v 8 137 v10 143 208
Burke, Isreal v 9 204 v11 4 224
Burke, Michael v 9 235
Burke, Wilfred I. v11 107
Burke, Wm. H. v 6 395 v 9 129 v10 39 v11 4 224
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Burley, L. E. v 8 203 v10 50
Burnham, A. A v11 70
Burnham, Albert L. v 5 48 66 v11 11 12
Burnham, Chas. v 9 265
Burnham, Daniel R. v10 195
Burnham, Edward P. v 2 28 96 v 4 127 277 v 6 215 v 7 116 159
a Burnham, Edward P. v 8 200 206 346 v 9 34 253 256 282 289 324 331 354
a Burnham, Edward P. v10 250 260 v11 67 117
Burnham, Edwin, Rev. v 9 172
Burnham, G. E. v 9 6 375 v10 208
Burnham, Isaac v 9 263 23
Burnham, J. V. P. v 8 395
Burnham, John v 3 104 215 v 5 44 61 67 80 129 131
a Burnham, John v 6 102 v 7 182 v 8 407 v 9 236 v10 23
Burnham, Jonas, Rev. v 6 101 292 v 7 259 365 v 9 241
Burnham, Lucy A. v 6 267 v 8 1
Burnham, Mary A. v10 300
Burnham, Nancy v 1 33
Burnham, Oliver R. v 9 283 v10 346
Burnham, Owen E. v 3 147 v 4 38 89 v 5 165 v 6 101 215 232 267
a Burnham, Owen E. v 7 131 185 2 3 282 300 3 5 v 8 1 231
a Burnham, Owen E. v10 18 346 387 v11 164 170
Burnham, Samuel v10 146
Burnham, Sarah v 5 130 131 151 221
Burnham, Seth v 6 292 v 7 75 v 8 12
Burrell, A. H. v 7 259 304 323
Burrell, C. A. v 7 217 323 v10 23
Burrell, James v 5 48
Burrell, Laura v 8 308
Burrell, Nathaniel v 7 33
Burrell, Otis A. v 9 91 199 v10 300 v11 169
Burrell, Simon v10 208
Burroughs, A. M. v 9 325
Butland, Augustus F. v 5 72
Butland, Calvin v 7 387
Butland, Chas. v10 300
Butland, Edward B. v 4 237 323 v 5 112 v 6 184
Butland, Francis A. v 5 418
Butland, Hannah v 8 66
Butland, Isaac v 5 72 v 9 161 236
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Butland, Israel v10 300
Butland, Jacob v 8 229
Butland, Mary Ann v 1 5
Butland, Mary F. v 6 276
Butland, Samuel v 3 43
Butland, Sarah E. v 2 189 v 7 118
Butland, Susy v 3 43
Butland, Thos. v 8 407 v 9 76
Butler, Martha v 4 92 96
Byram, B. P., Rev. v 2 45 v 8 2 6 4 7
Byram, Pamelia Osborn v11 67 68 80 81
Byram, Rothens M., Rev. v 8 206 4 7 v11 67
Legend        Names/Topics                      Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line C
s See also cross-index line(s)
c Cross-index line
c Cactus, Ship v 6 331
Caine, Saml. v 3 200
Caine, Uriah, Capt. v 8 100 215 221 241 310
Caine, V. A. v10 239
Caldwell, John M., Rev. v 5 102 179 189 192 257 v 6 227 v 7 5 257 v 8 222 v 9 295
c Caleb Cushing, Ship US Cutter v 5 44
c California Gold Rush v 1 4 22 23 28 38 46 58 61 76 94 97
s California Gold Rush v 2 2 3 13 17 22 67 117
s California Gold Rush, Lecture v 1 38
s California Gold Rush, Views v 2 149
Callender, Geo. v 4 131 150 213 225
Callender, Henry v 4 229
Cameron, Jas. v 8 310
s Camp Meeting v 1 87 v 2 45 46 139 140 141 v 3 98 104 143 175 250
a s Camp Meeting v 3 251 v 4 43 44 115 116 187 261 345 v 5 55 108 124
a s Camp Meeting v 5 194 199 262 331 393 v 6 26 105 106 175 177 157 251 252
a s Camp Meeting v 6 308 316 317 322 234 392 v 7 12 16 100 109 194 271 353
a s Camp Meeting v 8 117 120
c Camp Meeting, Methodist See listing at Methodist Camp Meeting
Campbell, Danl., Rev. v 5 215
Campbell, Edward v 9 2
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c Campbell, Lavinia, Ship Sch v 8 307
Campbell, Peter v 9 241
c Canal, Mousam River v 8 64
Canney, Enoch v 4 38 v 5 148
s Canning Factory v 8 183 v 9 61 156
c Cape Porpoise Church History v10 70
c Capt. Barker, John W. v 2 185 v 3 122 179 v 4 56 100 241 245 v 5 303
c Capt. Barry, Chas. E. v 1 23 126
c Capt. Bell, Thos. v 7 282
c Capt. Blaisdell, Jotham v 3 375 421 v 8 326
c Capt. Brown, Theodore v 3 205 v 4 131 v 9 161
c Capt. Caine, Uriah v 8 100 215 221 241 310
c Capt. Costello v 9 57
c Capt. Curtis, Daniel See listing at surname
c Capt. Curtis, Jacob v 3 273 v 5 166 v 6 148
c Capt. Day, Alden v 5 331 v 6 230 380 v 7 202
c Capt. Day, Alvah v 3 234
c Capt. Downing, Israel See listing at surname
c Capt. Durrell, Israel See listing at surname
c Capt. Foss, Leander v 6 43
c Capt. Goodwin, Ivory See listing at surname
c Capt. Griffiths v 2 142
c Capt. Hatch, Benj. S. v 6 144 179 v 7 100
c Capt. Hatch, Joseph See listing at surname
c Capt. Hill, Abram See listing at surname
c Capt. Hill, John See listing at surname
c Capt. Hubbard, Jas. See listing at surname
c Capt. Huff, Wm. v 2 56 101 173 v 5 431 v 6 57 251 296
c Capt. Ilsley, Washington v 3 180 v 4 282 312
c Capt. Kimball, Nat'l v 5 165 v 7 130 v 8 145
c Capt. Little, John L. v 5 3 v 8 177 v11 104
c Capt. Littlefield, Peletiah v 1 51 v 3 4 8
c Capt. Littlefield, Samuel See listing at surname
c Capt. Lord, Clement v 1 99 v 4 140 v 8 269 v 9 47
c Capt. Lord, Daniel (son of Mr. Wm.) v 3 265 v 4 76
c Capt. Lord, Geo. (son of Tobias See listing at surname
c Capt. Lord, Ivory See listing at surname
c Capt. Lord, John v 6 323
c Capt. Lord, Thomas (son of Ivory) See listing at surname
c Capt. Lord, Tobias (wife Cynthia Nason) See listing at surname
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c Capt. Lord, Wm. Jr. (son of Nathani See listing at surname
c Capt. Maling, Moses See listing at surname
c Capt. Maling, Thomas v 5 99
c Capt. McCulloch, Hugh v 5 36 423
c Capt. Merrill, Humphrey v 6 48
c Capt. Merrill, Jacob v 1 50 v 3 69 v 5 343 v 6 10 48 79
c Capt. Moody, Horatio See listing at surname
c Capt. Nason, Daniel See listing at surname
c Capt. Nason, Edward See listing at surname
c Capt. Nason, Jos. T. See listing at surname
c Capt. Nason, Tobias L. See listing at surname
c Capt. Nason, Wm. B., (Dane St See listing at surname
c Capt. Nason, Wm. B., Jr. See listing at surname
c Capt. Nowell, Geo. v 5 84
c Capt. Nowell, Hiram T. v 4 2 11 v 6 112
c Capt. Peabody, Jas. v 5 193
c Capt. Perkins, Ephriam v 1 2 v 2 84 168 v 3 72 v 4 125 v 5 158 v 7 195
c Capt. Perkins, Hovey v 3 225 v 4 110
c Capt. Perkins, Jott S. See listing at surname
c Capt. Prescott v 2 147
c Capt. Purington, Nat'l. v 3 235
c Capt. Shannon, John v 3 237 v 4 100 111 152 154 178
c Capt. Simonds, Geo. v 6 430 431
c Capt. Smith, Oliver See listing at surname
c Capt. Stone, Abner v 5 180 197 250 v 9 328
c Capt. Stone, Edward See listing at surname
c Capt. Stone, Jonathan v 6 49
c Capt. Stone, Jott v 1 76 v 3 64 v 5 367
c Capt. Stone, Wm. P. v 3 131 v 4 296 v 7 223
c Capt. Symonds, Archelaus F. v 4 405 482
c Capt. Symonds, Wm. See listing at surname
c Capt. Thompson, Chas. See listing at surname
c Capt. Thompson, Geo W. v 1 97 v 3 120 v 5 347 v 6 63 v10 15 216 300
c Capt. Thompson, Joshua See listing at surname
c Capt. Thompson, Nat'l L. See listing at surname
c Capt. Thompson, Stephen v 5 117
c Capt. Towne, Henry v 6 5 197
c Capt. Towne, Robert See listing at surname
c Capt. Towne, Wm. H. v 9 95
c Capt. Twombly, Henry v 5 110
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c Capt. Walker, Lemuel v 2 116 v 5 24 80 v 6 49
c Capt. Walker, Nathan v 6 121
c Capt. Webb, Geo. A. See listing at surname
c Capt. Whitten, John v 6 121
c Capt. Willets v 5 77
c Capt. Williams, Albert See listing at surname
c Capt. Williams, Claudius B. See listing at surname
c Capt. Williams, Wm. See listing at surname
c Capt. Winn, Daniel v 5 336
c Capt. Wormwood, Geo. v 2 206 v 5 72
s Captains, Sea v 1 16 v 4 100
c Cards, Postal v 6 300
Carleton, Wm. E. v11 5 225
c Carll, Day & v 6 395
Carll, Geo. B. v 6 72 133 145 307
Carney, Fessenden v 6 182 v10 385
s Carnival, River v 9 47 128 296 297 384 v10 76 174 267 352 v11 35 118
s Carp, German v 9 339
Carr, Wm. S., Rev v 6 320 379 386
c Carrie A. Clark, Ship Ship v 5 270
c Carrie Bell, Ship Sch v 6 345
c Cars, Pullman v 6 154
c Cart, Dog v 9 48
c Cart, Milk v 3 263
Caswell, Miss v 1 9
s Cat Mousam Bridge v 1 137 v 2 109 137 147 v 7 207
s Cat Mousam School v 1 12 v 6 11
Catholics v 2 35 103 v 8 231 270 272 v 9 356 v10 41 43
s Cattle Market v 1 86
s Cattle Show v11 48
s Cattle Tuberculosis v 9 330 332 333
Caucus v 2 34 39 40 117 122 128 137 210 v 3 161 162 172 239 254
a Caucus v 4 6 30 39 47 101 114 172 181 185 257 264 337 343
a Caucus v 5 22 49 121 128 257 264 415 v 7 155
Cawthorne, J. W. v10 99 v11 79 81 141
c Cemetery, Arundel v10 372 v11 22
c Cemetery, Bass Cove v 5 181
c Cemetery, Hope See listing at Hope Cemetery
s Cemetery, Landing v 4 267 v 7 336 v 9 385
c Cemetery, Mt. Pleasant v 2 124 181 182 v 3 110
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s Cemetery, Old v 7 207 216
s Centenial Elm v 7 8 80 91 125 174 179
s Centenial Exhibition v 7 85 115 123 116 126
Chadbourne, Abigail v 3 129
Chadbourne, Augusta v 7 282
Chadbourne, Elisha v 1 64 v 3 119 v 4 206 v 5 381
Chadbourne, Hercules H. Jr. v 5 216 242 v 9 372
Chadbourne, Humphrey H. v 1 26 64 v 4 37 v 5 325 v 6 23  v 259 303 v10 23
Chadbourne, John v 6 147
Chadbourne, Olive v 3 44
Chadbourne, Susan v 8 288
s Chaise, First v 5 171 v 6 171
Chamberlain, Gov. v 6 99 141 v 7 52 158
c Chapel, Stone v 4 119
c Chapel, Wentworths Beach v 8 357
Chapman, Danl. v 5 317
Chapman, H. W. v 6 322 339 368
Chard, Edward v 9 20
Chard, Thos. v 8 148 182
s Charter Oak Ins. Co. v ? 236 v 2? 36?
c Charter, Village v ? 371
c Chas. Humberston, Ship Ship v 1 98 109 v 2 76
c Chas. Sprague, Ship Ship v 1 108 112
c Chas. Ward, Ship Ship v 5 68
Chase, Edwin v10 126 234
Chase, Rufus v 1 63
Chase, Sarah L., Mrs. v 8 99 184 310 v 7 109 358 v10 371 v11 61 109
a Chase, Sarah L., Mrs. v11 181 227
Chase, Warren v 3 46 47 48 49 50 v 4 64 65
Chase, Wm. v 2 120 126 144 167 168 171 177 178 180 v 3 245 249
a Chase, Wm. v 4 96 240 241 v 6 425 432 v 8071
Chatman, Geo. v 7 195 v10 387
c Cheltenham, Ship Ship v 4 253 293
Cheney, Oren B. v 6 208 v 7 81 v10 346
c Chesapeake, SS, Ship v 5 77
Chesley, Chas. v11 177
Chesley, E. S. , Mrs. v 7 117 292 v 8 60 62 234 302 v 9 30 v11 10 59
Chick, Daniel v 5 101 v 7 140
Chick, Edwin v 7 41
Chick, Fred v 8 66
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Chick, Hosea v 9 249
Chick, Ivory v 4 181 v 6 365 v 9 23 76 79
Chick, John, Rev. v 1 105 v 4 140
Chick, Sylvester v 8 24 118 148 v 9 286 346 397 v10 194
s Chinese Laundry v11 44 50
s Chinese Sugar Cane v 3 234
Chipman, Frank E.. v 7 331 v 8 12 109 148
Chisholm, Kingman v10 366 v11 149 237
Choate, Rufus v 3 146 v 4 105
Chowder Party v 7 138 v 4 42
Christensen, A. M. , Mrs. v 9 305
Christensen, Christen v 7 226
Christensen, Geo. v 5 401 v 6 203 v 8 307 406 v 9 77 v10 128 208
Christensen, Wm. H. v10 302 395
Christmas v 2 78 v 3 36 122 272 v 4 67 138 209 290
a Christmas v 5 10 79 150 220 283 351 413 v 6 50 127 201 279 345 419
a Christmas v 7 39 138 224 303 386 v 8 64 147 224 307 406
a Christmas v 9 19 107 296 379
s Church History v 6 330
s Church History, Cape Porpoise v10 70
s Church History, Kennebunkport v 9 138
c Church Meeting, Union v 6 169 170 179
c Church, Alewive Baptist v 1 92 v10 146
c Church, Baptist See listing at Baptist Church
c Church, Baptist, Alewive v 1 92 v10 146
c Church, Baptist, Kennebunkportv 3 95 205 v10 105
c Church, Congregational See listing at Congregational Church
c Church, Episcopal v 8 230 236 249 259 309 354 v 9 17 25 31 83 111 171
c Church, First Parish Records v 4 108 230 231 v 6 7 81 103
c Church, Irish v 2 35
c Church, Kennebunkport Baptist v 3 95 205 v10 105
c Church, Methodist See listing at Methodist Church
c Church, Methodist, Saco Road v 4 6 120 v 6 102
c Church, Methodist, West Kennev 5 365 399
c Church, Scandinavian v10 291 294 358 365 371
c Church, St. Anne's v 9 385 390 v10 1 6 214 268
c Church, Unitarian See listing at Unitarian Church
Chute, Rev. v 3 233
c Circle - see also Assn., Club, Society
c Circle, Sewing v 2 71 170 200 207 v 3 32 43
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Circus v 1 68 v 3 78 v 4 268 v 6 169 303
a Circus v 9 378 379 v11 35 107
c City of Peking, Ship Str v 6 398
s Civil War v 4 232
c Civil War - See Army, Encampment, G. A. R., Volunteer Regiments
c Civil War Pensioners v 8 292
Clambake v 7 15 v10 74
c Clara & Mabel, Ship Sch v 8 228
Clark, Abner v 5 63 82 144
Clark, Anna v 6 421 v 7 66
Clark, Asa v 8 337 350 v 9 70 74 163 175 255 328 v10 39 121 221
a Clark, Asa v10 224 315 v11 5 225
Clark, Carrie v 6 25 v 8 66
c Clark, Carrie A., Ship Ship v 5 270
Clark, Charlotte A. v 7 66 140
Clark, Chas. H. v 6 396 422 435 v 8 47? 49? 98 100 120 282 290 312 313 354
a Clark, Chas. H. v 9 355 v10 39 121 130 189 207 220 223 270 313 318 377 399
a Clark, Chas. H. v11 4 41 82 88 109 118 154 156 162 224
Clark, Chas. Peter v 9 203 399 v 10 100
Clark, Clarence H. v 9 251 256
Clark, Daniel v 9 173 398
Clark, David v 4 131 v 5 159 270 v 6 275 345 420 v 7 87
a Clark, David v 8 89 149 219 307 340 406 v 9 77 86 v10 315
Clark, Eben v 6 358
Clark, Edward L., Rev. v 8 196 363 v 9 216 218 240 38 0 384 396 399 v10 100 120
Clark, Edwin v 8 327
Clark, Eleazar v 4 334 v 7 89 263 v10 34 59 71 110
Clark, Elizabeth M. v 7 140
Clark, Ella v 7 158 v 8 44
Clark, Geo. v 5 172 232 v10 259
Clark, Henry v 4 348 v 5 202 425 v 6 336 453
Clark, Jacob v 9 161
Clark, John v10 110
Clark, Jonas v 4 22 157 v 5 166 v 6 48 v 7 398
Clark, Joshua v10 59 71 v11 224
Clark, Joshua Jr. v10 102 112
Clark, Jotham F. v 8 237
Clark, Martha v 6 25 362 v 9 20 37 64 293 v10 10 121
Clark, Nathaniel v10 100
Clark, Oscar v 9 328 365 v10 2 314 v11 4 137 224
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Clark, Peter v 8 10 24 53 152 196 221 v11 5
Clark, Rebecca v 6 421
Clark, Sally v 6 25
Clark, Saml. Jr. v 7 67 293 v 9 120 168 174 v 9 66 v11 135 182
Clark, Saml. Sr. v 1 36 101 v 2 181 v 3 3 12 65 162 171 281
a Clark, Saml. Sr. v 4 20 27 33 47 48 79 102 118 133 144 155 181 206 259
a Clark, Saml. Sr. v 5 7 77 100 129 148 156 225 237 241 256 285 333 335 338 339
a Clark, Saml. Sr. v 5 367 368 376 417 418 v 6 45 68 79 137 157 160 213 289
a Clark, Saml. Sr. v 6 305 348 366 381 412 435 453 v 7 66 67 81 89 118 134
a Clark, Saml. Sr. v 7 196 210 212 256 284 360 379 v 8 50 62 77 91 92 93
a Clark, Saml. Sr. v 8 100 137 148 160 171 183 215 290 405 v 9 20 396
a Clark, Saml. Sr. v10 39 130 223 314 v11 4 14 16 47 135 224 182
Clark, Susan L. v 7 393 v10 100
Clark, Theodore v 1 84 95 116 v 5 423 v 6 48 v 7 37 100 124 177
a Clark, Theodore v 8 3 47 229 293 387
Clark, Wm. H. v 5 418 v 6 358
s Clay Hill Bridge v 5 103
Clay, Henry v 2 29
Cleaves, Aaron C. v 8 148 v 9 241
Cleaves, Jas. E. v11 95
Cleaves, Mary v 6 208
Cleaves, Robert v 5 302 314 321 357 370 379 399 400 v 6 3 31 109 127 135
a Cleaves, Robert v 6 151 179 261 v 7 289 295
Cleaves, Samuel v 3 68 86 121 v 4 23 196 226 323 v 5 304 v10 146
Cleaves, Stephen v 1 6 110 v 5 52 v 8 170 226
Cleaves, Wm. v 4 237 v 5 82 v 8 407 v11 70
s Cliff House v 9 392
Clifford, Nathan v 3 276 v 8 117
c Climax, Ship Sch v 8 149
c Clock, Simon Willard v 6 23
c Clock, Town v 8 243 263 267
c Clock, Unitarian v 4 87 89 91 94 95 99 101 102 104 106
s Clock, Wm. Pepperell v 7 42
c Clotilde, Ship Ship v 6 125 127 131 161 165
Cloudman, Walter H. v 9 375 v10 284 339 366
Clough, Arthur v 6 144 v 8 168 182 v 9 87 88 159 161
Clough, Elizabeth v 4 146
Clough, Geo. S. v 6 362
Clough, Geo. W. v 9 202
Clough, Henry v 8 407
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c Club - see also Assn., Circle, Society
c Club, Dramatic v 5 365 367 403
c Club, Exeter Glee v10 46
c Club, Fremont v 3 191
c Club, Kennebunk v11 37
c Club, Kennebunk Dramatic v 7 179 218 246 391 393
c Club, Reading v 6 129
c Club, Riverside Social v10 7
c Club, Schubert v 9 108
Cluff, Arthur v 6 9
Cluff, Enoch v 1 112 v 7 50
Cluff, Eunice v10 208
Cluff, John v 1 60
Cluff, Obed v 3 162
Cluff, Rev. v 1 80
c Co. - See also Manufacturing
c Co., Atlas Insurance v 3 157 167 179 203 219 276 v 4 21 74 220
c Co., Bolles & v 1 5 v 2 97 113
c Co., Charter Oak Ins. v ? 236 v 2? 36?
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Currier, Oliver v 9 286
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a Curtis, Daniel, Capt. v 6 63 351 382 v 7 131 344 356 v 8 288 v 9 307 341
a Curtis, Daniel, Capt. v10 224 226 300 314
Curtis, Daniel, Jr. v 4 201
Curtis, Elijah v 4 14 212
Curtis, Elisha v 1 75
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Curtis, Henry v 5 253
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Curtis, Thos. v 1 108
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c Cushing, Caleb, Ship US Cutter v 5 44
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Dresser, Chas. L. v 2 55 98 110 136 143 v 3 73 151 170 204 243 v 4 26
a Dresser, Chas. L. v 4 33 46 88 98 102 128 171 186 220 285 v 5 280 301
a Dresser, Chas. L. v 6 31 288 411 v 7 67 109 244 317 397 404 v 8 13
Dresser, Edgar D. v 8 308
Dresser, Eliza F. v10 341
Dresser, Geo. v 2 127
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Dresser, Hattie T. v 8 406
Dresser, Jas. v 3 73
Dresser, Lydia v 7 202
Dresser, Mehitable L. v 2 129
Dresser, Nancy v 7 202
c Drisco, F. T., Ship Sch v 8 228
Drown, Chas. W. v 4 339 v 5 49 v 8 229 v 9 125
Drown, Daniel v11 70
Drown, Ella M. v10 109
Drown, Geo. L. v10 300
Drown, John v 4 162 v 8 158 v10 111
Drown, Joseph v 3 76
Drown, Nahum v 5 218 v10 198 221 387
Drown, Oliver v 6 347 v 8 66
Drown, Palmer T. v 5 49
Drown, Salina W. v 7 140
Drown, Wm. v11 145
Drowning v 8 355
Dudley, Benj. v 2 177 v 6 18
c Dudley, H. W., Ship v 7 227
Dunbar, Rev. v 4 57
Duncan, Wm. v 9 24
Dunn, Mildred v11 207
Dunn, Sarah v 9 161 v11
Durrell, Abigail v 1 117
Durrell, Alice v11 107
Durrell, Chas. M. v 9 191 213 282 308
Durrell, Chas. P. v11 146
Durrell, Daniel v 9 165 191 325 v11 71
Durrell, David v 6 371
Durrell, Emily v 6 338 340 364
Durrell, Francis v 5 39 55 v 8 389 v10 341
Durrell, Geo. v 6 217 v 7 347 v 8 226
Durrell, Geo. W., Rev. v11 120
Durrell, Hannah v 1 33 v 6 9 134 152
Durrell, Henry C. C. v 4 176 v 5 71 273 336 338 361 368 375 v 6 9 155 189 334
a Durrell, Henry C. C. v 6 438 v 7 347 v 8 99 314 v10 39 130 223 314 v11 4 224
Durrell, Israel, Capt. v 3 32 159 166 170 172 v 4 12 100 111 175 176 182 267
a Durrell, Israel, Capt. v 5 71 270 369 375 v 7 347
Durrell, James v 5 121
Page 47
Durrell, Judith v 7 347
Durrell, Lydia v 3 256
Durrell, Maria v 5 194
Durrell, Sally v 3 32
Durrell, Samuel v 6 79 v 8 212 v11 146
Durrell, Simeon v 5 49
Durrell, Thos. v 2 185 v 3 32 v 5 349 v11 120
Durrell, Wm. v 4 38 v 6 9 30 882 86 217 227 233 271 v 7 305
Dutch, Caroline v10 210
Dutch, Jeremiah v 5 233 364
Dutch, John v 5 418
Dutch, Juliett v 6 421
Dutch, Rhoda v 1 35 62 v 4 51 177 v 5 301
c Dutton, Dolly v 4 323
Legend        Names/Topics                      Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line E
s See also cross-index line(s)
c Cross-index line
s Eagle Rock Hotel v 9 392
c Earl P. Mason, Ship Sch v 6 275
Earthquake v 6 36
Easter v 7 250 407 v 8 170 244 333 v10 47 233 319 v11 3
s Eastern R. R. v 4 213
Eastern Star v 7 232 391 v 8 218 v 9 26 282 v10 337
Eaton, Addie M. v10 63 341 v11 162 223
Eaton, C. S. v 9 263 v11 141
Eaton, Dexter v10 110
Eaton, Fannie A. v 9 267 v11 162 223
Eaton, Isaac v 6 40 42
Eaton, Thos. v 7 398
s Eclipse of Sun v 1 77 v 2 206
s Ecumenical Congress v 1 80 114 v 2 198
c Eddie H. Weeks, Ship Sch v 7 123
Edes, Ed. H., Rev. v 4 108
Edgcomb, Loring v11 244
Edwards, Augustus v10 294
Edwards, Rev. v 4 35 36 108
Page 48
Elder, Nathan v 1 64
c Eldorado, Ship Ship v 5 159
Eldridge, B. F. v 9 392
s Elecricity Lecture v 2 79
s Elections, County v 2 52 145
s Elections, State v 2 50 v 3 13 28 80 101 255 262 v 4 49 118
a s Elections, State v 7 12 21 108 142 199 280 362 364 v 8 41 125 202 205 365
s Electric Flash v 6 36
c Elevator, Steam v 4 161
c Elizabeth, Ship Ship v 4 64 80 84
c Ellen Tobin, Ship Sch v 6 420
Ellis, Thos. v 5 70
c Elm, Centenial v 7 8 80 91 125 174 179
s Elm, Lafayette v 7 365 v10 367
c Elms, Lexington v 2 196 v 3 19 v 5 46 167 v 6 445
c Elsie M. Smith, Ship Sch v 8 228
Elwell, Benj. v 7 162
Elwell, Geo. W. v 8 66 v11 166
Elwell, John v 4 177 225 v 5 344 v 8 387
Elwell, Nathaniel v 6 412
Elwell, Olive v 8 66 v11 70
Elwell, Susanna v 1 33
Elwell, Walter D. v11 166
Elwell, Wm. v 6 276
s Emancipation Proclamation v 5 12
Emerson, Abigail T. v 4 14 19
Emerson, Fenner v 5 329
Emerson, Geo. B. v 8 80 v 9 10
Emerson, Geo. W. v 1 81 v 5 93
Emerson, J. D., Rev. v 6 63 181 206 304 439 v 7 31 36 v10 85
Emerson, Lincoln v 3 169 272 v 5 93
Emerson, Ralph W. v 3 272 v 7 48
Emerson, Saml., Dr. v 1 33 80 81 82 102 124 v 2 170 v 3 114 272
a Emerson, Saml., Dr. v 7 136 v 8 12 80 v11 38
Emerson, Stephen, Dr. v 5 93
Emerson, Waldo v 6 91
Emerson, Washington v 4 265 v 5 418
Emerson, Wm. v 3 169 v 5 93 v 9 221
Emery, Albion C. v 8 232
Emery, Benj. v 5 236 244 v 6 40 128 v 8 148
Page 49
Emery, Chas. W. v10 319 387
Emery, Daniel v 7 140
Emery, Eliza v 3 115 119 159 v 8 55
Emery, Freeman v11 4
Emery, Gertie v10 111
Emery, Hiram v 7 267
Emery, Isaac M. v 5 124 425 v 6 70 186 v 7 77 89 v 8 226 v11 4 224
Emery, Jacob v 5 48
Emery, John v 3 67 172 v 4 36 48 62 63 245 v 5 198 412
a Emery, John v 6 7 v 8 55 v 9 304 v10 16 110 319
a Emery, John v11 4 14 135 187 224
Emery, Jonas v10 361 v11 187 237
Emery, Joshua v 3 119 v11 17
Emery, Moses v 1 4
Emery, Thos. v 5 221
Emery, Wm. A. v10 314 v11 4 224
Emery, Wm. H. v 6 365 v 9 235 254 304 v10 313 314 361
c Emma, Ship Ship v 5 351
s Emmons & Littlefield v 2 148 150 177 203 v 3 153 186 189 194 203 224 229 v 4 217
Emmons, Augusta v10 198 209
Emmons, Benj. v10 146
Emmons, Collins v 7 77 89 225 v 11 224
Emmons, Dinon ? v10 146
Emmons, Eben v10 23
Emmons, Ellen v 6 325 329 v 7 181
Emmons, Geo. v 5 22 264 v 6 217 277 386 v 9 236 391 v10 23 39 247
Emmons, Irving T. v 8 162 v11 238
Emmons, Jesse v 5 221
Emmons, John Collins v 9 204 208 391 v10 346 v11 182
Emmons, Seth v 4 123 268 v 5 151 v 7 173 v10 39 233 314 v11 4 224
Emmons, Willis T. v11 77
c Empire, Ship Sch v 2 135
c Encampment, Pine Tree v 7 390
c Engine Co., Safeguard v 8 166 180 210 262 281? 287? 301 v 9 7 8 277 v10 54
c Engine, Fire, Triumph v 4 275
English, David v 5 221
English, Henry v 5 48
Enstrom, Peter v10 122 328
s Envelopes, Stamped v 2 128
s Episcopal Church v 8 230 236 249 259 309 354 v 9 17 25 31 83 111 171
Page 50
c Equity, Ship Ship v 3 282
c Erebus & Terror, Ship v 1 106
s Estimate of Wealth v 4 22
c Etta B. Rich, Ship
Everett, Edward v 5 154 155
c Excelsior, Ship Ship v 4 153
Excursion v 6 316 320 325
Excursion  - see also Shopping, Trip
s Excursion to Washington v 8 331
s Excursion to White Mountains v 8 44 96 104 120 212 217 245 331
s Exeter Glee Club v10 46
Exeter Song v10 162
Exhibition v 5 273 303 382 426 v 7 115 116 126 127 274 386
c Exhibition, Centenial v 7 85 115 123 116 126
c Exhibition, School v 4 149
Legend        Names/Topics                      Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line F
s See also cross-index line(s)
c c Cross-index line
c F. A. Higgins, Ship Sch v 8 208
c F. S. Lindsey, Ship Ship v 4 293
c F. T. Drisco, Ship Sch v 8 228
Factory  See also Manufacturingv 5 21 91
c Factory, Canning v 8 183 v 9 61 156
c Factory, Cotton v 1 36
Factory, New v 5 302 384 391 402 404 408 v 6 39
c Factory, Sash v 1 9 v 3 232
Fair v 8 1 63 34 132 145 162 206 207 218 224 v10 5 15 277
c Fair, Agricultural v 1 100 v 2 56
c Fair, Methodist v 7 237
c Fair, N. E. v 6 29 31 v 7 199
c Fair, Sanitary v ? 90
c Fair, Worlds v10 213 329 341 347 358 360 362 366 368 373 379
Fairbanks, Calvin v 4 147
s Fairfield & Littlefield v 9 315
Fairfield, Benj. v 9 76 v10 208
Fairfield, Chas. v 5 284
Page 51
Fairfield, Edward v 7 164 v 8 39 170 349 351 356 362 390 407 v 9 6 375
a Fairfield, Edward v10 61 251 v11 118
Fairfield, Emma D. v 7 59 93 326
Fairfield, Eugene A. v 7 322 v 9 56 63 84 191 375 v10 176 276 278 313 358
a Fairfield, Eugene A. v10 360 365 v11 73 75 123
Fairfield, F. Stephen v 2 195 v 3 52 v 4 38 258 v 5 49 257 322 385
a Fairfield, F. Stephen v 6 22 111 113 331 433 v 7 164 226 248 369 305 v 8 166
a Fairfield, F. Stephen v 9 88 140 396 v11 14
Fairfield, Francis v 8 225 v11 174 175
Fairfield, Frank v 5 407 408 v 7 164
Fairfield, Geo. W. v 5 284
Fairfield, Hampden v 5 164 v 9 18
Fairfield, Hiram T. v 8 200 332
Fairfield, Jas. A. v 5 208 280 285 307 314 v 6 59 157 v 7 93 164 205 209
a Fairfield, Jas. A. v 7 215 219 229 305 324 331 387 v 8 12 41 308
a Fairfield, Jas. A. v 9 22 86 115 198 253 390 v10 15 164 218 358
Fairfield, Jennie v10 14 218
Fairfield, Jos. W. v11 96
Fairfield, Leon v 8 401 v 9 2 366
Fairfield, Mary v 6 128
Fairfield, Nahum v 3 99 181
Fairfield, Orrin v10 251
Fairfield, Wm. v 3 73 213 v 4 11 14 28 127 223 254 257 v 5 22 163
a Fairfield, Wm. v 5 307 400 409 v 6 22 111 113 331 433 v 7 55 89 156 164
a Fairfield, Wm. v 7 324 v 8 50 192 365 v10 360
c Falcon, Ship Ship v10 344 357 v11 46
Fall, Frank H. v 5 312
Fall, Parker v 1 64 v 3 26 76 v 4 163 v 5 358 v 6 176
a Fall, Parker v 9 207 381
c Falls, Great v 9 297
c Falls, Niagara v 9 273
c Falls, Old v10 292
c Fannie Fern, Ship Sch v 6 234
c Farm, Hedge v 2 198 v 9 164
Farmers to Beach v 6 15
Farnham, D. S. v11 5 225
Farnham, Geo. C. v 6 287 334 336 v 8 5 226 330 v 9 32 39 48 77 387
Farrand, Milton v 8 181 226
Farrand, Natham v 6 230
Farrand, Rachael v 8 148
Page 52
Farwell, Isaiah v 6 358 421 v7 173 387
Farwell, Israel v 5 185
Fast Day v 1 37 167 v 2 106 197 v 3 226 v 4 14 158 211 232
a Fast Day v 4 267 v 5 29 34 100 120 183 239 305 371 v 6 78
a Fast Day v 7 74 169 248 329 v11 2 9
Fat Boy v 2 18
c Federal Army - see also G.A.R., Volunteer Regiments
c Federal Army See listing at Army, Federal
Fellows, Rev. v 4 24 48 49 52 65 66 80 83 92 95 202 v 5 16 30
a Fellows, Rev. v 5 31 3 57 97 101 119 156 193 212 214 216 218
Ferguson, Charles v 7 40 v 8 16 v 9 320 v10 3 38
Ferguson, Henry M. v 5 5
Ferguson, Jennie v10 341 v11 109 184
Ferguson, John H. v 1 9 v 2 22 29 v 3 69 232 v 4 38 152 313
a Ferguson, John H. v 5 40 80 210 327 344 393 v 6 222 257 289 296 304 376 422
a Ferguson, John H. v 7 2 76 170 184 198 203 205 209 397 404 v 8 23 50 93
a Ferguson, John H. v 8 120 258 310 315 362 v 9 21 38 65 86 208 219 229 263
a Ferguson, John H. v 9 265 266 302 307 319 320 322 323 393 397 395 396
a Ferguson, John H. v10 3 38 39 47 130 133 223 314 351
a Ferguson, John H. v11 4 180 190 207 224 236
c Fern, Fannie, Ship Sch v 6 234
Fernald, Abigail v11 208
Fernald, Alex G. v 1 81 v 3 272 v 4 17 91 237 v 5 166
a Fernald, Alex G. v 6 279 309 347 377 382 237 449 v 7 41 43 v 8 120 364
Fernald, Anthony v 1 63
Fernald, Ebenezer v 7 226
Fernald, Harriet v 9 76
Fernald, Horace F. v 3 149 v 4 24 v 9 154 161 222 v11 208
Fernald, Ivory v10 22 87
Fernald, Jos. H. v 9 226
Fernald, Samuel v 8 148
Fernald, Susan v 7 41
Ferris, F. H. v11 5
Ferris, L. Z., Rev. v 7 162 166 167 171 176 182 187 210 217 251 287 313
c Fever, Typhoid v 1 111
Finlayson, Archibald v11 37
c Fire - Mousam Hose Co. v11 144
s Fire - Safeguard Engine Co. v 8 166 180 210 262 281? 287? 301 v 9 7 8 277 v10 54
Fire Dept. v 1 134 135 141 146 148 150 152 154 155 160 v 2 65 97 136
a Fire Dept. v 2 160 v 3 118 149 180 272 v 4 122 149 179 v 6 28
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a Fire Dept. v 7 390 399 405 v 8 4 342 v 9 206 266 397 399 v10 347
c Fire Engine, Triumph v 4 275
c Fire Ins. Co., Mutual v 3 156 210 v 7 214
s Fire List, 1851-1889 v 9 394 395 396
s Fire Society v 2 164 v 4 32 115 118 v 4 129 v 6 119 267
a s Fire Society v 7 376 v 8 297 v10 9 366 v11 200
c Fire, Portland v 5 318
Fires v 2 17 106 130 138 160 163 174 175 196 v 4 25 26 33 93
a Fires v 4 163 276 v 5 13 199 201 253 279 305 310 327 360 384 389
a Fires v 6 45 77 86 116 124 150 188 261 266 v 7 8 10 26 62
a Fires v 7 69 233 243 246 254 284 287 308 366 328 354 v 8 92 113
a Fires v 8 129 137 171 227 259 271 324 354 355 389 404 405 v 9 84
a Fires v 9 90 111 148 195 218 v10 45 83 88 157 216 236 239 270
a Fires v10 288 292 299 351 360 364 392 394 399 v11 26 84 99 128 169
c First Chaise v 5 171 v 6 171
c First Coach v 5 213
s First Coaches v 6 311
s First Parish Records v 4 108 230 231 v 6 7 81 103
c First Post Office v 5 230
s First Railroad v 6 311
Fisher, D. P., Mrs. v11 137
Fisher, Eliza v ? 174 v 1? 74?
Fisher, Francis v 2 137 170 v 3 144 v 6 75 128 367 v 9 325
Fisher, Jacob, Dr. v 2 68 v 3 154 v 5 299 302 373 v 6 73 146 154
a Fisher, Jacob, Dr. v 7 136 v 8 75
Fisher, Jas. C. v10 186
Fisher, Marcellus v 5 317
c Fishermen, Loss of v 1 107
s Fishers Cough Drops v 2 68 v 5 244 299 306 335 v 6 7 21 250 263 v 7 212
c Fishing, Cod v 7 225
Fiske, Geo W. v 6 404 v 7 19 v 8 113 v 9 396 v 10 84 111 173
Fiske, John F. v 7 305 v 8 113
Fiske, John G. v 1 67 v10 84 173 209 386
Fiske, Jonathan G. v 1 67 v 3 187 v 5 191 276 v 6 414 v 7 29
Fiske, Mary K. v 1 115 v 7 387
Fiske, Mildred M. v11 240
Fitzgerald, Dr. v 6 160
Flag Raising v10 80 270 271
c Flag, Confederate v 4 233
Flags v 2 61 v 3 172 177 v 4 186 187 234 236
Page 54
Flanders, Eliza A. v10 300
c Flash, Electric v 6 36
c Fleet, British v 4 197
s Fletcher Street v 7 118
Fletcher, Geo. v 2 11
Fletcher, Jeremiah v 3 197 v 7 121
Fletcher, Nat'l H., Rev. v 4 108 v 6 7 v 7 257 284 291 v10 121
Fletcher, Robert v10 239 300
Fletcher, Woodbury v10 78
Flood, John v 5 221
c Florida, Ship Sch v 7 309
Flume v 5 122
Flynn, Everhard v 9 288
Fogg, Ed. L. v 6 226 265
Folsom, Lydia v 9 147
Folsom, Peter v 4 20
Ford, John v 4 328 v 6 427 449 v 7 47 239 264 305 352
Ford, Mark H. v 2 29 v 3 234 v 4 325 v 5 49 83 v 6 288 360
a Ford, Mark H. v 7 38 304 v 9 127
Ford, Nancy v 8 69
Forster, W. H., Rev. v 7 96 171
Foss, Alex. v 3 213 233
Foss, Henry B. v 5 216
Foss, Leander, Capt. v 6 43
Foster, Jane B. v 3 224
c Foundry - See also Manufacturing
c Foundry, Iron v 4 148
s Fourth of July v 1 69 v 2 127 v 3 84 163 v 4 325 v 6 17 95
a Fourth of July v 6 239 310 384 v 7 4 76 80 88 89 90 183 266 346
a Fourth of July v 8 25 110 187 270 351 v 9 40 122 206 287
a Fourth of July v10 66 162 252 342 v11 27 109 182 243
Fowler, John v 9 199
s Fractional Currency v 4 342 v 5 13 30 82 192
Francis, Ebenezer v 2 51 v 3 233 v 4 50
c Fraternal Orders See names of organizations
c Fred W. Horn, Ship Ship v 3 122
Free Soil v 2 44 50 208
c Free Soil Convention v 2 29 44
Freeman, Benj., Rev. v11 83 145
Freight v 1 27
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s Fremont Club v 3 191
c French, D. C., Ship Ship v 8 406
Freshet v 2 2 v 3 226 v11 157 158
c Friedlander, Ship Ship v 6 249 262 273 275
Frost, Betsy W. v 2 144 v 8 231
Frost, Caroline v 1 3 46 v 2 190 v 5 345
Frost, Edwin C. v 2 190 v 4 9 11 26 102 145 165 267 275 287
a Frost, Edwin C. v 5 152 235 241 326 344 345 349 350 400 429 v 7 42
a Frost, Edwin G. v 8 48 169 v 9 140 161 222 310
Frost, Elizabeth v 4 345
Frost, Geo. Wm. v 8 49 v 9 28 223 v10 31 34 43 52 57 92 v11 13
Frost, Helen v 8 44 70 252 v 9 96
Frost, John V 1 64 78 115 v 2 144 v 3 36 164 v 5 367 v 6 57
Frost, Mary E. v 3 36 122 v 5 345 v 6 339 v 8 44 162 168
Frost, Nathaniel v 4 22 v 7 398 v 9 220 398
Frost, Timothy, Maj. v 2 51 112 118 169 182 190 v 3 128 v 4 9 164
a Frost, Timothy, Maj. v 5 345 v 6 76 285
Frost, Wm. v 5 345
Fuller, Sidney T. v 5 65 v 6 294 307 v 7 39 75 97 209 v 8 103 169 239
a Fuller, Sidney T. v 9 46 60 62 63 69 104 108 109 113 159 203 204 210 220 228
a Fuller, Sidney T. v 9 229 268 276 277 286 288 307 323 352 355 369 v10 12 39
a Fuller, Sidney T. v10 40 50 61 88 128 130 132 223 261 278 314 317 390
a Fuller, Sidney T. v11 4 170 224
Furber, Jas. T. v 4? 214 302
Furbish, Augusta v 6 4
Furbish, Benj. v 6 4 41 74 135 v 7 243 v 9 45 76
Furbish, Emma v 8 326
Furbish, Eunice R. v 5 129 80
Furbish, Franklin E. v 6 283 382 395 v 7 81 305 v 8 229 349 351
Furbish, Horace B. v 7 81 140
Furbish, Isaac v 1 64 157 v 2 22 208 v 3 357 v 4 72 102 155 171
a Furbish, Isaac v 4 190 352 v 4 10 14 29 200 235 238 239 421 427 428
a Furbish, Isaac v 6 27 52 84 v 8 148 326 395 v 9 310 v10 266 v11 131 139
Furbish, Isaac Jr. v 4 199
Furbish, Joseph v11 145
Legend        Names/Topics                      Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line G
s See also cross-index line(s)
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c c Cross-index line
s G. A. R. v 7 338 v 8 162 171 180 v 9 39 226 230 233 277 v10 67 76
c G. A. R. - see also Federal Army, Volunteer Regiments
Gaddis, Ed. H. v 9 266
Gaddis, John S. v 9 375
Gaddis. Mrs. I. v 7 226
c Gale, Great v 1 40 v 6 29
c Gamewell, John N., Ship Sch v 6 345
Gammett, John v10 259
Gammon, M. H. v 7 292 322 v 9 25 v10 25
c Gandy, Mildred, Ship Sloop v10 302
c Garden, Public v 2 150
s Garget ? Cure v 7 258
Garland, Albra v 5 82
Garland, Edmund, Rev. v 6 391
Garland, Lucretia D. v 8 220
s Garrison House v 1 58
c Garrison, Larrabee v 2 30
Garvin, Ed. D. v 9 241 v10 45 v11 5
Garvin, Sylvester v 7 89
Gates v10 76
c Gazette, Kennebunk v10 245 v 5 56 60
Geese v 3 267
c Geo. Hudson, Ship Str v 8 63
c Geo. V. Jordan, Ship Sch. v 6 420
c German Carp v 9 339
Getchell, Chas. v 7 267 v10 221
Getchell, Ephraim v 4 196
Getchell, Frank v10 122
Getchell, Geo. v10 157
Getchell, John v 4 26
Getchell, Joseph v 3 64 v 4 102 141 181 v 5 48 306 v 7 66
a Getchell, Joseph v 8 235 208 v11 145
Gilbert, R. C. v 8 91 125 144 153
Gilbert, Wm. v 4 72
Gilman, Albert F. v10 270 341 v11 26
Gilman, Dr. v 4 66 148 v 5 100
Gilman, Geo H. v 7 113 250 276 331 333 v 8 12 315 v 9 34 48 84 109 307
Gilman, Hannah v 5 41 61
Page 57
Gilman, Hayden v 7 93 v 8 267
Gilman, Sarah v 5 45
Gilmore, A. F. v11 107
Gilpatrick, Abraham v 1 90 v 5 171
Gilpatrick, Anna v 1 33
Gilpatrick, Chas. v 6 164 184 220 317
Gilpatrick, Clare V 6 72
Gilpatrick, Daniel v 1 23 64 v 3 123 v 5 113 v 6 63 164 220
a Gilpatrick, Daniel v 7 60 112 129 140 164 198 215 v 9 70
Gilpatrick, Dimon v 7 129
Gilpatrick, Geo. A. v 7 84 226 v 8 181 244 254 303 343 v10 60 133 313 318
a Gilpatrick, Geo. A. v11 185 1 85 158 162 261
Gilpatrick, Hannah K. v 4 127 v 7 84
Gilpatrick, Ira v 7 277
Gilpatrick, Ivory v 8 427 v 9 42 223
Gilpatrick, Jas. v 6 52
Gilpatrick, John v 3 159 v 7 131 v 9 76 175
Gilpatrick, Mary Ann v 4 59 v 5 216
Gilpatrick, Nathaniel v 6 128
Gilpatrick, Richard v 4 22 59 v 5 113 166 195 221 v 6 317 v 7 77 94
a Gilpatrick, Richard v 7 129 134 210 v 8 5 253 v 9 70 76 v10 2 45
Gilpatrick, Samuel v 1 130 v 4 89 v 5 165 171 v 6 212
Gilpatrick, Sophia v 2 91 v 3 158 v 7 111 125 140
Gilpatrick, Thos. L. v 4 127 v 6 245 v 7 2 186 331 v 8 12 330
a Gilpatrick, Thos. L. v 9 84 140 178 v10 362 v11 224
Gilpatrick, Wm. v 7 111 v 8 108
c Girls, Irish v 2 113
Giroud, French Teacher v 3 29 35 36 173
Given, E. W. v 8 91 105 170
c Glee Club, Exeter v10 46
s Glen House v 8 29 v 9 392
Goddard, J. v 4 172 180
Goff, Cyrus B. v 7 41 v 8 390
c Goffs Mills, Tannery at v 3 69
s Gold in Maine v 1 66
c Gold Rush, California See listing at California Gold Rush
s Gold Rush, California v 1 4 22 23 28 38 46 55 61 76 94 97
c Gold Rush, California, Lecture v 1 38
c Gold Rush, California, Views v 2 149
c Golden Eagle, Ship v 2 58 59 66 68 73 74 79 89 112 v 3 14
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c Golden Gate, Ship Ship v 4 337
c Golden Star, Ship v 4 213
Gooch, Belle A. v10 222 513 v11 71
Gooch, Byron S. v11 207
Gooch, Daniel W. v 4 247 332 v 5 336 v 8 226 237 v 9 126 v10 172
Gooch, Eunice v 6 52
Gooch, Geo. v 9 392
Gooch, Hannah v 4 289 v 7 41
Gooch, Hobbs v 4 90
Gooch, Isaac P. v 9 60 392 v11 4 224
Gooch, John B. V 2 167 v 5 336 v 8 407 v10 176 300
Gooch, Lucy v 6 421
Gooch, Lydia v10 209
Gooch, Nathaniel v 1 17 v 7 201
Gooch, Oliver v 8 308
Gooch, Priscilla v 6 128 v 7 387
Gooch, Sally v10 300
Gooch, Sylvia v 2 105 167
Gooch, Theodore v 6 347 388
Gooch, Wm. v 1 143 165 v 4 159 247 v 8 308 v 9 126 v10 172
Gooch, Woodbury v 6 328
c Good Templars v 5 314 320 357 381
s Good Templars v 7 255 v 6 8 48 213 v 8 158 234 318 v 9 30 171
Goodenough, Mary v 2 78 88 115 118
Goodnow, Chas W. v10 16 19 60 96 186 349 v11 224
Goodwin, Alex. v 9 236 v10 23
Goodwin, Amariah v 5 22 25 44
Goodwin, Ann v 7 6
Goodwin, Benj. F. v 1 68 92 151 v 2 3 44 59 61 62 93 101 125 134 135
a Goodwin, Benj. F. v 2 143 150 163 176 178 180 195 202 v 3 4 31 32 64 117
a Goodwin, Benj. F. v 3 121 145 151 262 v 4 60 66 94 103 129 148 208 230 220
a Goodwin, Benj. F. v 4 227 228 241 248 294 v 5 22 31 32 53 80 112 185 227
a Goodwin, Benj. F. v 5 265 272 280 v 6 317 v 7 84 v10 361
Goodwin, Bert v11 207
Goodwin, Betsy v 7 274
Goodwin, Chas. v 5 305 v 6 250 v 7 6
Goodwin, Daniel v 1 93 v 6 33 62 337 v 8 77 148 v 9 236 v11 70
Goodwin, Edmund v10 300
Goodwin, Edward v 9 320 324 325
Goodwin, Elizabeth v 2 177 v 7 305 v 9 22
Page 59
Goodwin, Frank v 4 111 v 8 114 340
Goodwin, Geo. v 6 246 421
Goodwin, Hannah v 5 419
Goodwin, Henry v 2 140
Goodwin, Horace v 1 93 101
Goodwin, Hosah v 4 103 v 5 25 191 227 277 v 7 305 v 9 22
Goodwin, Israel v 4 154
Goodwin, Ivory, Capt. v 2 136 140 177 v 3 223 226 228 230 269 v 4 61 154
a Goodwin, Ivory, Capt. v 6 191 v 7 6 v 8 231 v 9 236 v10 23
Goodwin, Jas. M. v 1 14 26 v 2 106 v 5 290 294 295 296
Goodwin, Jim Storm v 5 290
Goodwin, John M. v 6 191
Goodwin, Jos. M. v 8 292
Goodwin, Mary v 7 6 41
Goodwin, Olive v 7 20 41
Goodwin, Oliver v 6 229 v 7 274 305 362
Goodwin, Perley v10 267
Goodwin, Peter v 6 62
Goodwin, Priscilla v 1 33
Goodwin, Susan v 7 6 v10 300
Goodwin, Theodore v 6 245 v 8 15 v 9 60 v10 203
Goodwin, Thos. v 6 245 v 8 15 v 9 60 v10 203
Goodwin, Tristram v 4 277 307 343 v 5 48 255 v 6 142 228 394
Goodwin, Virgie v 8 401 v 9 2
Goodwin, Wm. (WK) v 6 32 315 v 9 76
Goodwin, Wm. A. v 5 37 385 403
Goodwin, Wm. C. v 6 78 v 7 20 26 v 8 58 136 v 9 226 v10 122 v11 187
Goodwin, Wm. M. v 9 76
Gookins, David v 9 236
Gordon,  Betsy A. v11 208
Gordon,  E. B. v 5 18
Gordon,  Henry v 7 367 v10 18
Goshen, Lizzie v10 362
Gould, Hannah S. v 2 116
Gould, Lydia F. v 8 88
Gould, Saml. H. v 5 305 v 8 88 96 104 119 179 v 9 245
Gould, Wm. E. v10 109 113 188
Gowell, Hannah T. v 7 31
Gowen, Elizabeth v 2 103 v 7 41
Gowen, Geo. v 2 103
Page 60
Gowen, Harriet v 1 128 v 2 103 v 8 66
Gowen, Heber v 1 8 25 112 v 2 103 v 3 110 v 5 151 v 7 60
Gowen, Henry v 2 123
Gowen, Hiram v 6 421
Gowen, Mary v 7 387
Gowen, Sarah v 1 111 v 2 103
Gowen, Sophronia v 1 111 v 2 103
c Grace Smith, Ship Sch v 8 63
c Grand Army of the Republic - see G. A. R.
s Granite State House v 9 392
Grant Family v 1 30
Grant, Abigail v 5 296 316 v 7 30 41 v 8 231
Grant, Anna v 3 269
Grant, Jane v 9 76
Grant, Jenny v 3 52
Grant, John v 2 209 v 4 51 v 5 296 316 353 v 6 149 v 9 345
Grant, Nicholas v 7 363 387
Grant, Randall J. v 8 292
Grant, Saml. v 2 65 111 v 6 276
Grant, U. S., General v 5 194 v 6 186 v 8 51
Grant, Wm. v 3 52
s Grave Stones v 6 159
s Grave Yards v 6 159 v 7 136
Graves, Abbott v10 352
s Graves, Ancient v 2 14 v 9 355 356 385
Gray, Fannie v 7 140
Gray, Frances v 7 18
Gray, Jas. D. v 2 137 v 3 232 v 5 41 80 v 9 241
c Great Eastern SS, Ship v 5 197 v 6 20
s Great Falls v 9 297
s Great Gale v 1 40 v 6 29
s Great Hill v 9 59
c Grecian, Ship Ship v 7 123
s Green Street v10 148
Green, A. Francis v11 90
Green, Beniah, Rev. v 5 215
Green, Ellen v 9 161
Green, Lucy L. v 2 43
Green, Saml. W. v 6 309 v 7 15
Green, Thos. v 8 46 292
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s Greenback Party v 7 257 259 355 362
Greenough, Byron v 1 64
Greenough, Chas. v 2 130
Greenough, Edward v 2 130 v 4 242
Greenough, Lavinia v 5 244
Greenough, Lucy v 8 231
Greenough, Peletiah v 2 88
c Greenwood, Ship Ship v 4 55 61
Griffin, Alvine v 5 340
Griffin, Lieut. v 1 106
s Griffin, O. P. & Co. v 5 379 420 422 v 6 3 10 14 32 70 89 151 171 180 232
a s Griffin, O. P. & Co. v 7 83 288 291 301 v 8 242
c Griffin, Read & v 7 291 300 303 v 8 71 101 102
Griffiths, Capt. v 2 142
s Grist Mill v 3 78 86 91 v 6 34 38 40 53
s Grove Hill House v 9 392
c Grove St. School v 8 332 339 340 354 391
s Grove Street v 6 178 v 7 333 v 9 54 55 179
s Gulf Stream v 3 76? 86 91 98?
c Gunboat Aroostook, Ship v 4 252 254 255 258 263 275 280 288 297 299
c Gunboat Pinella, Ship v 5 149
s Gunning Party v 1 104
Gurney, Caleb S. v 7 259 355 v 8 201 203 v 9 73 90 136 v10 6 91
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c H. W. Dudley, Ship v 7 227
Hackett, Mary v 2 171 v 5 85 99 114 v 8 44 v 9 207 398
Hackett, Nancy v 2 171 v 4 140 v 7 53
Hackett, Wm. Jr. v 5 99
Hackett, Wm. S. v 2 162 128 218 v 4 50 54 76 96 128 140 v 5 99 103
a Hackett, Wm. S. v 5 151 160 174 v 9 207 398
s Hadley & Baron v 1 13
Haines, Wm. P. v 1 20
s Haley & Towne v 9 126 128 157
Haley, Addison E. v 5 352 425 v 6 70 71 215 229 252 254 288 299 365
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a Haley, Addison E. v 7 65 76 89 155 156 v 8 153 154 226 245 v 9 16 90
a Haley, Addison E. v 9 178 322 374 v10 3 4 59 90 395
a Haley, Addison E. v11 107 124 141 221 134 229
Haley, Gardner v 4 263
Haley, John, Dr. v 8 347 353 v 9 128 157 235 v10 42 56 58 59 254 281
a Haley, John, Dr. v10 312 316 338 342 394 399 V11 47 68 185 224
Haley, Jos. A. v 2 49 50 v 4 82 150 223 264 302 v 5 28 185 352 425 v 6 70
Haley, Mae v10 214
Haley, Mary E. v 6 128
Haley, Nahum v 4 19 222 v 5 193
Haley, Sarah v10 128 222 338 394 395 399 v11 47 59
s Hall & Conant v 1 36
Hall, Carrie v 7 67 v 8 186 191
Hall, Eva A. v 7 160 182 v 9 264 v11 91 95 125
Hall, Fannie v11 70
Hall, Fred P. v 3 29 73 168 v 4 28 86 102 259 v 5 42 45 151 152
a Hall, Fred P. v 5 169 252 431 v 6 88 169 223 v 7 167 201 291
a Hall, Fred P. v 9 4 56 63 79 116 191 193 195 316 359 v10 25 39 47
a Hall, Fred P. v10 55 130 176 210 223 299 314 v11 4 44 56 129 207 214
a Hall, Fred P. v11 224 239
Hall, Geo. v 8 175
Hall, Ivory v 8 397 v11 140 146 172 185
c Hall, Lemuel, Ship Sch v 6 275
c Hall, Mousam v 3 136 272 v 4 149 179 333 v 7 160 163
Hall, Porter v 1 36 67 102 103 107 110 159 v 2 122 123 124 128 130 133
a Hall, Porter v 2 134 135 143 v 3 3 73 v 4 83 128 v 5 31
a Hall, Porter v 9 273 310 v10 48 146 v11 56 74
c Hall, Town See listing at Town Hall
c Hall, Union v 8 231
Hall, Waldron v 9 76 86
c Hall, Walker v11 122
c Hall, Washington See listing at Washington Hall
Hall, Woodbury A. v 5 45 43 373 v 6 9 100 101 105 118 127 151 266 292 314
a Hall, Woodbury A. v 6 353 v 7 7 67 160 189 250 v 8 186 271 344 v 9 386
a Hall, Woodbury A. v10 57 61 171 197 205 264 v11 4 52 103 146 172 224
c Hall, York v 2 144 210
Hamilton, B. F. v 5 106 112
Hamilton, C. K. v 7 387
Hamilton, Chas. v10 23
Hamilton, Geo. K. v 8 65 97 98 111
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Hamlen, Chas. v 1 46
Hamlen, Sarah v 1 141 v 4 27 39 41 97 151 178 292
Hamlin, Elbin L. v 8 292
Hamlin, Hannibal v 5 197
Hamlin, Robert v 8 292
c Hamlin, Ship Ship v 5 311
Hammond, Chas. P. v 9 111
Hammond, Thos. v 1 63
Hampson, Olive v 1 80
Hancock, Wm. v 3 119
Haney, Ed. v 3 172 v 5 165 196 v 7 130 v 8 112 121 145
a Haney, Ed. v 9 331 v10 111
Hanna, Thompson v10 307 386
Hanscom, Alpheus A. v 5 107
Hanscom, Eunice v 7 387
Hanscom, Joanna v 1 33 v 3 155
Hanscom, John W. v 4 237 v 5 82 338 395 404
Hanscom, Luke v 7 99
Hanscom, Mehitable v 2 189 v 7 118 140
Hanscom, Sally v 7 99
Hanscom, Silas v 9 65 76
Hanscom, Wm. H. v 5 48 v 7 365
Hanson, Abby P. v 8 66
Hanson, Ellis L. v11 240
Hanson, Emily v 8 149 199 208 218 248
Hanson, Horace v10 90
Hanson, Howard v10 387
s Hard Times v 3 263
Harden, Lilian G. v11 26
Harding, Mary E. v 2 189
Harding, N. E. v 7 355
Hardison, Adoniram v 6 165
Hardison, Geo. v 5 252 v 6 165
Hardy Family v10 89
Hardy, Clara P. v 7 329 332
Hardy, Eliza B. v 6 260 v 7 280
Hardy, Emmaline v 6 19 31 34 v 8 211 226
Hardy, Enoch v 3 33 143 v 4 200 v 5 214 v 6 3 102 148 322
a Hardy, Enoch v 8 211 v 9 70 310
Hardy, Geo. W. v 1 24 49 59 68 v 2 21 118 127 v 3 37 46
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a Hardy, Geo. W. v 4 88 102 200 v 6 2 3 5 9 14 47 55 63 102 117
a Hardy, Geo. W. v 6 260 v 8 150 153 v 9 310 v10 88 91 96 111 112
a Hardy, Geo. W. v10 117 130 170 171 223 314
Hardy, Hannah v 6 35 55
Hardy, Julia v 4 263
Hardy, Robert v 2 162 v 3 232 v 4 263 v 7 112 143 215 374 387
a Hardy, Robert v 8 308 v 9 22 v10 142 v11 137
Harford, Herbert v11 145
Harford, Jennie S. v 7 387
Harris, Estella M. v10 23 110
Harris, F. N. v11 225
Harris, Mark v 1 64
s Harris, Pres. of Bowdoin v 6 12? 13?
s Harrison Concert v 3 136
Hart, Col. v 6 434
Hart, Henry C. v 6 317 343 347 v 7 65 v 9 291
Hart, Jos. S. v 6 372 v 7 65
Hart, Samuel R. v 6 343 347 v10 144
s Harts Beach v 6 321 v 7 98
Hartwell, Martha, Mrs. v 4 20 v 6 13 48 68 v 8 210 226 v 9 37 306 318
a Hartwell, Martha, Mrs. v10 13 15 41
Hartwell, Nathan v 8 210 v 9 318 v10 390 v11 190
Hartwell, Nellie v 8 210
Harvey, Chas. E. v 4 59
Harwood, J. A. v10 186
Haskell, Chas. H. v11 21 240
Haskell, W. H., Dr. v 3 67
Hatch, Abby v 7 41
Hatch, Abliah v 1 33 v 5 64 227
Hatch, Benj. S., Capt. v 6 144 179 v 7 100
Hatch, Betsy v 4 119 v 6 147 v11 227 234 239
Hatch, Charlotte v 2 171 v 3 29 v 7 100 114 282 386 405 v 9 51 147
a Hatch, Charlotte v 9 226 228 v11 234 240
Hatch, Daniel L. v 1 29 83 v 3 1 26 42 139 237 264 v 4 50 202 210
a Hatch, Daniel L. v 4 214 216 286 v 5 221 315 392 v 6 147 167 334 335
a Hatch, Daniel L. v 7 135 v 8 339 v 9 61 125 v10 39 130 223 314 v11 4
Hatch, Edward v 4 72
Hatch, Edwin v 5 64 85 237 245
Hatch, Elizabeth W. v 7 134 353 v10 39 130 223 314 389 v11 4
Hatch, Esther v 4 319 321 v 5 139 209 278 373 v 7 13
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Hatch, Frederick v 9 241
Hatch, Geo. v 4 237 334 v 7 52 165 v 8 226 v10 157
Hatch, Hannah v 2 160 171 v 3 29 v 4 37 119
Hatch, Jas. M. v 7 226 v 8 46 226 3 8
Hatch, Jos. E. v 5 19 28 v 6 414
Hatch, Jos. Jr. v 2 36
Hatch, Joseph, Capt. v 1 33 37 38 v 2 16 91 179 195 v 3 17 135 165
a Hatch, Joseph, Capt. v 4 37 v 5 19 166 274 v 6 144 147 267 334 414 419 421
a Hatch, Joseph, Capt. v 7 82 84 100 112 124 v 8 130 v11 227
Hatch, Joshua v 6 347 396 v 7 226
Hatch, Julia v11 96
Hatch, Lydia v 8 40
Hatch, Martha A. v 9 76
Hatch, Mary v 1 33 v 6 147 414 415 419 421
Hatch, Nahum v 7 140 213
Hatch, Orrin v 7 301
Hatch, Robert P. v 4 237 339 v 5 424 v 8 229 v 9 236 325
Hatch, Rufus v 6 237 298 v 7 8 9 206 v10 311
Hatch, Rufus Jr. v 2 22 82 148
Hatch, Sally v 1 33
Hatch, Sarah Ann v 1 29
Hatch, Seth v 1 75
Hatch, Sylvester v10 110
Hatch, Trafton v 6 125 v10 157
c Hats, Kossuth v 1 149
c Hawkins, J. W., Ship Str v 8 63
Hawley, Elwyn v10 63
c Hawthorne, Ship Bark v 6 12 91 351 v 7 171 314
s Hay Press v 5 74
Hayden, Ezra D. v 8 14? 81? 99 208 218 248
Hayes, Caroline L. v 3 56 v 6 9 25 27
Hayes, David v 9 166
Hayes, Hercules v 2 99 173 v 6 54 55
Hayes, Jos. M. v 3 59
Hayes, Susan v 3 59
Hayes, Wm. P. v 1 39 v 2 190
Hazeltine, Isaac v 3 69
s Healy Photographer v 6 120 v10 6
s Hearse & House v 3 180 v 7 258
Heath, Lizzie v10 111
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Heckman, H. A. v 9 392
Heckman, Jacob v10 208
s Hedge Farm v 2 198 v 9 164
c Helios, Ship v 2 167 172 207 210 v 3 14 v 4 120
Hemingway, Moses, Rev. v 9 336
Hemingway, Phineas v 6 146
s Hemlock Shingles v 1 95
c Henry F. Ward, Ship Sch v 7 123
c Henry Ware, Ship Ship v 1 22
Herrick, Charles v 1 31 v 2 39 v 4 21 28 v 6 45 100 102 102 130
a Herrick, Charles v 6 401 v10 264 301
Herrick, Joshua v 1 140 v 4 15 83 149
Herrick, Rev. v 4 21 28
Hersom, Isaac v 2 13 81
Hewes, Mary v 4 228 229 v 6 261 347 v11 214
s Hewett & Co. v 5 306 316 319 333 v 6 25 39 69 86 104 106 210 231 264
a s Hewett & Co. v 6 298 300 v 7 374 v 9 44 45 353 395
Hewett, Sol. v 9 345
Heywood, Rev. v10 141 143 145
Hibbard, Caroline v 1 64
Hibbard, Hannah v 1 64
Hibbard, Wm. v 1 64
c Higgins, F. A., Ship Sch v 8 208
s High School (Ref. 1) v 6 214 222 265 272 288 339 v 7 67 158 160 322
a s High School (Ref. 1) v 8 165 240 v 9 284 v10 63 341 v11 26 57 240
c High School (Ref. 2) v 6 92 100 106 v 7 69 160 229 323 326 360 405
s Highway Survey v 1 41
Hill, Abial v 3 269
Hill, Abigail S. v 7 4 5
Hill, Abram Jr. v 4 30 42
Hill, Abram, Capt. v 1 130 v 2 33 v 3 253 v 4 12? 17? 100 110 203 255
a Hill, Abram, Capt. v 5 153 154 179 189 192 316 319 344 385 v 6 378
a Hill, Abram, Capt. v 7 257 271 v 8 69 152 222 226 298 v 9 4 79 249 251
a Hill, Abram, Capt. v 9 316 331 v10 113 210 348 387 391
Hill, Alvah v 2 178 v 3 222 250 v 4 16 40 97 155 221 258
a Hill, Alvah v 5 69 107 246 264 371 409 v 6 150 396 v 7 205 389
a Hill, Alvah v 8 137 v10 121
Hill, Alvah W. v 1 154
Hill, B. F. v 9 375 v11 91 145
Hill, Edmund v 5 246
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Hill, Edward v11 5
Hill, Fannie v 9 59 76
Hill, Frances v 2 163
Hill, Geo. v 6 228
Hill, Granville v 6 171 176
Hill, Granville H. v 9 241
c Hill, Great v 9 59
Hill, Hannah v10 39 130 156 223 314 348 v11 4 124
Hill, Isaac v 1 32
Hill, Jesse v 6 228
Hill, John Capt. v 4 12 19 20 21 24 50 76 100 138 193 245 269 274
a Hill, John Capt. v 5 40 104 198 222 254 334 354 369 v 6 9 27 143 279 304
a Hill, John Capt. v 6 423 v 7 30 44 55 143 184 211 274 295 308 336 339 341
a Hill, John Capt. v 7 342 343 345 378 387 v 8 20 62 v 9 150
a Hill, John Capt. v10 39 130 223 314 v11 4 150 224
Hill, Jordan v 9 310
Hill, Joseph C. v 4 235 237 239 243 244 322 v 8 269 326 v 9 121
a Hill, Joseph C. v10 22 87 134
Hill, Joshua v 1 154
Hill, Josiah H. v 6 35 125 126 193 288 342 368 369 395 434 v 7 33 59 325
a Hill, Josiah H. v 7 326 344 350 365 v 8 4 66
Hill, King S. v 5 321
Hill, Lewis v 5 106 v10 111 386 v11 11 85
Hill, Lucy v 5 26 55 262
Hill, Olive v 5 26
Hill, Robert F. v10 48
Hill, Samuel v 5 55
c Hill, Zions v 3 26 55 67 78 110 v 5 274 v 6 146
Hilliard, Levi P. v 1 64 v 2 39 78 102 205 v 3 15 229 231
a Hilliard, Levi P. v 5 46 166 274 v 6 147 148 v 8 74 248 260 287 297 308
a Hilliard, Levi P. v 9 21 23 67 356
Hilliard, Mrs. v 4 190 v 7 134
Hilton, Chas. v10 23
Hilton, Eliz., Mrs. v 7 187 341
Hilton, Isaac v11 117 125 126 145
Hilton, John v 1 554 68 80
Hilton, Joseph v 4 214 v 9 161 355
Hilton, Prof. v 5 382
Hincks, Edward L., D. D. v 9 209
Hinds, Rachel v 8 66
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c History, Bradbury v 5 120
c History, Church v 6 330
c History, Church, Cape Porpoise v10 70
c History, Church, Kennebunkportv 9 138
c History, Portland v 5 231
c History, Post Office See listing at Post Office, History
Hobbs, Cyrus H. v 4 79 v 6 150 378
Hobbs, Florence v 8 252 v10 231
Hobbs, Francis v 6 204 237 264 v11 163
Hobbs, Geo. v 4 35 v 5 54 100 102 103 v 6 104 378 v11 141
Hobbs, Hans P. v10 59 189
Hobbs, Jas. v 1 73? 75?
Hobbs, Thos. v 1 74
s Hodgdon & White v 5 37
Hodgdon, Danl. v 5 37 v 6 102
Hodgdon, Lucy v 5 352
Hodgdon, R. L. v 6 250
Hodge, Colby v 2 66
Hodge, Ebenezer v 3 115 v 5 246
Hodge, John C. v 3 218
Hodge, Wm. v 5 125
Hodgkins, Maj. v11 5
Hoitt, Anna M. v 4 25
Holden, D. W. v 2 110
Holden, Ella F. v10 208
Holden, Peter S. v 2 55 98 v 4 60 v 6 221 v 8 12 v11 95 227
c Holidays - see specific names
Holland, Chas. v 1 23 v 2 117 v 5 199 205 v 7 60 v 9 52 v10 70
Holland, Fannie v 5 199 205 221
Holland, Jane M. v 8 148 v 9 22
Holland, Lydia, Mrs. v 5 221
s Hollis-Town v 2 60
c Holyoke, Ship Ship v 2 131
s Home Life, Ancient v 6 174
Hoods v 4 35
Hooper, Florence W. v 7 20
Hooper, H. W., Mrs. v 4 275
Hooper, Jos. C., Dr. v 1 29 51 52 66 78 87 93 v 4 275 v 7 20 60
Hooper, Lucy v 1 15 43 90 v 7 101 102 299
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Hooper, Martha v 1 81 93
Hooper, Noah, Rev. v 1 81 93 v 3 10 v 7 145 286 299
s Hoosac Tunnel v 6 341
s Hope Cemetery v 3 27 78 107 113 v 7 31 78 80 84 103 131
a s Hope Cemetery v 4 113 128 130 v 6 190 v 8 104 135 340 342 v 9 393
c Hope, Mercy &, Ship Sch v 3 261
c Horace, Ship Bark v 9 123
c Horizon, Ship Ship v 1 6 37 98 109 v 3 131
c Horn, Fred W., Ship Ship v 3 122
s Horse Trot v 5 187
c Hose Co., Mousam v11 144
c Hotel (See also House, Tavern)
c Hotel, Eagle Rock v 9 392
c Hotel, Ocean Bluff See listing at Ocean Bluff Hotel
c House (See also Hotel, Tavern)
c House, Atlantic v 2 380 v 4 108 v 6 163
c House, Bickford v 9 392
c House, Cliff v 9 392
c House, Garrison v 1 58
c House, Glen v 8 29 v 9 392
c House, Granite State v 9 392
c House, Grove Hill v 9 392
c House, Hearse & v 3 180 v 7 258
c House, Island Ledge v 6 163 175 177 v 7 236
c House, Kennebunk v 9 376 v10 65 v11 35
c House, Mousam See listing at Mousam House
c House, Norton v 9 392 v10 360
c House, Ocean v 2 38 v 7 26
c House, Old Orchard v 7 7
c House, Parker v 7 214 268 273 366 v 8 98 284 v 9 392 v10 153 393
c House, Seaside v 9 60 392
c House, SeaView v 9 60 392
c House, Thornton v 1 40 v 3 176 v 5 168 v 6 310?316?
c House, Wentworth v9 60 392
Houses Moved v 5 149 428 430 432
Houston, Jessie T. v 6 28
Houston, Jos. M. v 5 285 v 6 28
Houston, Jos. M., Jr. v 5 48 v 7 226
s Hovey St. v 9 179
Hovey, John v 1 23 42 v 2 35 184 218 v 3 113 116 121 132 147 156
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a Hovey, John v 3 170 229 244 v 4 22
Howard, Martin v 5 301
Howard, S. I. v 7 289 330
Howe, Frank L. v 8 326
Hubbard, Benj. v10 328 386
Hubbard, Chas. S. v 5 418 v11 70
Hubbard, Dimon ? v 4 283 315 337 v 5 248 v 6 125 264 v 7 123
Hubbard, Geo. v 8 308
Hubbard, Gov. v 4 44
Hubbard, Horace v 4 162 311
Hubbard, J, Lawrence v 4 147
Hubbard, Jas., Capt. v 1 64 v 4 147 286 311 v 5 162 166 248 v 7 28 123
a Hubbard, Jas., Capt. v 7 140 170 v 9 149 v10 334 v11 166
Hubbard, John v 5 242 v 7 135
Hubbard, Joseph E. v 9 60 149 161 292 v11 224
Hubbard, Martha v 4 320 v 5 8 242
Hubbard, Mary A. v 5 8 v 7 123
Hubbard, Samuel v 5 285
Hubbard, Wm. v 3 117 324 v 4 320 v 5 8 222 242 285 v 7 125 140
a Hubbard, Wm. v 9 241 356
c Hudson, Geo., Ship Str v 8 63
Huff, Amasa v10 212
Huff, Bartholomew v 5 181
Huff, Benj. v 5 177
Huff, Daniel v10 386
Huff, Eben v 2 113 197 v 3 130 v 4 12 80 222 v 5 379
a Huff, Eben v 6 11 v 7 49 386 v 8 104 v11 145
Huff, Ivory v 9 161 236 v11 145
Huff, Jefferson v10 110
Huff, John v 3 143 v 7 396
Huff, Joseph v 4 222 268 v 5 409
Huff, Milo v 6 163 v10 212
Huff, Oliver O. v 8 116
Huff, Robert v 4 38
Huff, Warren E. v11 125
Huff, Wm., Capt. v 2 56 101 173 v 5 431 v 6 57 251 296
c Humberston, Chas., Ship Ship v 1 98 109 v 2 76
Hussey, Geo. v 1 64
Huston, Daniel v 4 26
Huston, Thos. v 8 308
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Hutchins, Chas. v11 207
Hutchins, Edward v11 164
Hutchins, Elias v 2 54 123 v 3 69
Hutchins, Geo. v 5 177 v10 110
Hutchins, Luther v 2 118 149 197 v 3 252 266
c Hutchins, Rice & v11 144 147 154 225
Hutchins, Susan v 4 149 v 6 88
Hutchins, Theodore v 2 118 149 v 3 69 v 4 149
Hutchins, Walter v10 23
Hutchinson, Fannie T. v 8 240
Hutchinson, Mahlon v 1 87 v 2 181 v 3 201 218 v 5 301 311
a Hutchinson, Mahlon v 6 57 193 v 7 123 183 228 380
Hutchinson, Susan v 6 128
Hutchinson. E. T. v 9 92 267
Hyde, Matilda D. v11 5
Hyde, S. H ., Rev. v 4 93 95 103 112 129 132 157 158 160 265
s Hymans Best v 9 388
c Hyperion, Ship Ship v 2 170
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I.O.A.T. (A?) v10 55 393
I.O.G.T. (G?) v10 55 393
I.O.O.F. v 9 29 v10 317 v11 84 94 112 120 122 123 126 129 152
a I.O.O.F. v11 170 173 225
s Ida, Ship, Sloop v 7 123
Illumination v 8 50 52 53 369 402
Ilsley, Washington, Capt. v 3 180 v 4 282 312
Immigrants v 3 142
c Independence Day - See Fourth of July
s Indian Mound v 2 30
Indians v 5 63 v 8 35 398 301
s Inhabitants over 80 (Age) v 1 33
c Institute, New Hampton v 1 74
c Institute, York v 6 359 v10 106 150 163
c Insurance Co., Charter Oak v ? 236 v 2? 36?
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c Insurance Co., Kennebunk Mutuv 4 93 199 299
c Insurance Co., Mutual Fire v 3 156 210 v 7 214
s Irish Church v 2 35
s Irish Girls v 2 113
s Irish Paupers v 1 70
s Iron Foundry v 4 148
s Iron Works v 7 134
Irving, Frank v11 27
s Isadore, Ship, Bark, Wreck v 7 396
s Island Ledge House v 6 163 175 177 v 7 236
s Isles of Shoals Murder v 6 305 307 327 v 7 2
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c J. J. Moore, Ship Sch v 6 345
c J. W. Hawkins, Ship Str v 8 63
Jackson, Benj. v 7 110 v 9 325
Jackson, Elvin v 9 241
Jackson, Henry v 9 325
Jacobs, Danl v 3 92 v10 300
Jacobs, Jas. P. v10 386
Jacobs, Mary A. v11 207
Jacquemin, A. F. v 8 178 225 362 v10 46 61 110 v11 3
c Jail - See also Lockup
s Jail, New v 6 232 302
c Japan, Tea v 5 ?
c Jas. Condie, Ship Sch v 6 420
Jefferds, A. P. v 4 125 148 190
Jefferds, Chas, M. v 2 98 v 4 291 v 9 56
c Jefferds, Currier & v 3 203
Jefferds, Edward v 1 76 v 4 22 v 5 166 353
Jefferds, Geo., Dr. v 4 219 v 6 9
Jefferds, Hannah v 1 113 v 9 56
Jefferds, Ivory v 6 154
Jefferds, Jas. F. v 9 56
Jefferds, Mary v 9 56 310
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Jefferds, Nathaniel v 2 98 162 v 4 289 291 312 v 5 144 147 168 199 237 256
a Jefferds, Nathaniel v 5 311 353 418 v 6 125 128 259 v 7 130 131
Jefferds, Palmer v 2 203
Jefferds, Saml M. v 5 98
Jefferds, Wm. v 1 46 89 157 v 3 132 v 6 179 255 259
a Jefferds, Wm. v 7 133 134 321 v 8 185 v 9 56
Jeffrey, Christen v 5 249
Jeffrey, Jere v 6 205
Jeffrey, Jos. v 5 43 82
Jeffrey, L. H. v 5 49 221
Jeffries, John Jr. v 5 250
Jellison, Benj. F. v 2 135 v 4 257
Jellison, Blanche v10 208
Jellison, Clara v 6 301
Jellison, Emily J. v 8 308
Jellison, Ivory v 5 232 v 8 314 v 9 236 301 v10 209 301
Jellison, Lydia v 7 226
Jellison, Oliver v 4 139
Jellison, Saml B. v 2 74 87 v 3 6 13 65 v 4 38 172 v 6 301
a Jellison, Saml B. v 7 44 v 8 184 308 v 9 120 125 v10 82
Jellison, Wm. v 9 241
Jeness, Job & Son v 6 374 388 400 v 7 235
s Jenkins, Shipbroker v 4 111
Jennison, Geo. v 7 110 301 v 8 121 150 199 248 v 9 119 147 v10 74
Jewett, Dr. v 2 44
c John B. Bourne, Ship Ship v 6 420 456
c John D. Williams, Ship Sch v 6 345
c John M. Brown, Ship Ship v 6 420 456
c John N. Gamewell, Ship Sch v 6 345
Johnson, Belle v 9 242
Johnson, Jonathan v 9 149 242 v11 105
s Johnson, Razor Grinder v 1 129 v 2 129
Johnson, Wm. v 9 186 225 241
Jones, Aaron R. v 8 271
Jones, Abram R. v11 145
Jones, Benj. v10 391 v11 70
Jones, Bradford G. v 7 109 140
Jones, Frank v10 21
Jones, Geo. T. v 5 66 v 9 86 181 223 255 v10 12 22 39 130 223 214
a Jones, Geo. T. v11 4 224
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Jones, Hannah v 5 243 285
Jones, John v 1 64 75 v 5 243
Jones, Lillie F. v 6 421
Jones, Luther v 8 407
Jones, Mark H. v 2 29
Jones, Saml. v 5 243 v 6 198 v11 74 118 146
Jones, Thatcher v 7 64 407 v 8 5 v 9 42 181
Jones, Theo. v 8 407
Jordan, B. C. v10 18 131 224
Jordan, Geo. F. v 8 282 308
s Jordan, Geo. V., Ship, Sch. v 6 420
Jordan, Henry v 2 216 v 3 201 263 v 4 186 v 5 113 249 257 368 406
a Jordan, Henry v 7 162 165 182 183 185 242 v 8 186 314 v 9 74
a Jordan, Henry v10 75 130 223 239 284 314 v11 4 224
Jordan, Luella F. v 7 59 326 v 8 39 153 170 246 v 9 19 92 103 104
Jordan, Marcia A. v 8 183
Jordan, Oliver W. v10 110
Jordan, Saml. v 5 241
c Jos. F.Baker, Ship Sch v 6 240
c Jos. G. Dean, Ship Sch v 8 228
c Jos. Warren, Ship Sch v 9 77
c Jubilee, Peace v 6 13
c Jubilee, World Peace v 6 236
c Julia A. Ward, Ship Sch v 6 420
s June (poem by A. Walker) v 9 59
Junkins, Ada v 7 387
Junkins, Albert v 6 167 169
Junkins, Chas. H. v 5 410 v 6 5 v 7 404 v 8 10 v10 111 183
Junkins, Gilbert v 8 66
Junkins, Horace v 5 418
Junkins, Lydia v11 90
Junkins, Paul v 1 64 141 v 2 103 104 162 v 3 149 171 213 v 4 217
a Junkins, Paul v 5 255 329 352 v 6 5 45 213 v 7 226 v10 183
Junkins, Robert P. v 2 189 v 4 277 307 343 v 5 255
a Junkins, Robert P. v 6 48 59 124 142 228 394
Junkins, Wm. v 5 418
Jury v 3 123 124 125 138 v 4 191 192 193
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Kahaler, Jeremiah v 4 237 v 5 164
s Karns, Matilde, Ship, Sch. v 6 345
s Kearsarge, Ship, Ship v 5 115 v 6 25 v 8 200
Keene, Al. P. v 8 171 v 9 34 86 v10 327
Keene, Lucia G. v11 207
Kelley, Abial v 1 46 47 v 3 31 v 6 50 v 7 104 v 9 310
Kelley, Abigail v 3 39
Kelley, Betsy v 7 215 v 8 270 308 v 9022
Kelley, Chas. W. v 3 145 v 6 339 v 8 5 135 178 225 229 230 234 362
Kelley, Ed. v11 105
Kelley, Elizabeth v 2 190 206 v 5 123
Kelley, Jere v 8 292 v10 43 110 386 v11 105
Kelley, Mary E. v 1 142
Kendall, N. W. v 9 74
Kendall, Rev. v 1 151 163 v 2 5 20 24 32 34 191
s Kennebunk & K'Port R. R. v 8 143 243 223 227 240 257 258 262 267 272 285 303 306 327
a s Kennebunk & K'Port R. R. v 8 342 346 348 v10 39 130 223 314 v11 117 224
s Kennebunk Assessment v 2 26
s Kennebunk Bank v 5 202 245 v 6 336
s Kennebunk Beach Post Office v 8 285
s Kennebunk Club v11 37
s Kennebunk Cornet Band v 8 364
s Kennebunk Dramatic Club v 7 179 218 246 391 393
s Kennebunk Gazette v10 245 v 5 56 60
s Kennebunk House v 9 376 v10 65 v11 35
s Kennebunk Knitting Machine v 5 269 275
s Kennebunk Knitting Mill v 5 253 255
s Kennebunk Library v 2 52 169 v 8 89 155 171 174 182 191 224 259 297 317
a s Kennebunk Library v 9 8 63 150 264 278 282 302 308 309 310 346 354
a s Kennebunk Library v10 16 19 47 94 139 279 285 309 351 369
Kennebunk Loan & Bldg. Assn. v10 8 12 132
s Kennebunk Mfg. Co. v10 340 v11 224
s Kennebunk Mill Co. v 7 205 v10 39 130
s Kennebunk Mutual Ins. Co. v 4 93 199 299
s Kennebunk Pond v10 123
s Kennebunk Post Office v 2 169
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s Kennebunk Post Office in 1790 v 5 165 170 286 v 7 130
s Kennebunk Report v10 38 127
s Kennebunk River Pier v10 91 153
s Kennebunk Savings Bank v 6 151 160 v 7 109 358 v 8 184 225 310 v 9 377
a s Kennebunk Savings Bank v10 132 v11 61 64 70
s Kennebunk Social Library v 2 169
Kennebunk Street Light Assn. v 8 242 v11 32 35 39
s Kennebunk Tax List ## v10 39 '90 v10 130 '91 v10 223 '92 v10 314
s Kennebunk Town Hall v10 274 279 285 309 351 369
s Kennebunk Town Meeting v10 128 222 271 313 376 395
a s Kennebunk Town Meeting v11 13 23 41 107 108 115 144 158 221 235
s Kennebunk Trotting Park Assn. v10 79 89 90 155 157 162 172 248 363 v11 42 52 114
c Kennebunk, Map of v 3 41 55
c Kennebunk, West, Methodist Chv 5 365 399
c Kennebunkport Baptist Church v 3 95 205 v10 105
c Kennebunkport Church History v 9 138
c Kennebunkport R. R., K'bunk & See listing at Kennebunk & K"port R. R.
s Kennebunkport Tax List v10 322
c Kennebunkport, Stage to v 5 320
Kent, Geo. v 6 354 v 7 309 v 9 160
Kerosene v 4 300 v 9 42
Kezar, Timothy v 6 43 263
Kilham, Eliza W., Mrs. v 2 164 207 v 4 45 111 128 154 178 v 5 329 344
a Kilham, Eliza W., Mrs. v 6 146 v 7 48 140
Kilham, Hannah v 2 207 v 3 21 v 7 48 84 v 8 231 387
Kilham, Olive v 7 48
Kilham, Rebecca F. v 7 339
Kilham, Susan H. v 3 237
Killarney, Patrick v10 344 374 387
s Kimball & Day v 3 225 244 v 4 61 62 71
s Kimball Bros. Shoe Co. v 8 327 v 9 345 352 v10 7 15 94 112 119 223 232 314
a s Kimball Bros. Shoe Co. v10 331 350 363 366 370 372 v11 4 6 192
Kimball, Alfred v 9 34 76 204 252
Kimball, Alonzo v 4 265 v 5 224 230
Kimball, Alpheus T. v 3 172 v 6 205 v 7 140
Kimball, Anna D. v 8 174
Kimball, Charles W., Mrs. v 5 245
Kimball, Chas. W. v 1 64 75 v 2 70 v 4 116 170 187 252 v 5 204 221
Kimball, Dominicus v 5 255
Kimball, Eben v 2 183 v 5 224
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Kimball, Edmund v 5 293
Kimball, Everett A. v10 184 190 203 209
Kimball, Frank v 6 401 v 7 13 112 349 v 9 204 v10 242 301
Kimball, Geo. W. v 5 239 v 8 352
Kimball, Harry v10 387
Kimball, Haven v 6 437 v 7 276 v 8 290
Kimball, Horace v 2 180 v 4 171 173 v 9 34 115 v11 161
Kimball, Horace v10 111
Kimball, Isaac v11 11
Kimball, Israel v 1 5 v 5 9 v 6 4 v 7 140 v10 146
Kimball, James v 4 71 v 5 165 301 v 6 323 v 7 332 v 8 343 v11 221
Kimball, Joseph v 1 145 v 3 145 v 4 116 170 187 v 5 285 295
a Kimball, Joseph v 6 263 271 v 7 140 v10 161 v11 71
Kimball, Loammie v 1 63 161 v 2 194 202 v 3 70 v 4 30 31 73
a Kimball, Loammie v 5 399 427 v 6 289 379 v 8 50 218 300 v 9 236
a Kimball, Loammie v10 75 104 v11 161
Kimball, Luther v 1 64 v 5 184 427 v 8 352
Kimball, Marshall v 6 300 v 9 317 v11 4 224
Kimball, Martha v 3 227
Kimball, Mary v 2 48 v10 13
Kimball, Nat'l, Capt. v 5 165 v 7 130 v 8 145
Kimball, Olive v 4 10 46 88 315 v 5 10
Kimball, Oliver v 1 91 v 5 322 342 410
Kimball, Orrin v 6 160 276 180 268 278 300 302 326 444 v 7 87 203 259 276
a Kimball, Orrin v 7 304 359 v 8 120 339 v 9 76
Kimball, Palmer v10 146 147
Kimball, Richard v 1 91 v 5 165 v 7 13
Kimball, Robert v 7 237 305 v10 110
Kimball, Samuel v 1 75 126 139 v 2 48 86 181 v 3 33 50
a Kimball, Samuel v 5 10 165 390 v 6 128 219 276 v 7 232 v10 146
Kimball, Sarah R. v 4 124 v 6 52
Kimball, Seth v 3 227 v 4 146
Kimball, Simon v 1 55 v 3 130 v 5 152 248 282 293 319
a Kimball, Simon v 6 39 225 236 276
Kimball, Warren v10 89
King, Eugene v 9 86
King, Frank v 8 10 v11 110
King, Wm. R. v 2 108
s Kingsbridge, Ship v 6 404 408
c Kingsbury, Bourne & v 1 108 v 2 75 v 3 184
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Kingsbury, Edward W. v 4 224 259 342 v 5 22 30 229 266 309 370
a Kingsbury, Edward W. v 9 60 v11 65 71
Kingsbury, Geo. W. v 5 208 229 309 370 v 6 2 v 9 343 v11 65 108
Kingsbury, Henry v 1 35 v 2 28 205 207 v 3 3 60 169 179 254 255
a Kingsbury, Henry v 4 42 124 130 153 235 264 342 v 5 32 64 309 311 377 430
a Kingsbury, Henry v 6 25 66 288 335 360 361 368 433 v 7 39 156 159 280
a Kingsbury, Henry v 8 407 c 9 236 343 v10 36 v11 52
Kingsbury, Orren v 6 27
Kingsley, Danl P. v 6 314
s Kittery Point Visit v 4 271 v 9 42
Knight, Abel v 7 387
Knight, Hannah v11 207
Knight, Harry v11 141
Knight, Henry L. v11 207
Knight, Herbert v10 259
Knight, Jas. M. v 7 276 333
Knight, John G. v 5 418 v 8 292
Knight, Joseph v 8 398
Knight, Sarah F. v 7 305
Knight, Wm. v11 141
Knights of Labor v 9 84 116
Knights of Pythias v 7 331 333 379 v 8 11 180 255 257 262
a Knights of Pythias v10 85 157 182 191 194 204 218 219 266
c Knitting Machine, Kennebunk v 5 269 275
c Knitting Mill, Kennebunk v 5 253 255
Know Nothings v 3 8 59 60 63 89 101 106 136 141 220 v10 82
Knowles, U. S. G. v10 107 133 284 318 320 v11 30 46 50 71
Knowlton, Eunice v 6 102
Knowlton, Louisa v 6 102
s Kossuth Hats v 1 149
Legend        Names/Topics                      Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line L
s See also cross-index line(s)
c c Cross-index line
c L. A. Davis, Ship Sch v 7 227
s Labor Day v 9 381
s Labor Scarcity v 2 202
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c Lace, Union v 6 70 317 331 v 7 288
c Lafayette Elm v 7 365 v10 367
s Lafayette Street v10 396
Lafayette, Gen. v 4 157
Laird, Wm. S. v 5 47
s Lamps, Street v 6 344 403 408 v 7 158 185 v 8 3 243 v 9 188
c Lamps, Street v 6 344 403 408 v 7 158 185 v 8 3 243 v 9 188
c Landing Cemetery v 4 267 v 7 336 v 9 385
c Landing School v 9 219
Lane, Emma G. v10 111
Lane, Lizzie v 3 209 253 257
s Larrabee Garrison v 2 30
Larrabee, Alphonso v10 111
Larrabee, Anna J. v 7 160 v 8 3
Larrabee, Benj. v 7 41 v 9 386
Larrabee, Ebenezer v 3 10 v 5 46 348 356 v 6 128 443
a Larrabee, Ebenezer v 7 181 226 v 9 14
Larrabee, Edward N, v 7 181 v 8 120 v10 161
Larrabee, Eunice v 5 201
Larrabee, Geo. W. v 8 12 v 9 70 253 343 356 v11 140 224
Larrabee, James v 2 210 v 3 115 v 5 201 v 9 386 v11 15 71
Larrabee, Jane J. v 4 101
Larrabee, Joel v 2 191 v 4 24 100 v 5 356 v 6 63 105 394
a Larrabee, Joel v 7 85 89 160 v 8 3
Larrabee, John v 2 189 v 6 45 v 7 118 140 284 v 8 229
a Larrabee, John v 9 253 343 v10 300
Larrabee, Joseph v 7 158 185
Larrabee, Joshua v 3 10
Larrabee, Levi H. v 8 226 292 v 9 17 v11 128
Larrabee, Lucy H. v 7 160 v 8 170
Larrabee, Molly v 4 123 v 6 36 117
Larrabee, Temperance v 4 123
Larrabee, Theodore v 4 148
s Launching, Ship v 4 194 v 7 87
Laundry v 9 191
c Laundry, Chinese v11 44 50
c Laurens, Ship Ship v 5 107 111
c Lavinia Campbell, Ship Sch v 8 307
Lawn Mower v 7? 306
Lawrence, E. L. v 9 306 v10 13
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Lawrence, M. E., Mrs. v 6 262 v 7 325 v 8 220 292 v 9 306 v10 13 v11 152
Leach, Arthur v 5 225
Leach, Asa v 1 30 v 9 76
Leach, Geo. v 3 33 v 4 12 v 7 315 v 8 226
Leach, Herbert v 9 71
Leach, Minnie C. v 9 2
Lean, Jos. v 2 103
s Leap Year Ball v 3 143 151
s Leatherboard Mill v 7 78 82 85 95 103 107 109 123 129 149 183 186 189 192 382
a s Leatherboard Mill v 7 395 v 8 36 42 103 121 137 197 230 260 268 274 291 315
a s Leatherboard Mill v 9 30 37 58 78 86 91 108 209 232 396 v10 59 130 186
a s Leatherboard Mill v10 197 291 314 388
Leatheroid Mfg. Co. v 8 141 160 172 197 201 208 209 210 225 229 230 268 300 315 317
a Leatheroid Mfg. Co. v 8 327 330 339 356 396 v11 4 91 94 138 178 224
Leavitt, A. J. v 7 224
c Lecture, California Gold Rush v 1 38
c Lecture, Electricity v 2 79
s Ledge Cottage v 9 60
Lee, Delight M. v10 23
Lee, Dwight D. v 9 325
Leighton, Geo. v 6 221
c Lemuel Hall, Ship Sch v 6 275
Leonard, Geo. L. v 4 66
c Leoni, Ship Sch v 2 48 101
Lewis, Benj., Mrs. v 7 41
Lewis, Hartley v 7 226
Lewis, Joseph v 6 279 284 295 v 8 24 v 9 325 v11 232
Lewis, Samuel v 3 195
s Lexington Elms v 2 196 v 3 19 v 5 46 167 v 6 445
s Libby & Shanahan v 8 223
Libby, Alvan, Dr. v 6 381
Libby, Henry S. v 9 161
Libby, Norman v10 319
Libby, Walter A. v 9 167
s Liberty Pole v 6 173 176 v 7 283 v 8 18 37 334 v 9 103
c Library, Kennebunk See listing at Kennebunk Library
c Library, Kennebunk Social v 2 169
c Light Assn., Kennebunk Street v 8 242
Lighthouse v 1 165 v 2 65 111
c Lights, Street v 8 3
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c Lillie, Annie & Ship Sch v 8 228
Lillie, John v 2 64 v 7 285 v 9 273
Lincoln, A. v 4 164
c Lincoln, Ship Ship v 4 293
Lind, Jennie v10 141
c Lindsey, F. S., Ship Ship v 4 293
Linscott, Jos. v 4 179
Liquor v 1 65 87 114 145 146 148 162 v 2 8 22 35 40 65 145
a Liquor v 2 154 216 v 3 5 89 90 91 94 98 v 5 74 142 328
c List of Stockholders, Ocean Nat'l Bank v11 262
c List, Army Death v 5 418
c List, Cottages v 9 60 v10 78
c List, Draft v 5 48 69
c List, Fire, 1851-1889 V 9 394 395 396
c List, Kennebunk Tax ## v10 39 '90 v10 130 '91 v10 223 '92 v10 314
c List, Kennebunkport Tax v10 322
c List, Mfrs. v 8 315
c List, Real Estate Sales, 1845-'52v 1 Following page 167.
c List, Secret Societies - v 9? 375
c List, Tax  1787, 1839-1896 See listing at Tax List
c List, Traders v 4 102
c Lists, Ship See listing at Ship Lists
c Little Buttercup, Ship Str v 9 42
c Little Wanderers v 6 109
Little, Carrie v 9 31 74
Little, Chas. C. v 6 24
Little, Daniel, Rev. v 5 246 v 6 24 82 231 v 7 135 162
Little, David v 1 64 96 v 3 23 v 4 22 175 207 v 5 189 198 302
a Little, David v 6 19 24 128 246 358 380 444 v 7 162 193
Little, Edward v 8 279
Little, Elizabeth v 8 49 v 9 28
Little, Fanny v 6 128
Little, Geo. L. v 3 23 167 v 4 175 v 6 29 194 380 408 441 446 446 453
a Little, Geo. L. v 7 7 19 23 29 45 76 84 89 99 v 8 49 50 153 211
a Little, Geo. L. v10 15 31 34 39 40 41 43 52 57 89 118 130
a Little, Geo. L. v11 4 50 91 224
Little, Geo. Rev. v 8 279 v 9 365
Little, Hannah v 5 198
Little, J. M. v 1 76
Little, John L., Capt. v 5 3 v 8 177 v11 104
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Little, Lucy v 4 11
Little, Sarah v 4 107 v 6 205
s Littlefield & Lord v 2 170 v 3 258
Littlefield, Aaron v 5 80 420 v 7 63 140 v 9 105 118 272 v10 192 301
Littlefield, Abner v10 146
Littlefield, Agnes E. v 9 57
Littlefield, Al (A.?) v 3 195
Littlefield, Albert v11 172
Littlefield, Alfred v 4 268 v 6 11 123 318 v 7 31 67 254 v 8 104 v11 207
Littlefield, Ambrose M. v 9 178 v10 40 128 222 v11 42 145
Littlefield, Amelia v 4 46
Littlefield, Annie v 4 83 104 107 v 5 429
Littlefield, Archie v11 172
Littlefield, Arthur G. v 8 5 128 214 394 v 9 163 v10 134 369
Littlefield, Beniah v 1 48 58 63 78 141 142 v 2 17 37 80 114 121 173
a Littlefield, Beniah v 3 75 277 v 4 26 27 33 38 54 61 62 76 91 128 154
a Littlefield, Beniah v 5 54 79 162 183 202 368 427 v 6 23 31 40 244 308 316
a Littlefield, Beniah v 6 444 v 7 213 286 305 v 8 253 396
a Littlefield, Beniah v 9 106 118 149 161 369 v11 229
Littlefield, Beniah Jr. v 2 190 206 v 5 123 353 383 v 7 181
Littlefield, Benj. K. v 1 27 54
Littlefield, Burton v 7 305
Littlefield, Caroline v 5 248 293
Littlefield, Chas. v 6 25 103 v 7 226 v 9 57
Littlefield, Chas. R. v 4 92 96 98 100 120 140 163 v 5 69 222 420 v 6 60
a Littlefield, Chas. R. v 6 69 295 v 7 205 323 326 347 354 v 8 10 59 71 270
a Littlefield, Chas. R. v 9 193 220 274 316 324 375 v10 36 49 134 195 213 308 313
a Littlefield, Chas. R. v10 369 371 387 v11 73 131 219 225 243
Littlefield, Chas. W. v 7 112 119 146 256 v 8 5 20 59 128 394 v 9 272 347
a Littlefield, Chas. W. v10 225 308 369 v11 73
Littlefield, Christopher v 1 103 133 v 2 29 109 177 188 209 v 3 4 8 107 203
a Littlefield, Christopher v 3 245 257 258 271 v 5 5 71 137 222 336 375 381 417
a Littlefield, Christopher v 6 73 79 132 160 279 335 409 v 7 109 116 120 141 213 273
a Littlefield, Christopher v 7 373 381 v 8 6 71 228 242 328 397 398 v 9 136 236
a Littlefield, Christopher v 9 273 304 316 v10 27 36 89 104 110 111
Littlefield, Clement v 2 28 v 8 209 v10 247 301 v11 70
Littlefield, Daniel v 5 141 v10 301
Littlefield, Danl Webster v 6 293 v 9 346 397 v10 53
Littlefield, David v 6 107 140 215 246 311 444 v 7 67 110 v 8 32 225 326
a Littlefield, David v 9 346 v10 31 39 314 v11 4 225
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Littlefield, Davis v 8 407
Littlefield, Edward G. v 8 233
Littlefield, Elijah v 7 61 140 v 9 228
Littlefield, Elisha v10 146
Littlefield, Elizabeth v 6 318 v 8 66 71 v10 301 386
Littlefield, Emily v 4 24
c Littlefield, Emmons & v 2 148 150 177 203 v 3 153 186 189 194 203 224 229 v 4 217
Littlefield, Esta v 7 67
Littlefield, Etta v 8 326
Littlefield, Evie v11 9
c Littlefield, Fairfield & v 9 315
Littlefield, Flora v 7 67
Littlefield, Frank C. v 5 3 4
Littlefield, Frederick v 6 318
Littlefield, Geo. v 9 105? 106? 118 272 300 v10 192 301 v11 152
Littlefield, Geo. B. v 5 48 v 7 77 89 v 9 173 257 394
Littlefield, Geo. E. v 4 11 24 46 v 5 3 4 313 v 6 311 331
a Littlefield, Geo. E. v 7 93 160 v 9 39 104 111 130 139 314 v10 4 225 314
Littlefield, Geo. of Wells v 6 140
Littlefield, Gustavus B. v 5 361
Littlefield, Hamlin v 6 416
Littlefield, Henry v 4 334 v 5 69
Littlefield, Hiram v10 42
Littlefield, Howard W. v 8 193 v11 98
Littlefield, Ivory v 1 166 v 2 170 v 3 30 v 4 302 326 v 5 183
a Littlefield, Ivory v 6 9 167 245 246 257 455 v 7 77 89
a Littlefield, Ivory v10 39 79 130 314 v11 4 235
Littlefield, Jacob v 4 207 268 v 6 358 421
Littlefield, James v 4 250 278
Littlefield, Jas. W. v 5 352 v 6 52 296 v 7 327 v 8 1
Littlefield, John G. v 5 48 222 240 267 359 388 415 v 6 19 118 v 8 50 71
a Littlefield, John G. v 8 89 128 177 248 v 9 6
Littlefield, John W. v 8 332 v 9 158 161
Littlefield, Joseph C. v 1 141 v 2 30 66 v 3 19 v 6 284 293 344 403 408
a Littlefield, Joseph C. v 7 185 v 8 14 24 v 9 159 228
a Littlefield, Joseph C. v10 328 332 336 v11 151 168
Littlefield, Joshua v 8 51? 166 308 332 351?
Littlefield, Josiah v 1 82 v 9 102 118
Littlefield, Khamer (K?) v 3 115 185 203 v 4 11 16 19 27 85
a Littlefield, Khamer (K?) v 5 101 303 306 313 333 410 v 6 110 118 151 157
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a Littlefield, Khamer (K?) v 7 169 237 v10 121 193 209
Littlefield, Lance v 8 226 v 9 236 v10 387
Littlefield, Lavina v 3 150
Littlefield, Lizzie v 5 248 293
Littlefield, Luther v 8 148
Littlefield, Lydia v11 107
Littlefield, Mamie v 9 161
Littlefield, Maria v11 145
Littlefield, Mary v 9 228 241
Littlefield, Moses v 6 367 v10 261
Littlefield, Nahum v 2 192 v 4 147 268 v 5 352 v 6 24
a Littlefield, Nahum v 8 141 v11 71
Littlefield, Nathaniel v 2 119 191 v 7 93 160 v 9 39 104 111 130 139 314
a Littlefield, Nathaniel v10 4 225 314
Littlefield, Nellie M. v 7 93
Littlefield, Oliver v 1 9 23 28 58 61 73 75 82 87 94 108 152 v 2 4
a Littlefield, Oliver v 2 14 86 125 129 147 159 163 v 3 159 202 v 5 165 281
a Littlefield, Oliver v 5 302 306 v 6 285 397 v 7 60 v 8 93 v10 146
Littlefield, Oscar v 7 80 140
Littlefield, Peletiah, Capt. v 1 51 v 3 4 8
Littlefield, Philip v 2 146 v 3 45 v 9 241 325
Littlefield, Prescott v 9 173 193 v10 176 276 278 356 357 358 362
Littlefield, Prudence v 7 305
Littlefield, Richard v 1 75 92 126 v 8 407 v 9 118 v10 50
Littlefield, Richmond v 5 30 v10 261
Littlefield, Robert v 9 241 325
Littlefield, Rufus C. v 1 7 8 145 v 4 285 288 297 v 5 340 v 6 97 276
a Littlefield, Rufus C. v 7 169 233 v 9 395 v11 111
Littlefield, Samuel, Capt. v 1 64 75 v 3 91 280 v 4 1 2 42 134 213
a Littlefield, Samuel, Capt. v 5 30 379 v 6 181 189 268 278 378 v 7 61 80 181
a Littlefield, Samuel, Capt. v 9 228 255 272 369 v10 269
Littlefield, Sarah v 9 241
Littlefield, Sarah E. v 2 129
Littlefield, Solomon v 5 106
Littlefield, Stephen v 1 139 v 2 137 v 3 45 150 v 6 296 v 7 213 v 9 158 205
Littlefield, Susan v 5 16 v 7 387 v10 371 v11 131 168
Littlefield, Thos. L. v 4 173 210 v 5 313 429 v 6 358 421 v 7 181
a Littlefield, Thos. L. v 8 24 v 9 106 118 353 394 v10 13 23 80 275 v11 269
Littlefield, W. L. v 9 323 330
Littlefield, Walter v 6 423 v11 23
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s Littlefield, Wheelwright v 1 58
Littlefield, Wm. v 9 106 118 149 v10 104 139 146 233 244 300 362
a Littlefield, Wm. v11 117 224 229
c Littlfield, Anna (m. Lord) v 4 241 b 5 161
c Lizzie Thompson, Ship Ship v 4 143
c Loan & Bldg. Assn., Kennebunk v10 8 12 132
c Local Corp's, Stockholders of v 2 6
Lock Co. v 3 69 v10 126
Lock, Geo. v 5 18
Locke, John S. v 6 11 157
Locke, Simon, Rev. v10 150
Locke, Stephen v 5 328
c Locks, Ship in v 1 112
Lockup v 9 121 136
Lockwood, Geo. A., Rev. v 7 165 324 330 332 333 336 337 338 339 399 v 8 4 13 14
Lockwood, Geo. A., Rev. v 8 16 22 26 27 32 65 102 103 130 157 167 179 180 196 202
Lockwood, Geo. A., Rev. v 8 232 230 334 337 347 355 358 v 9 22 36 60 68 121 142
Lockwood, Geo. A., Rev. v 9 143 144 145 146 190 210 226 267 372 393 v10 5 47 73
Lockwood, Geo. A., Rev. v10 79 120 261 273 321 323 331 350 v11 46
Lockwood, Geo. B. v11 46 74
Lockwood, Helen v 9 380
Longfellow, Suasn v10 111
Look, K. R. v 8 325
s Lord Street v10 396
Lord, Abram v 5 10 11 v 2 197 v 6 14 v11 137
s Lord, Anna Littlfield v 4 241 b 5 161
Lord, Annie E. v10 341
Lord, Annie W. v11 4 224
Lord, Arthur v 7 24 179 v10 134 299 369
Lord, Augusta v 1 2
Lord, Augustus v 1 25 v 7 60 v 9 47
Lord, Augustus, Rev. v10 251 v11 194
Lord, Chas. Austin v 7 274 v 9 241
Lord, Chas. H. (son of Capt. Geo.) v 1 98 v 2 173 v 5 132 324 v 6 55 v 7 364 v10 210 311
Lord, Chas. W. (son of Capt. Wm. Jv 3 45 252 v 4 115 122 215 247 273 332 v 5 267 279
a Lord, Chas. W. (son of Capt. Wm. Jv 5 282 303 323 358 360 368 385 432 v 6 1 2 92
Lord, Clement, Capt. v 1 99 v 4 140 v 8 269 v 9 47
Lord, Cynthia v 1 134 v 5 127 v11 4 13 224
Lord, Daniel W. v 1 71 146 v 2 17 24 56 86 v 3 53 69 118 243
a Lord, Daniel W. v 4 88 94 125 318 322 v 5 32 190 198 311 416 430
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a Lord, Daniel W. v 6 190 374 v 7 279 320 393 395 v 8 39 196 v 9 202
Lord, Daniel, Capt. (son of Mr. Wm. v 3 265 v 4 76
Lord, David v 3 29 98
Lord, David Jr. v 5 308 339 364
Lord, Dominicus v 4 287 v 5 161 162 166 v 6 23 105 v 7 134 v 8 396
Lord, Dummer (Dumner?) v 6 105 413
Lord, Edmund (father of Ivory) v 6 40 52
Lord, Edward W. (son of Capt. Geo.v 1 144 v 2 92 v 3 29 276 v 4 273 285 v 5 6 227 238
Lord, Elizabeth C. v11 37
Lord, Elizabeth W. v 2 120 v 4 53 v 7 41 67
Lord, Frances A. v 6 356 v 8 240 394
Lord, Francis A. (son of Tobias) v 4 82 v 6 356 v 8 88 v11 176
Lord, Frederick (son of Wm.) v 4 76
Lord, Geo. C. (son of Capt. Geov 1 88? 98? 115 v 2 48 89? 99? 135 173
a Lord, Geo. C. (son of Capt. Geov 4 115 273 285 301 v 5 6 101? 110?227 229 231 238 258? 358
a Lord, Geo. C. (son of Capt. Geov 5 362 v 6 2 47 166 172? 182? 253 411?412?
a Lord, Geo. C. (son of Capt. Geov 7 289 314 347 353 364 v 8 143 145 182 187 387
a Lord, Geo. C. (son of Capt. Geov 9 156 173 v10 21 210 311 387
Lord, Geo. Callender (son of Hartleyv 6 173 411 v 7 66 v 8 13 v 9 223 224 v10 57 118
Lord, Geo. G. (son of Don) v 7 352 387
Lord, Geo. S. (son of Capt. Wm v 2 53
Lord, Geo. W. v 7 289 v 8 276 v11 98 199
Lord, Geo. Wells (son of Wm.) v 2 170 171 v 5 116 135 154 213 229 297 v 7 289 v 8 276
Lord, Geo., Capt. (son of Tobias(wife Olive Jefferds) v 1 63 v 2 99 205 v 3 114 152
a Lord, Geo., Capt. (son of Tobiasv 3 252 270 v 4 60 122 130 247 256 270 272 285 294
a Lord, Geo., Capt. (son of Tobiasv 5 6 227 238 239? 324 v 6 95 146 147 200
a Lord, Geo., Capt. (son of Tobiasv 7 347 358 v9 125 v10 210
Lord, Hannah v 7 292 332
Lord, Hartley (son of Mr. Wm.) v 4 77 v 5 40 132 234 297 v 6 142 199 200 366 410 411
a Lord, Hartley (son of Mr. Wm.) v 6 413 444 456 v 7 16 25 85 100 166 337 353 388 401 405
a Lord, Hartley (son of Mr. Wm.) v 8 1 10 21 138 242? 246? 253 260 281 287 297 340? v 8 346
a Lord, Hartley (son of Mr. Wm.) v 8 350 356? 362 387 392 398 406 v 9 2 6 21 31 38 60 86
a Lord, Hartley (son of Mr. Wm.) v 9 173 224 249 299 313 316 332 335 v10 39 68 83 130 216 223
a Lord, Hartley (son of Mr. Wm.) v10 244 270 300? 390? v11 4 6 64 125 127 131 184 199 224 238
Lord, Henry C. (son of Mr. Wm. v 5 27 234 288
Lord, Huldah T. v 8 300
Lord, Isaac v 6 50
Lord, Ivory, Capt. v 1 2 24 63 98 v 2 120 205 v 4 53 60 131 140 146
a Lord, Ivory, Capt. v 4 160 170 178 v 5 18 368 392 393 407 v 6 40 94 147
a Lord, Ivory, Capt. v 6 246 253 356 v 7 85 358 v 8 269 v 9 236 v11 38 71
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Lord, J. W. v 6 157
Lord, Jas. (from Effingham) v 2 121 128 186 196 198 v 3 8 v 4 126 156 184
a Lord, Jas. (from Effingham) v 5 293 v 6 50 377 v 7 180 398 v 8 79
Lord, Jas. B. v 9 36 103 310 313 322
Lord, Jeremiah v 4 63 v10 146
Lord, John A. v 1 22 24 87 152 v 3 55 75 78 116 120 169 193
a Lord, John A. v 4 160 256 259 v 5 233 329 364 368 392 v 6 5 147 283
a Lord, John A. v 6 352 v 7 76 89 186 v 9 24
a Lord, John A. v10 39 130 207 223 314 v11 4 89 145 224
s Lord, John W. & Co. v11 42
Lord, John Wm. v 8 62 91 93 100 137 148
Lord, John, Capt. v 6 323
Lord, Kate M. v 9 264 346 v10 47 139 216 230 244
c Lord, Littlefield & v 2 170 v 3 258
Lord, Lizzie C. v 8 64 82 87 v 9 264 346 v10 24 139 216 230 244 299 321
Lord, Louise v 2 120
Lord, Lucy v 6 356
Lord, Lydia v 7 215 v 8 396 407
Lord, Mary v 1 33 v 5 221 234 v 6 200
Lord, Mary C. v 6 200 v 9 126 130 v11 107
c Lord, Mary, Ship Ship v 4 125
Lord, Mr. Wm. (son of Tobias) v 1 7 38 63 v 2 199 v 3 6? 7? 16 26 67 121 152
a Lord, Mr. Wm. (son of Tobias) v 3 205 225? 231 243 268 269 v 4 19 20 55 87 98 126 130
a Lord, Mr. Wm. (son of Tobias) v 4 143 148? 152 154 237 240 333 336 340 v 5 21 27 86 112?
a Lord, Mr. Wm. (son of Tobias) v 5 116? 132 136 138 166 234 248 274 366 368 369 388
a Lord, Mr. Wm. (son of Tobias) v 6 4 11 24 54 55 94 117 155 173 200?209? 210 243 310 316
a Lord, Mr. Wm. (son of Tobias) v 6 334 335 338 342 359 347 355 366 400 v 7 100 395
a Lord, Mr. Wm. (son of Tobias) v 8 169 328 v 9 126 310 v10 88
Lord, Nathaniel v 4 98 v 5 372
Lord, Nathaniel (of K'port) v 1 100 v 2 169 v 7 393 v 8 196
Lord, Olive v10 39 130 223 314
Lord, Orrin v11 137
Lord, Phebe v 5 137
s Lord, R. W. & Co. v 6 70 163 210 321 333 358 375 413 v 8 72 119 253 310 315
a s Lord, R. W. & Co. v 9 230 v10 39 130 223 314 v11 4 224
a Lord, Robert W. v 1 22 23 v 3 67 269 27 v 4 46 102 180 334
a Lord, Robert W. v 5 65 68 293 v 6 25 200 257 331 333 358 366 375 413
a Lord, Robert W. v 7 389? 398 v 8 41 69 88 152 205 225 228 253 329 394 398
a Lord, Robert W. v 7 29 60 67 108 134 143 185 191 199 305?308? 321 337?357?
a Lord, Robert W. v 9 2 3 18 20 36 51 58 60 75 79 173 191 316 326
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a Lord, Robert W. v10 9 13 25 39 47 57 68 130 132 207? 210 225 227?236 298
a Lord, Robert W. v10 314 317 321 384 v11 4 37 61 92 102 176 194 214 224 234
Lord, Sally v 1 113 v 2 17
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a Additional/continuation line O
s See also cross-index line(s)
c Cross-index line
c Oak Leaf, Ship Sch v 3 188
c Oak Woods, Ship Sch v 8 63
s Oakes & Ricker v 3 188
Oakes, Bradford v 1 17 v 2 48 101 v 3 261 264 v 4 186 v 6 420
a Oakes, Bradford v 8 403 v 9 236 240 279 325
Oakes, Geo. W. v 1 17 v 5 82 235 279 281 347 371 411 v 6 10 52 73
a Oakes, Geo. W. v 6 125 127 136 152 164 185 v 7 21 113
c Oakes, Mansur B., Ship Sch v 6 420
c Oakes, R. H., Ship Sch v 6 293
Oaks v11 94 102
Obean, Wm. F., Rev. v 7 144
Observatory v 3 14
Observer v10 363 384 v11 47
s Ocean Bluff Hotel v 6 314 324 364 374 379 387 388 400 v 7 2 7 100 110 195
a s Ocean Bluff Hotel v 7 235 263 273 v 8 142 204 271 284 364 v 9 392 v11 122
s Ocean Cable v 4 40 43
c Ocean Cable, Ocean v 4 40 43
s Ocean House v 2 38 v 7 26
c Ocean King, Ship v 6 407 423 427 v 7 4
s Ocean Nat'l Bank v 2 186 202 204 205 207 209 v 3 1 4 5 20 44 58 61
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v 3 65 105 107 112 143 148 159 167 182 183 185 208 225 259 275
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v 4 21 52 122 125 230 130 193 234 240 269 304 313 314 321
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v 5 39 63 65 110 133 137 156 177 181 186 188 192 204 221 223
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v 5 236 238 252 261 275 285 288 354 385 416 426 v 6 45 47
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v 6 55 59 78 85 88 89 101 1 4 106 115 118 126 136 380
Page 102
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v 6 415 416 422 423 v 7 2 40 44 55 141 143 181 227 250
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v 7 264 290 291 305 308 347 386 389 v 8 23 27 31 49 65
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v 8 69 71 109 123 147 152 185 224 228 276 311 327 328 350
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v 9 4 18 31 40 55 56 75 79 87 121 156 159 160 164 167
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v 9 204 210 243 294 3 4 324 326 327 373 377 378 381
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v10 24 25 36 66 109 113 206 210 213 252 246
a s Ocean Nat'l Bank v11 16 24 27 73 150 210 214 237
s Ocean Nat'l Bank List of Stockholders v11 262
c Ocean Queen, Ship v 6 440 v 7 4
c Ocean Wave v 9 208 391 v10 346
Odd Fellows v 2 171 178 180 v 3 36 37 128 v 5 415 v 6 395
a Odd Fellows v 7 390 v 8 142 165 169 171
c Oil, Coal v 6 227
c Old Cemetery v 7 207 216
s Old Falls v10 292
Old Orchard Beach v 8 35 38 137 276 281
s Old Orchard House v 7 7
OLeary (O'Leary?) v 4 129
c Olive P. Thompson, Ship Ship v 5 356
c Olympus, Ship Ship v 2 214
c Ontario, SS, Ship v 5 326 358
s Open Sea v10 254 v11 128
c Ophelia, Ship Ship v 4 56
c Orchard, Peach v 7 390
c Orders, Fraternal See names of organizations
Orr, Rev. v 2 71 105 115 186
s Osborn Diary v10 166 327
Osborn, Amelia v 4 127
Osborn, Jas. v 2 33 40 97 108 118 122 139 163 196 v 3 6 16 26 239
a Osborn, Jas. v 4 39 67 101 127 207 270 277 v 5 49 79 121 142 211 292
a Osborn, Jas. v 5 324 325 327 360 407 428 v 6 21 48 114 134 146 205 231
a Osborn, Jas. v 6 295 358 412 v 7 31 79 80 116 117 118 122 133 140 159
a Osborn, Jas. v 7 186 214 253 304 344 376 v 9 63 69 210 211 310
Osborn, John v 1 26 54 144 v 4 12 97 102 108 112 122 218 218 221 225
a Osborn, John v 4 270 298 v 5 428 v 7 64 138 209 239
a Osborn, John v 9 310 v10 163 194 v11 75
Osborn, Mary v 7 116
Osborn, Nancy v 9 114
Osborn, Pamelia v 7 116 124 159 186 344 385 v 8 206 266 v 9 253
Osborn, Paulena v 4 175 178 225 251 v 5 372 428 v 8 27 292 300
Page 103
Osborn, Samuel v 3 269 v 6 308 v 9 114 166 186 192
Osgood, Richard v 8 187
c Ossipee, Ship Brig v 5 323
Otis, John H, v 7 219 303 v 8 153 166 171 177 248 404 v 9 8 37 46
a Otis, John H, v 9 86 131 178 v10 56 58 358 v11 85 91 140 172
Owen, Cotten v 1 64
c Oxnard, Ship Ship v 4 72 84 120 136
Legend        Names/Topics                      Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line P
s See also cross-index line(s)
c Cross-index line
c P. G. Thompson, Ship Sch v 8 406
Packard, Chas. Rev. v 5 90 v 8 12 v10 199
Packard, E. H. v 3 108 v 7 331
Paine, Emile v 5 39
Palmer Family v 1 30
Palmer, Ann J. v 2 62 207 210 216
Palmer, Barnabas v 1 25 30 49 63 98 104 128 v 2 99 101 126 198 200 203
a Palmer, Barnabas v 2 209 v 3 77 82 104 170 172 175 239 v 4 21 31 39
a Palmer, Barnabas v 4 72 77 99 106 124 135 143 159 163 164 178 189 235 319
a Palmer, Barnabas v 5 37 40 53 86 139 165 179 280 288 290 291 296 303 309 317
a Palmer, Barnabas v 5 352 353 425? 428? v 6 5 v 7 132 v 8 243
a Palmer, Barnabas v 9 41 164 193 310 345 v10 326
Palmer, J. S., Dr. v 4 37
Palmer, Joshua S. v 1 25 30 v 2 62 99 102 v 3 212 227 v 4 159 319
a Palmer, Joshua S. v 5 26 139 303 306 316 317 342 v 9 41 v10 326
Palmer, Lucy v 1 104 v 6 5
Palmer, Rev. v10 83 160 171 192 273 284
Palmer, Sarah v 1 46 128 141 v 2 101 v 4 106 178
Palmer, Sears v 3 139
c Palmer, Wells & v 4 11 20 102 244 v 6 45 94
s Panorama of New York v 4 131
s Panorama of Uncle Tom's Cabinv 3 33
Parade v11 204
c Parade, Torchlight v 4 128 197 v10 286
Parent, David v10 23
s Parker House v 7 214 268 273 366 v 8 98 284 v 9 392 v10 153 393
Page 104
Parker, John C. v 9 267 284 312 372
Parker, Susan G. v11 208
Parker, Thos. v10 304 350 351
Parks, Ed v 3 67
Parks, Sam'l v 1 63
Parry, Capt. v 1 154
s Parsonfield Town v 9 52
s Parsons Street v10 396
Parsons, Anna v 7 88
Parsons, Charles v 4 314 v 5 314 327 337 384 424 432 v 6 2 6 15 17
a Parsons, Charles v 6 31 38 91 113 118 167 184 263 300 321 342 389 454
a Parsons, Charles v 7 10 56 77 79 80 98 133 177 185 376 397 v 8 58 138
a Parsons, Charles v 8 209 242 304 365 v 9 13 60 121 130 222 225 255 291 292
a Parsons, Charles v 9 305 307 313 371 380 v10 40 87 101 134 145 172 176 182
a Parsons, Charles v10 185 189 213 224 274 299 314 344 360 367 374
a Parsons, Charles v11 5 120 121 168
Parsons, Chas. F., Rev. v 9 27 28 30 36 37 43 107 175 194 229 264 325
Parsons, Chas. Jr. v10 83 176
Parsons, Edwin v 6 394 v 7 88 v 8 58 v 9 221 287
a Parsons, Edwin v11 4 26 120 149 177 183 225
Parsons, Frank v 9 229 248 v10 314 v11 4 177 215 225 228
Parsons, Geo. v 5 337 424 v 6 7 10 15 38 95 118 124 221 247 263 279
a Parsons, Geo. v 6 303 319 322 394 447 v 7 98 141 212 376 v 8 59 136
a Parsons, Geo. v 8 242 304 365 v 9 13 60 79 148 222 225 292 305 307 371
a Parsons, Geo. v 9 380 v10 16 19 48 130 176 178 223 314
a Parsons, Geo. v11 4 120 121 178 225
Parsons, Henry v 9 287
Parsons, John Usher, Rev. v 4 307 v 6 50 61 84 377 v 8 8 v 9 60
Parsons, John, Rev. v 5 337 v 6 34 328 341 366 374 389 394 421 v 7 78 254
a Parsons, John, Rev. v 7 266 v 8 360 v 9 60 221 298 v11 120
Parsons, Joseph v 3 114 v 4 114 257 284 298 314 v 5 134 257 337 428
a Parsons, Joseph v 6 9 144 221 252 279 358 377 382 383 446 v 7 80 88 91
a Parsons, Joseph v 7 114 125 134 213 251 252 v 8 110 120 145 264 365
a Parsons, Joseph v 9 2 127 198 221 222 229 241 255
a Parsons, Joseph v10 39 130 176 223 v11 121 177
Parsons, Llewellyn v11 121
Parsons, Lorenzo v 2 204 v 3 17 70 v 4 173 194 220 227 v 6 94 105
a Parsons, Lorenzo v 6 110 147 153 180 211 257 261 v 7 51 77 118 188 247 v10 229
Parsons, Robert W. v10 344
Parsons, Wm. A. v 4 328 v 5 49 134 151 v 6 370 421 v 9 221
Page 105
Parsons, Wm. Jr. v 5 428
Parsons, Wm. Shepley v 7 177
Parties v 5 88
c Party, Donation v 3 35 275 279 v 4 72 v 9 278 282 283
c Party, Greenback v 7 257 259 355 362
c Party, Gunning v 1 104
c Party, Republican See listing at Republican Party
c Party, Tea v 4 6 223 v 5 19
Patch, Sarah v 6 347
Patten, W. H. v 3 244 v 4 133 139 142 155 186 260 266 278 294 318 v 5 20 113
Patterson, Acton v 5 157 416
c Patterson, Ship Ship v 4 203 258
Paul Family v 6 242
Paul,  Hannah v 4 80
Paul, Jeremiah v 3 248 v 4 22 80 87 178 v 5 245 v 9 60 396
Paul, Wm. E. v10 40 131 224 314
c Paupers, Irish v 1 70
Payne, G. L. v 9 376
Peabody, Alpheus v10 301
Peabody, Chas. A. v 5 48
Peabody, Geo. v 5 49 v 6 68 67 v 8 265 v 9 325
Peabody, Jas., Capt. v 5 193
Peabody, John v 5 321 336 v 7 14 305 336 v 8 184 v 9 187 235 302
Peabody, Richard L. v 2 48 v 5 257 v 7 180 v10 300
Peabody, Sarah v 4 38 v 5 271 323 v 6 67 128
Peabody, Theodore v 1 23 v 7 60
Peabody, Varnum W. v 7 41
Peabody, Wm. v10 208
s Peace Jubilee v 6 13
s Peach Orchard v 7 390
Peary, Robt. L., Capt. v10 344
c Peking, City of, Ship Str v 6 398
Pember, Fred, Rev. v 8 131 154 159 259 264 336 v 9 26 30 31 58 67 103 231
a Pember, Fred, Rev. v10 86
s Pemberton Mills Accident v 4 141
Pendergast, Olive v 7 140
Pendergast, W. W.. v 8 394 v10 282
c Penn, Wm., Ship Sch v 5 55
s Pensioners, Civil War v 8 292
Pensions v 2 203
Page 106
c Pepperell, Wm., Clock v 7 42
Pepperell, WM., Sir v 1 30 v 3 30
s Perkins & Crawford v 7 8 10 18 26 62 87 188 277 285 289 306
Perkins, Abner v 6 211
Perkins, Albert v 4 123 v 9 379 v10 356 386 397
Perkins, Almira v 4? 154
Perkins, Annie M. v10 63
Perkins, Arsenath M. v 2 75
Perkins, Arthur B. v 9 284 v10 235 300
Perkins, Benj. v 3 130 179 188 218 269 v 4 102 112 220 221 259 267 351
a Perkins, Benj. v 5 148 300 311 v 6 32 332 352 v 7 67 167 305 407
a Perkins, Benj. v 8 166 v 9 379
Perkins, Carrie v10 112 v11 128
Perkins, Chas. C. v 6 25 197 256 410 v 7 273 v 8 284
a Perkins, Chas. C. v10 81 102 154 193 235 299 v11 6 17 79
Perkins, Chas. E. v 2 69 168 v 6 32 v 9 69 379
Perkins, Chas. Ed. v 5 158 245 271 273 281 v 6 197 232 302 371 v 8 135
a Perkins, Chas. Ed. v 9 137 283 v10 4 53 102 v11 5 58 64 66
Perkins, Clement v 4 207 v 7 50 304 342 365 v 8 127 221 324
c Perkins, Dane &, Mill See listing at Dane & Perkins Mill
Perkins, Daniel v 5 49 98 v 8 358 v 9 257 v10 2 v11 225
Perkins, David v 8 127 221
Perkins, Eliza v 4 30 31
Perkins, Elizabeth v 4 81
Perkins, Ephriam, Capt. v 1 2 v 2 84 168 v 3 72 v 4 125 v 5 158 v 7 195
Perkins, Experience, Mrs. v10 23
Perkins, Ezra v 1 64 138 v 3 114 180 v 4 3 30 99 v 6 352 421
a Perkins, Ezra v 7 50 v 9 114
Perkins, Fordyce v 8 177 236 v11 97
Perkins, Frank v10 73 77 120
Perkins, Frank E. v 9 2 16 v10 140 139 155 158 208
Perkins, Geo. v 7 50 215 257 346 365 393 v 8 127 181 221 226 324
a Perkins, Geo. v 9 22 157 300 v10 50 110 188 300 347 356 v11 77 222
Perkins, Hannah v10 146
Perkins, Henry v 2 170 179
Perkins, Horatio v 5 271 v 8 271 284
Perkins, Hovey, Capt. v 3 225 v 4 110
Perkins, Isabella M. v 2 171 v 3 72
Perkins, Jacob v 2 43 171 v 3 51 v 5 366 404 v 7 358 v11 4
Perkins, Jas. D. v 8 136
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Perkins, John P. v 2 129 131 v 3 234 v 4 123 v 9 57 v11 176
Perkins, Jos. K. v 4? 87 125
Perkins, Joshua v 3 269 v 4 19
Perkins, Jotham v 4? 154 v 6 30
Perkins, Jott S., Capt. v 2 19 v 4 5 8 12 36 39 54 55 77 87 100 258 318
a Perkins, Jott S., Capt. v 4 321 v 5 137 271 343 356 368 v 6 25 154 155 160 167
a Perkins, Jott S., Capt. v 6 192 193 219 232 255 296 371 399 405 v 7 85 398 v 8 300
Perkins, Julie M. v 6 410
Perkins, L. M. v 8 125 170 246 v 9 19 54 156 224 234 246 263 312
a Perkins, L. M. v10 80 313 395 v11 65 90 149 165 168 225
Perkins, Laura W. v 7 67
Perkins, Luther v 2 162
Perkins, Marcia v11 90
Perkins, Margery v 2 171 v 9 2
Perkins, Mary J. v 2 171 v 3 72
Perkins, Monroe v 3 82 v 7 202
Perkins, O. Howard v10 188 v11 148 181
Perkins, Oliver v 2 147 v 3 166 v 5 49 148 149 156 159 368 394
a Perkins, Oliver v 6 137 v 7 76 89 293 322 v 8 271 v 9 32 76 235
a Perkins, Oliver v10 39 223 314 366 395 v11 4 148 208
Perkins, Orlando v 5 271 v 6 371
Perkins, Plaisted H. v10 211 228
Perkins, Samuel v11 225
Perkins, Sarah v 6 198 v 9 284 v10 39 130 222 314
Perkins, Sidney M. v10 158
Perkins, Silas M. v 2 116 v 5 112 411 v 8 236 237
Perkins, Stephen v 1 103 v 2 92 v 3 60 69 74 89 139 140 205 225
a Perkins, Stephen v 4 38 55 115 130 143 316 320 v 5 236 366 368 v 6 20
a Perkins, Stephen v 6 24 30 43 79 89 124 160 164 263 294 388 v 7 33 112
a Perkins, Stephen v 7 250 325 347 350 365 393 v 8 143 314 v 9 92 113 121
a Perkins, Stephen v 9 125 126 161 v10 112 163 228 v11 222
Perkins, Thos. v 2 67 v10 146
Perkins, Tristram J. v 8 62
Perkins, Walter v 7 112 v 8 73 208 295 304 311 317 v11 77 170
Perkins, Wm. v 4 207 v 6 320 v 8 127 221 v10 50
Perkins, Wm. T. v10 356
Perley, Susan H. v11 162
Perrault, Rev. v 7 275
s Persons, Aged v 9 236
Pettengill, Mary E. v 3 36
Page 108
Pettigrew v 1 52
s Pews, Baptist v 1 75
c Pharos, Ship Ship v 7 227
s Philadelphia, Trip to v 7 115
c Philamon Winslow, Ship v 7 123
Phillips, Aramantha v 9 2
Phillips, Blanche B. v10 209
Phillips, Chas. v10 386 v11 70
Phillips, Geo. W. v 3 139 v 5 49 367 V 6 295 v 7 3 31
a Phillips, Geo. W. v 8 136 181 v11 71
Phillips, Timothy v 7 182 v 8 148 v 9 212 226 241 v10 301
c Photographer, Healy v 6 120 v10 6
Photographs v 4 180
s Picnic, Congregational v 5 262
c Picnic, Methodist v 1 85 87
c Pier, Kennebunk River v10 91 153
Pierce, David R. v 6 267 v 8 1
Pierce, Edwin F. v11 132 222 240
Pierce, Henry v 7 395
Pierce, Horace B. v1 267
Pierce, Lucy v10 346
Pierce, Wm. L. v 8 4 39 73 81 245
Pike, Jas. A. v11 208
Pike, John v 8 148
Pike, Sumner v11 5
Pike, W. E. v 4 125 v10 9
Pinafore v 7 375
c Pinafore, Ship Sch v 8 63
s Pine Tree Encampment v 7 390
Pinkham, F. G. v 9 330
Pinkham, Grafton v 9 330
c Pinkham, S. H., Ship Sch v 7 227
Pinkham, Seth v 5 361 v10 246
c Pinola, Ship Gunboat v 5 149
Piper v 1 63
c Pipes, Water v 9 104 105
Pirates v 7 50
Pitman, E. W. v10 50 v11 5
Pitman, G. E. v 5 262
Pitts, Adelaide v10 83
Page 109
Pitts, Benj. v 1 71 v 2 202 v 3 5 v 5 231
Pitts, Greenleaf v 5 231
Pitts, Luke v 8 218 221 252
Pitts, Mary v 7 387
Pitts, Wm. R. v 5 49
Plaisted v 1 26
c Plasters, Shin v 2? 15 24 30
c Plow, Varney v 4 233
s Polaris, Arctic Ship v 6 166 301 328
c Pole, Liberty v 6 173 176 v 7 283 v 8 18 37 334 v 9 103
Police v10 103 107
s Political Year v 1 25 v 2 63 64 v 3 99 189 v 4 174 188 199 200
Pond, Josiah, Rev. v 3 237 243 250 251 257 v 5 215
c Pond, Kennebunk v10 123
Pool, Geo. F. v 7 140
Pool, Mark v 5 282 v 6 351 v10 9
Pope, Micajah? v 8 351 386
s Population, Town v 1 33
Porter, Clara L. v 1 49 59
Porter, Horace v 1 12 16 22 35 39 43 49 63 110 135 141 161 v 2 28
a Porter, Horace v 2 32 82 108 128 130 135 197 207 210 216 218 v 3 60 65
a Porter, Horace v 3 118 148 201 244 v 4 94 174 186 189 201 203 217 248
a Porter, Horace v 5 29 61 125 135 136 140 151 157 212 219 257 316 v 6 5
a Porter, Horace v 6 180 190 343 361 v 7 215 221 254 329 v 8 75 186 210
a Porter, Horace v 8 305 v 9 22 297 v10 170 v11 184
Porter, John W. v10 94 96
Porter, Joseph v 1 63 99 v 2 98 v 3 65 v 5 113 132 403
a Porter, Joseph v 6 38 146 148 v 7 53 303 401 v 8 16 248 v11 110
Porter, Lavinia v 6 260 343 v 8 75 186 210 305
Porter, Olive v 1 2 50
s Portland & Montreal R. R. v 2 131
s Portland Fire v 5 318
s Portland History v 5 231
s Portland Match Co. v10 218
c Portland R. R., Montreal & v 2 131
s Portland Valuation v 1 119
s Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.v 3 70
s Portland, Trip to v 2 76 127 172 215 v 3 120 248 v 4 8 42 66 170 226
a s Portland, Trip to v 4 289 v 5 9 23 43 140 164 206 239 253 254 310 326 359
a s Portland, Trip to v 5 385 389 417 v 6 29 81 1 6 124 166 245 260 279 294
Page 110
a s Portland, Trip to v 6 342 393 410 424 447 v 7 134 166 184 343 391 v 8 13
a s Portland, Trip to v 8 77 100 117 175 232 278 318 354 402 v10 48 102 138 187
a s Portland, Trip to v10 189 211 218 220 228 304 No card listings for v 9 or v11.
c Portland, Trip to v 1 6 69 151 v 3 32 165 v 7 75 81
c Portsmouth R.R., Portland, Saco v 3 70
s Portsmouth, Trip to v 3 1
c Post Office, Alewive v 9 220 v10 49
s Post Office, First v 5 230
s Post Office, History v 2 95 99 127 128 138 v 8 150 313
a s Post Office, History v10 66 306 v11 157 141
c Post Office, Kennebunk v 2 169
c Post Office, Kennebunk Beach v 8 285
c Post Office, Kennebunk, in 1790v 5 165 170 286 v 7 130
s Postal Cards v 6 300
c Poster, Recruiting v 4 283
s Potato Bug v 7 86
Pothier, Peter v 4 145
c Poultry, Price of v 1 119 v 2 70
c Pray, Waterston & v 2 196 v 6 50 54 61 79
s Prayer Meeting, Union v 5 5 17 22 27
Prescott, Capt. v 2 147
Prescott, E. J., Rev. v10 236 242 255 271 275 276 287 303 383
a Prescott, E. J., Rev. v11 44 75 98 129 194 210 214 220 228 244
Prescott, Walter v11 182 207
c Presidents, Burial place of v 2 165
c Press, Hay v 5 74
s Price of Poultry v 1 119 v 2 70
c Price, Newspapers v 5 7 60 120
c Prince of Wales v 4 197
Pring, John v11 229 230
c Proclamation, Emancipation v 5 12
Prophecy v 6 303
Prout, Fannie N. v10 v11? 70
Provencher, N. v10 208
Provencher, Victor v11 70
c Providence, Trip to v 8 48
s Public Garden v 2 150
s Public Well v 2 137
s Pullman Cars v 6 154
s Pulpit, Congregational v 2 109
Page 111
c Pump, Town v 3 11
Purington, M. H. v 9 54 130
Purington, Nat'l., Capt. v 3 235
Purington, Stephen W. v 6 175 v 7 133 152 v10 214 277
Purington, Susan, Mrs. v 1 60 67 255 279 v 3 258
Purington, Wm. H. v 4 32
Legend        Names/Topics                      Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line Q
s See also cross-index line(s)
c Cross-index line
Quakers v 4 214 233
c R. H. Oakes, Ship Sch v 6 293 R
c Railroad Bridge, Stone v 3 113
c Railroad, Atlantic & St. Lawrenc See listing at Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R.
c Railroad, Bost & Me, Constructiov 6 133 "to end"
c Railroad, Bost & Me, Strike on v 7 151 153 179
c Railroad, Boston & Maine See listing at Boston & Maine R. R.
c Railroad, Eastern v 4 213
c Railroad, First v 6 311
c Railroad, Kennebunk & K'Port See listing at Kennebunk & K'Port Railroad
c Railroad, Montreal & Portland v 2 131
c Railroad, Mousam River v11 235
c Railroad, Portland & Montreal v 2 131
c Railroad, Portland, Saco & Portsmouth v 3 70
Raino, Frank X. v 9 854 140 v10 23 99
Raino, Philabert v11 91 140
Raitt, Geo. v 4 19 36
Raitt, Oliver v 2 19 196 v 3 113 114 180 227 v 4 13 19 36 46 261
a Raitt, Oliver v 4 285 313 v 5 74 412 v 6 7
Rally v 9 298 299 301 315
Rankin, Fred v10 301
Rankin, Nancy v 7 140
Rankin, Sam'l v 9 249 328
c Rapidan, Ship Str v 9 95
Rappers v 1 16
Raynes, Charlotte v 3 229
Page 112
Raynes, Richard G. v 3 97 122 229 236 v 4 48 58 66 148 186 213
a Raynes, Richard G. v 5 39 121 v 7 182 v 8 33 36 46 66 105 v 9 345
c Razor Grinder, Johnson v 1 129 v 2 129
s Read & Griffin v 7 291 300 303 v 8 71 101 102
Read, Albet M. v 6 160 371 v 7 98 100 112 288 295 301 330
a Read, Albet M. v 9 51 54 v11 5 7
Read, Carrie v 7 182
Read, D. F. v 7 88
Read, Ella B. v 6 339 v 7 3
s Reading Club v 6 129
s Real Estate Sales, 1845-1852 v 1 Following page 167.
Record, Eugene v 8 389 v 9 396 v10 312 349 387
Record, H. E. v 8 148
c Record, Military v 5 355 370
Record, Solomon W. v 8 162 164 253 v10 318 v11 84 145
c Records, First Parish v 4 108 230 231 v 6 7 81 103
c Recount, Ballot v 4 59
s Recruiting Poster v 4 283
Redlon, Benj. E. v 9 135
Redlon, Thos J. v 9 236 v11 151 208
Redlon, Wm. A. v 8 229 287
c Reg., 320, Reunion v10 35
c Regiments, Volunteer See listing at Volunteer Regiments
c Regulus, Ship Ship v 3 121
c Relief Society, Soldiers v 5 85 132
s Religious Revival v 4 9
c Rembrandt, Ship Ship v 7 105 123 191
Remick, Daniel v 1 11 v 2 105 194 205 211 244 v 4 102 v 5 56 60
a Remick, Daniel v 5 119 181 183 233 281 301 308 347 371 392 411 429 v 6 25
a Remick, Daniel v 6 141 147 152 219 273 288 339 366 415 433 v 7 90 113 155
a Remick, Daniel v 7 162 191 241 324 v 8 37 v 9 16 20 36 60 66 103
a Remick, Daniel v 9 157 264 310 323 346 398 v10 17 139 179 223 230 233 239
a Remick, Daniel v10 245 260 301 314 317 v11 4 23 176
Remick, Elbridge G. v 7 360
Remick, Jas. K. v 1 6 101 v 3 269 v 5 52 60 131
a Remick, Jas. K. v 6 147 273 276 v 8 300 v10 144 176 245
c Rence, Ship Ship v 8 134 149
c Repairs, Courthouse v 2 2 37 80
c Report, Kennebunk v10 38 137
s Republican Party v 3 171 v 4 6 41 82 118 150 185 198 202 208 223 236 255
Page 113
a s Republican Party v 4 266 272 344 346 v10 270
c Rescue, Advance & v 1 ? 109
Reservoirs v 6 113 114 121 123 v 7 286 288 v 8 360 v10 1
s Reunion, 320 Reg. v10 35
c Rev. - Ministers Salaries v 4 103
c Rev. Adams, T. P. v 8 176 v 9 26 v10 31
c Rev. Allen, Charles F. v10 144 147 234 318 383 v11 9 10 40 128
c Rev. Allen, Stephen v 5 245 266 275 283 214
c Rev. Arnold, H. T. v 7 297 308 388 399
c Rev. Austin, Daniel v 3 68 v 7 242
c Rev. Averill v 1 91
c Rev. Ballow, C. W. v 6 9 77
c Rev. Barrows v 2 206 211 213 214 v 3 14 35 107
c Rev. Bean, Leroy S. v10 230
c Rev. Bishop v 3 12
c Rev. Bowman v 1 30 v 2 63 81 112 125 139 174 198 200
c Rev. Boyd, John v 1 54
c Rev. Bragdon, F. A. v 9 266 267 3 4 358 371 v10 51 87 173 326 372 373
c Rev. Burnham, Edwin v 9 172
c Rev. Burnham, Jonas v 6 101 292 v 7 259 365 v 9 241
c Rev. Byram, B. P. v 2 45 v 8 2 6 4 7
c Rev. Byram, Rothens M. v 8 206 4 7 v11 67
c Rev. Caldwell, John M. v 5 102 179 189 192 257 v 6 227 v 7 5 257 v 8 222 v 9 295
c Rev. Campbell, Danl. v 5 215
c Rev. Carr, Wm. S. v 6 320 379 386
c Rev. Chick, John v 1 105 v 4 265
c Rev. Chute v 3 233
c Rev. Clark, Edward L. v 8 196 363 v 9 216 218 240 38 0 384 396 399 v10 100 120
c Rev. Cluff v 1 80
c Rev. Cobb, G. F. v 6 301 340 363 375 410 444 447 v 7 36 77
c Rev. Cobb, John H. See listing at surname
c Rev. Cogswell v 1 118
c Rev. Colby, E. K. v 4 55 73 v 7 171
c Rev. Cole v 1 80
c Rev. Collins, John v 5 313 v 6 9
c Rev. Cone, C. C. v 1 60 81 v 6 252
c Rev. Cook, Edward v 9 304 325
c Rev. Cook, Gideon v 1 23 v 3 172 v 6 52 62 v 8 308
c Rev. Cressy, Geo. C. v 9 274
c Rev. Cressy, Geo. W. See listing at surname
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c Rev. Darling, Walter See listing at surname
c Rev. Dunbar v 4 57
c Rev. Durrell, Geo. W. v11 120
c Rev. Edes, Ed. H. v 4 108
c Rev. Edwards v 4 35 36 108
c Rev. Emerson, J. D. v 6 63 181 206 304 439 v 7 31 36 v10 85
c Rev. Fellows See listing at surname
c Rev. Ferris, L. Z. v 7 162 166 167 171 176 182 187 210 217 251 287 313
c Rev. Fletcher, Nat'l H. v 4 108 v 6 7 v 7 257 284 291 v10 121
c Rev. Forster, W. H. v 7 96 171
c Rev. Freeman, Benj. v11 83 145
c Rev. Garland, Edmund v 6 391
c Rev. Green, Beniah v 5 215
c Rev. Hemingway, Moses v 9 336
c Rev. Herrick v 4 21 28
c Rev. Heywood v10 141 143 145
c Rev. Hincks, Edward L., DD (Rev 9 209
c Rev. Hooper, Noah v 1 81 93 v 3 10 v 7 145 286 299
c Rev. Hyde, S. H . v 4 93 95 103 112 129 132 157 158 160 265
c Rev. Kendall v 1 151 163 v 2 5 20 24 32 34 191
c Rev. Little, Daniel v 5 246 v 6 24 82 231 v 7 135 162
c Rev. Little, Geo. v 8 279 v 9 365
c Rev. Locke, Simon v10 150
c Rev. Lockwood, Geo. A. See listing at surname
c Rev. Lord, Augustus v10 251 v11 194
c Rev. McIntyre v 1 3 28 38 46 98 v 2 89 90 190 v 3 174
c Rev. Melcher, Nat'l. v 6 396
c Rev. Miller (Father) v 2 181 182
c Rev. Moody (Parson) (?) v 9 208
c Rev. Moody, Silas v 6 44 v 9 364
c Rev. Moore v 1 10 48
c Rev. Nason, Chas. v 4 315 334 336 v 5 77 338 172 v 9 33
c Rev. Nichols, John v 2 6 112 230
c Rev. Nott, H. G. v 1 2 15 22 53 71 v 2 24 56 84 100 139 145 192 v 6 302
c Rev. Nott, Knigman v 4 42 104 109
c Rev. Noyes v 9 60
c Rev. Obean, Wm. F. v 7 144
c Rev. Orr v 2 71 105 115 186
c Rev. Packard, Chas. v 5 90 v 8 12 v10 199
c Rev. Palmer v10 83 160 171 192 273 284
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c Rev. Parsons, Chas. F. v 9 27 28 30 36 37 43 107 175 194 229 264 325
c Rev. Parsons, John See listing at surname
c Rev. Parsons, John Usher v 4 307 v 6 50 61 84 377 v 8 8 v 9 60
c Rev. Pember, Fred See listing at surname
c Rev. Perrault v 7 275
c Rev. Prescott, E. J. See listing at surname
c Rev. Robbins, Uriah v 5 274 v10 134 208
c Rev. Rouillard, Geo. W. v11 223 243
c Rev. Rounds v 7 215
c Rev. Smith, Henry v 2 114 v 4 110
c Rev. Smith, Joseph v 1 2 83 v 4 8 91
c Rev. Smith, Joseph v 1 83 v 4 8 91
c Rev. Stinchfield V 3 253 258 265 279 v 4 1 4
c Rev. Storer, Jos. v 9 176
c Rev. Strout, J. A. v 6 120 178 301 v10 269
c Rev. Swan, Joshua R. See listing at surname
c Rev. Sylvester v 4 159 241
c Rev. Tappan v 1 94
c Rev. Tenney, Wm. C. v 4 108
c Rev. Titcomb v 3 52 86
c Rev. Vinal, Chas. C. See listing at surname
c Rev. Wardwell, Granville v 3 271 275 277 v 4 14 16 33 38 v 5 215
c Rev. Weatherbee, S. F. v10 110
c Rev. Wells, Geo. W. v 1 108
c Rev. Wheeler, Benj. v 1 73 74 108 109 110
c Rev. Wilcox, W. W.. See listing at surname
c Rev. Woodbury, J. H. v 7 252 231? 331?
s Revenue Stamps v 4 250
c Revival, Religious v 4 9
s Revolutinary Soldier v 1 81 v 4 121
Reynolds, Arsenath v10 140
Rhoades, Elihu v 8 310
Rhodes, Frencis v 1 84
s Rice & Hutchins v11 144 147 154 225
Rice, Alex, Dr. v 1 66
Rice, Florence v11 240
Rice, Frank v10 363 v11 7
Rice, Patrick v 2 35 v 6 270 290 v 7 200 275 294 v 9 236 v10 291 301
Rice, Stillman F. v 9 28 323 v10 71 179 190 313 331 363 v11 7 22 30
Rich, E. Blanche v10 157 208
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c Rich, Etta B., Ship
Richards, Caroline v 5 332 364 374 v 6 253 v 7 106
Richards, Hannah v 6 253 342 368 v11 119 139 184
Richards, J. M. v 1 78 v 8 12
Richards, Lemuel, Dr. v 4 92 135 138 143 166 267 v 5 97 275 298 300 408 428
a Richards, Lemuel, Dr. v 6 10 297 400 v 7 212 285 v 8 245
a Richards, Lemuel, Dr. v 9 198 228 233 235 243 246 353 v10 5
Richardson, Asa A. v 1 64 v 9 86 v10 23 395 398 v11 82 162 221
Richardson, C. E v 8 12 v 9 375
Ricker, Aaron v 5 69 107 409 v 7 130 v 8 137 240 245 253 v 9 236
a Ricker, Aaron v10 122 v11 7 36 70 103
Ricker, Gideon v 1 7 v 6 347
Ricker, Horatio v 6 77 128
Ricker, John v 9 86 175 225 v11 187
Ricker, Jotham v 1 96
Ricker, Lewis v 5 257 v 6 77 v 8 253 4 4 v 9 18 21 175 v11 70
c Ricker, Oakes & v 3 188
Ricker, Wm. v 6 292 342 v 7 300 v 8 46 v10 131
Rideout Betsey v 8 148
Rideout, Albert v 3 209
Rideout, Alvah J. v 5 987 119 418
Rideout, Oliver v 4 149
c Ridge, Nigger v 8 273
c Riga, Ship Ship v 6 44
Rigsby, Deborah v 3 247 252 256
c Rink, Skating v 9 167 v 8 296 344
c Riot, Slave v 1 19
s Riots, Draft v 5 47
c Ripple, Ship Sch v 7 309
c River Carnival v 9 47 128 296 297 384 v10 76 174 267 352 v11 35 118
c River Ganges, Ship Sch v 7 227
c River, Kennebunk, Pier v10 91 153
c River, Mousam, Bridge v 8 175 179 186 202 205 210 211 215 238
c River, Mousam, Canal v 8 64
c River, Mousam, R. R. v11 235
s Riverside Social Club v10 7
s Road Machine v 9 109
Robbers v 3 17 21
Robbins, Maude E. v11 162 223
Robbins, Pres. v 7 273
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Robbins, Uriah, Rev. v 5 274 v10 134 208
Roberts, Abigail v 7 48
Roberts, Andrew J. v 6 256 285
Roberts, Charlotte v 7 48
Roberts, Dimon v 8 107
Roberts, Eliza T. v 8 148
Roberts, Elizabeth v 2 177 v 7 37
Roberts, Frank v11 5
Roberts, Geo. W. v 6 26 398 403 v 7 181 v 8 191 323 v 9 303
a Roberts, Geo. W. v10 260 v11 114
Roberts, Hall v 1 55 58 92 93 110 120 156 v 2 24 v 3 110 v 4 188 355
Roberts, Israel W. v 1 64 v 4 45 v 5 328 370 v 7 48 v11 48
Roberts, Jane v 1 55 56 v 8 170 240
Roberts, John Jr. v 4 77 304 v 5 36 41 64 78 85 90 101 107 160 276 293
a Roberts, John Jr. v 5 301 306 335 338 339 368 409 417 429 v 6 26 147 156 161
a Roberts, John Jr. v 6 172 217 219 250 265 277 397 403 421 445 v 7 21 26 28
a Roberts, John Jr. v 7 67 113 228 284 v 8 225 272 323 331 333 354 362
a Roberts, John Jr. v 9 2 9 32 121 220 303 395 v10 121 142 260 v11 26
Roberts, John Sr. v 1 35 49 v 2 40 106 v 3 239 v 4 97 148 167 224
a Roberts, John Sr. v 4 258 304 v 5 87 88 196
Roberts, Lucy v 7 48
Roberts, Mary v 6 325 398
Roberts, Olive v 8 226
Roberts, Oliver v 9 148 v10 111
Roberts, Peter Family v 4 137 v 8 ? v10 7 48
Roberts, Samuel v 5 344 v 6 247 272 283 310 v 7 183 401 v 8 111
a Roberts, Samuel v 8 148 387 v11 52 71
Robertson, Edwin W. v 9 146 v10 193
Robinson, Andrew v 7 41
Robinson, Benj. v 5 285
Robinson, Ezekiel v 6 208
Robinson, Geo. F. v 5 280 304 335 v 6 41 253 v 8 1 4 305
a Robinson, Geo. F. v10 63 96 113 226 313 314 318 v11 4 82 162 225
Robinson, Jeremial (h?) v10 300
Robinson, M. Eva v11 162 233
Robinson, Mabel E. v10 110
Robinson, Miriam v10 208
Robinson, Oliver v 9 76 v10 48
Robinson, Orrin v 10 301 355
Robinson, Seth v 9 166 172
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c Robinson, Webb & v10 342 351
Robinson, Wm. v 5 340
Robinson, Wm. R. v10 63 208 287 312 342 v11 82 194
Rodgers, Agnes C. v 8 66
Rodgers, Dr. v 9 119
c Roebuck, Ship Ship v 1 108
Rogers, Elliott v11 184 186 203
Rogers, Frank v 3 45
Rogers, Homer v10 186
s Rogers, S. B. & Co. v 7 69 v 9 78
Roosevelt v 7 396
c Ross Block, Sargent & v 8 114 120 126 133 145 153 160 164 169 171 v11 84 85 90
s Ross Street v10 396
Ross, Annette v 4 232 v 5 65 v 8 103
Ross, Chas. v 9 325
Ross, David v10 146
Ross, Esther v 5 178 324 v 7 118
Ross, Fletcher v 3 228
Ross, Flora H. v 6 253 294 368 395 v 7 97 281
Ross, Frank A. v10 63 v11 181
Ross, Frank M., Dr. v 6 294 312 342 365 406 v 7 75 103 162 165 207 209 212 333
a Ross, Frank M., Dr. v 7 382 v 8 10 13 14 15 30 45 93 98 114 164 171 209
a Ross, Frank M., Dr. v 8 245 290 313 329 360 v 9 17 34 44 86 186 323
a Ross, Frank M., Dr. v10 50 55 87 92 223 301 314 318 362 373 377 384 395
a Ross, Frank M., Dr. v11 5 12 85 90 118 123 129 140 211 214 221 225
Ross, Geo. F. v 1 2 25 v 6 268 v 7 125 v 8 79 340 v 9 300
a Ross, Geo. F. v11 102 215
Ross, Isabelle v 5 332 364 374 v 6 294 307 v 7 17 219 v10 199
Ross, Ivory v 1 142 v 6 268
Ross, Jas. v 6? 71 v 7 169 203 v 9 236 v10 199
Ross, John v 1 107 v 5 71 87 122 v 3 239
Ross, Lida v11 91
Ross, Lydia v 8 148 v 9 363
Ross, Major v 3 198
Ross, Mary v 8 254
Ross, Orren S. v 6 137 294 v 7 243 244 252 v 8 103 169 239 252 303 306
a Ross, Orren S. v 8 339 v 9 31 39 61 276 352 v10 63 148 177
a Ross, Orren S. v11 9 71 203 211
Ross, Orren, Dr. v 1 35 161 v 2 36 106 v 3 73 168 206 v 4 25 36
a Ross, Orren, Dr. v 4 59 v 5 11 65 289 v 6 9 81 127 137 141 284 294
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a Ross, Orren, Dr. v 6 324 380 v 7 39 75 97 106 199 274 292 324 380
a Ross, Orren, Dr. v 8 10 13 42 108 148 v 9 354 v11 43
Ross, Otis v 7 210 v 8 12 66 128
Ross, Samuel v 1 133 v 6 268 v 8 79 v10 245 255
Ross, Sarah A. v 5 70 v 6 268 276
Ross, Sidney F. v11 26 59
Ross, Simon v 2 36 v 5 13 v 6 81 107 128 217 381
Ross, Susan v 6 217 268 276 v10 301
Ross, Timothy B. v 4 10 14 62 66 149 151 232 313 v 5 12 25 142 179 277
a Ross, Timothy B. v 5 316 333
Ross, Wm. v 1 126 v 2 41 139 181 210 v 3 175 v 4 144 v 5 121
a Ross, Wm. v 6 318 v 7 223 226 v 9 146 236 315 v10 146 v11 225
c Roster, Militia v 4 329
Rouillard, Geo. W., Rev. v11 223 243
Rounds, Mary Ann v 4 243
Rounds, Rev. v 7 215
Rounds, Sam'l v 9 117
Russell, Chas. C. v10 208
Russell, Cyrus v 6 409 447 v 8 222 244 v 9 46 76
Russell, Jacob v 2 198 v 3 195 199 v 4 109 164 178 v 5 113 123 406
a Russell, Jacob v 5 407 v 6 150 v 8 245
Russell, Joshua v10 314 387 v11 5 225
Russell, Sarah v 4 164
Russell, Wm. C. v10 95
c Ruthven, Ship Ship v 4 122 125 151 v 5 228
Legend        Names/Topics                      Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line S
s See also cross-index line(s)
c Cross-index line
c S. H. Pinkham, Ship Sch v 7 227
Sache, Bancroft v 9 337
Sache, Marguerite v 9 337
Sache, Wm. C. v 9 335 337 v10 23 v11 117
c Saco & Portsmouth R.R., Portla v 3 70
c Saco Road Methodist Church v 4 6 120 v 6 102
s Safe, Bank v 3 1
s Safe, Town v 2 208
Page 120
s Safeguard Engine Co. v 8 166 180 210 262 281? 287? 301 v 9 7 8 277 v10 54
Safford, Henrietta v 1 31
Safford, Louisa v 2 84 162 v 6 207 276
Safford, Wm. v 2 84 162 v 4 96 102 174 v 5 15 16 33 66 80 214
a Safford, Wm. v 5 250 v 6 84 100 102 130
c Sagamore, Ship Sch v10 148
c Salaries, Ministers v 4 103
s Salem Trip v 8 265
c Sales, Real Estate, 1845-1852 v 1 Following page 167.
Sampson, Ferd v10 301
Sandburg, Annie v10 294
Sandburg, Ida v10 294
Sands, Francis O. v 6 240 276
Sands, James v 4 303 b 5 303 v 7 176 226 v10 146
Sands, Porter v 5 183 v 7 100
c Sands, Sarah, Ship Ship v 3 180
s Sanitary Fair v 5 90
c Sara Sands, Ship Ship v 3 180
c Saranac, Ship Bark v 8 61 63
s Sargent & Ross Block v 8 114 120 126 133 145 153 160 164 169 171 v11 84 85 90
Sargent, Chas. P. v 9 248 325
Sargent, Fred v 9 2 375
Sargent, Harrison v 4 237 289 318 v 5 221 245 418 v 6 117 309 v 7 15 128
Sargent, Haven v 1 10 v 2 103 v 7 45 60
Sargent, Henry v 2 106 123 130 v 3 125 151 198
Sargent, J. R. v 4 114
Sargent, Jefferson W. v 1 107 v 2 110 v 4 217 264 v 6 9 223 419
a Sargent, Jefferson W. v 7 45 50 52 76 113 140 187 v 8 4 98 114 120 228 237
a Sargent, Jefferson W. v 8 318 349 352 407 v10 314 v11 5 225
Sargent, Jos. v 2 15 33 97 v 3 4 30 39 47 91 114 161 220 227
a Sargent, Jos. v 5 80 93 121 328 v 6 166 176 363 421 v 9 248
Sargent, Mercy A. v 7 46
Sargent, Nat'l K. v 2 103 197 v 3 32 33 50 60 63 71 v 4 222 235 260
a Sargent, Nat'l K. v 4 274 v 5 117 193 422 v 6 235 258 276 419 v 7 45
a Sargent, Nat'l K. v 7 46 50 52 140 241 258 v 8 237 349 v10 82
Sargent, R. A., Mrs. v 2 97 113 119 144 b 3 111
s Sash Factory v 1 9 v 3 232
c Savannah, Ship Ship v 5 90
Savert, Moses v 1 162 v 4 60 178 v 5 301 v 6 61
s Saw Mill v 6 282
Page 121
Sawyer, Annie L. v 9 284
Sawyer, C. F. v10 248
a Sawyer, Chas. E. v 10 395 v11 1 225
Sawyer, Chas. E. v 8 216 222 236 288 296 297 313 318 v 9 228 309 370 397
a Sawyer, Chas. E. v10 4 55 57 90 196 200 216 222 256 288 296 297 313 318 385
Sawyer, Ellen v 8 307
Sawyer, W. H., Dr. v 6 230 v 8 194 351 390 v 9 148
Sawyer, W. L. v 9 284
s Sayward Street v 9 197 179
Sayward, John H. v 2 43 v 6 2
Sayward, Judge v 7 130
Sayward, Sard v 5 38 183
s Scandinavian Church v10 291 294 358 365 371
s Scarcity of Silver v 2 91 95 191
c Scarcity, Labor v 2 202
c Schmidt, Anna F., Ship Ship v 5 110
c School - see also Academy, Institute
s School Dist. v 3 59 76 88 108 109 111 112 137 157 166 171 172 196 200 206
a s School Dist. v 3 208 224 226 228 269 v 4 10 89 306 v 6 165 253 339
a s School Dist. v 6 342 368 395 439 440 v 8 4 39 80 81 82 109 133 153
a s School Dist. v 8 179 246 324
s School Dist. #5 v 5 25 95 v 6 75 79 141 219 322 311 346 365 435 439
a s School Dist. #5 v 7 15 59 65 162 197 324 326 360 386 405 406 v 8 88 166
a s School Dist. #5 v 8 243 329 333 340 342 v 9 22 186 v10 133 226 228 270
a s School Dist. #5 v10 318 323 v11 162
s School Exhibition v 4 149
c School, Cat Mousam v 1 12 v 6 11
c School, Dancing v 3 135 140
s School, Grove St. v 8 3323 339 340 354 391
c School, High (Ref. 1) See listing at High School (Ref. 1)
s School, High (Ref. 2) v 6 92 100 106 v 7 69 160 229 323 326 360 405
School, K. P. v10 1 74
s School, Landing v 9 219
s School, New v 6 92 100 106
School, W. K. v 6 257
Schooler (Swett, Schooler?) v 7 187
s Schubert Club v 9 108
Scott, Robert v 5 49
Scott, Wallace v 8 192 v 9 186 v10 133 226 274 318 v11 1 162 200
c Sea Captains  (See also Capt.) v 1 16 v 4 100
Page 122
c Sea Eagle, Ship Ship v 3 168 208
s Sea Shore Company v 6 208 249 250 273 292 314 v 10 40 131 224 315 v11 5 225
c Sea Weed, Ship Ship v 4 276
c Sea, Open v10 254 v11 128
c Seance, Spiritual v 2 200 v 3 33 34 37 46 62 130 154 v 4 64 65 73 227
Sears, Joshua v10 387
s Seaside House v 9 60 392
Seavey, Asa A. v10 236
Seavey, John E. v 3 223 v 6 106
Seavey, Stephen A. v 3 99 v10 110
s SeaView House v 9 60 392
s Secret Societies - List v 9? 375
Sewall Family v10 240 396
Sewall, Abigail v 6 93 v 8 231
Sewall, Daniel v 1 63 v 6 7 165 254 388 v 7 4 78 v 8 8
a Sewall, Daniel v 9 220 v11 55
Sewall, Daniel, Family v 8 8 18
Sewall, Eveline v 1 83 v 2 185 205 v 3 145 v 8 8
Sewall, Lucy v 3 145 v 5 214 260 329 v 6 164 165 384 389 409 421 v 8 8
Sewall, Mary v 8 8
Sewall, Matilda v 6 93 v 8 8
Sewall, Narcissa v 6 30 93 v 8 8
Sewall, Wm. B. v 1 35 83 144 161 v 2 4 13 36 147 160 182 205 207 210
a Sewall, Wm. B. v 3 5 73 95 97 143 159 271 v 4 19 83 119 138 188 204
a Sewall, Wm. B. v 5 144 217 219 289 368 425 426 v 6 3 9 22 30 52 61
a Sewall, Wm. B. v 6 81 93 129 167 215 388 v 7 33 398 v 8 5 8 66
a Sewall, Wm. B. v 9 273 v10 240 396 v11 55 164
s Sewing Circle v 2 71 170 200 207 v 3 32 43
s Sewing for Army v 4 274 280 288
s Sewing Machine Mfg. v 4 41 58
Shackley, Daniel v 1 33 128 v 5 147 148 151 v 6 116 128 v 7 48 326 v 9 396
Shackley, Mary v 6 116 270 v 7 125 154 v 8 121 391 v10 111 208
Shackley, Patty v 1 12 v 4 152
Shackley, Samuel v 1 13 v 4 152 v 5 48 v 8 154
Shackley, Sarah v 7 387
Shackley, Stephen D. v 5 56 80
Shakers v 3 57 229 280 v 4 194 v 6 160 265 332
c Shanahan, Libby & v 8 223
Shannon, John, Capt. v 3 237 v 4 100 111 152 154 178
Shannon, Susan P. v 4 154 v 5 45 v 7 48 v 9 5 v11 225
Page 123
Shaw, Addie M. v 8 308
Shaw, Anne v ? 41
Shaw, Tim. Jr. v 2 79
Shevenell, Elizabeth v11 207
Shevenell, Israel v 9 218
s Shin Plasters v 2? 15 24 30
s Shingle Mill v 1 26
c Shingles, Hemlock v 1 95
c Ship Broker, Jenkins v 4 111
Ship Building v 1 9 v 2 148 166 v10 107 148
Ship Carpenters' Wages v10 248
s Ship in Locks v 1 112
c Ship Launching v 4 194 v 7 87
s Ship Lists v 6 372 420 v 7 76 77 78 126 224 309
a s Ship Lists v 9 77 242 245 323 338 339 v10 251 302
s Ship Yard v 6 91 93
Ship Yard Working Hours v10 252
c Ship, Actea, Yacht v 8 17 63
c Ship, Active, Sch. v 7 309
c Ship, Adams, Molly, Sch. v 6 406
c Ship, Addison Ship v 4 125
c Ship, Ajax, Sloop v10 302
c Ship, Alabama, Raider v 5 110 115
c Ship, Alabama, Sch. v 7 309
c Ship, Alabama, Trans. v 7 175
c Ship, Alaska Ship v 5? 334 358 359
s Ship, Albert W. Smith Sch v 6 345
c Ship, Alice, Sch. v 7 123
s Ship, Allen, Annie M. Sch v ? 345
s Ship, Almedia Ship v ? 132
s Ship, Ambrose Sch v 4 293
s Ship, Ames, Betsy Brig v 4 284
s Ship, Annie & Lillie Sch v 8 228
s Ship, Antelope Sch v 1 142
c Ship, Antelope Sch v 1 142
s Ship, Antioch Bark v 7 123
s Ship, Aquilla  Bark v 3 179
s Ship, Armada v 4 131 190 213
s Ship, Ashland v 4 153
s Ship, Atlantic Str v 1 13 19
Page 124
c Ship, Atwood, M. N., Sch. v 4 293
c Ship, Austin v 4 153
c Ship, Avon v 4 190
s Ship, Baird, Mathew Bark v 6 345
s Ship, Baker, Jos. F. Sch v 6 240
s Ship, Batavia Str v 7 114
s Ship, Belisaris Brig v 7 50
s Ship, Bell, Carrie Sch v 6 345
s Ship, Bennington  Ship v 2 174
s Ship, Berwick Barge v10 302
s Ship, Bohemia Str v 5 91 95
s Ship, Bourne, John B. Ship v 6 420 456
s Ship, Brittania Ship v 6 131
s Ship, Brown, John M. Ship v 6 420 456
s Ship, Cactus v 6 331
s Ship, Campbell, Lavinia Sch v 8 307
s Ship, Cheltenham Ship v 4 253 293
s Ship, Chesapeake SS v 5 77
s Ship, City of Peking Str v 6 398
s Ship, Clara & Mabel Sch v 8 228
s Ship, Clark, Carrie A. Ship v 5 270
s Ship, Climax Sch v 8 149
s Ship, Clotilde Ship v 6 125 127 131 161 165
s Ship, Columbus Ship v 6 109 207
s Ship, Condie, Jas. Sch v 6 420
s Ship, Cousens, Maria Ship v 5 253
s Ship, Cushing, Caleb US Cutter v 5 44
s Ship, Davis, L. A. Sch v 7 227
s Ship, Dean, Jos. G. Sch v 8 228
s Ship, Delhi Ship v 5 118
s Ship, Doak, Mary Sch v10 386
s Ship, Drisco, F. T. Sch v 8 228
s Ship, Dudley, H. W. v 7 227
s Ship, Eldorado Ship v 5 159
s Ship, Elizabeth Ship v 4 64 80 84
s Ship, Elsie M. Smith Sch v 8 228
s Ship, Emma Ship v 5 351
s Ship, Empire Sch v 2 135
s Ship, Equity Ship v 3 282
s Ship, Erebus & Terror v 1 106
Page 125
s Ship, Excelsior Ship v 4 153
s Ship, Falcon Ship v10 344 357 v11 46
s Ship, Fannie Fern Sch v 6 234
s Ship, Florida Sch v 7 309
s Ship, French, D. C. Ship v 8 406
s Ship, Friedlander Ship v 6 249 262 273 275
s Ship, Gamewell, John N. Sch v 6 345
s Ship, Gandy, Mildred Sloop v10 302
s Ship, Golden Eagle v 2 58 59 66 68 73 74 79 89 112 v 3 14
s Ship, Golden Gate Ship v 4 337
s Ship, Golden Star v 4 213
s Ship, Grace Smith Sch v 8 63
s Ship, Great Eastern SS v 5 197 v 6 20
s Ship, Grecian Ship v 7 123
s Ship, Greenwood Ship v 4 55 61
s Ship, Gunboat Aroostook v 4 252 254 255 258 263 275 280 288 297 299
s Ship, Hall, Lemuel Sch v 6 275
s Ship, Hamlin Ship v 5 311
s Ship, Hawkins, J. W. Str v 8 63
s Ship, Hawthorne Bark v 6 12 91 351 v 7 171 314
s Ship, Helios v 2 167 172 207 210 v 3 14 v 4 120
s Ship, Higgins, F. A. Sch v 8 208
s Ship, Holyoke Ship v 2 131
s Ship, Horace Bark v 9 123
s Ship, Horizon Ship v 1 6 37 98 109 v 3 131
s Ship, Horn, Fred W. Ship v 3 122
s Ship, Hudson, Geo. Str v 8 63
s Ship, Humberston, Chas. Ship v 1 98 109 v 2 76
s Ship, Hyperion Ship v 2 170
c Ship, Ida, Sloop v 7 123
c Ship, Isadore, Bark, Wreck v 7 396
c Ship, Jordan, Geo. V., Sch. v 6 420
c Ship, Karns, Matilde, Sch. v 6 345
c Ship, Kearsarge Ship v 5 115 v 6 25 v 8 200
s Ship, Laurens Ship v 5 107 111
s Ship, Leoni Sch v 2 48 101
s Ship, Lincoln Ship v 4 293
s Ship, Lindsey, F. S. Ship v 4 293
s Ship, Little Buttercup Str v 9 42
s Ship, Luna Ship v 3 14 v 4 152
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s Ship, Margaret S. Smith Sch v 9 77
s Ship, Margaret Sch v 7 123
c Ship, Margaret Sch v 7 123
s Ship, Martha Sch v 3 146 v 4 91
s Ship, Mary Lord Ship v 4 125
s Ship, Mason, Earl P. Sch v 6 275
s Ship, Mercy & Hope Sch v 3 261
s Ship, Montauk str v 8 63
s Ship, Moore, J. J. Sch v 6 345
s Ship, Mystery v 8 406
s Ship, Newmarket Barge v10 302
s Ship, North Star Ship v 5 249
s Ship, Northern Crown Ship v 2 75 76
s Ship, Novelty Str v 9 77
s Ship, Oak Leaf Sch v 3 188
s Ship, Oak Woods Sch v 8 63
s Ship, Oakes, Mansur B., Sch v 6 420
s Ship, Oakes, R. H., Sch v 6 293
s Ship, Ocean King v 6 407 423 427 v 7 4
s Ship, Ocean Queen v 6 440 v 7 4
s Ship, Olympus Ship v 2 214
s Ship, Ontario SS v 5 326 358
s Ship, Ophelia Ship v 4 56
s Ship, Ossipee Brig v 5 323
s Ship, Oxnard Ship v 4 72 84 120 136
s Ship, Patterson Ship v 4 203 258
s Ship, Penn, Wm. Sch v 5 55
s Ship, Pharos Ship v 7 227
s Ship, Pinafore Sch v 8 63
s Ship, Pinkham, S. H., Sch v 7 227
s Ship, Pinola Gunboat v 5 149
c Ship, Polaris, Arctic Ship v 6 166 301 328
s Ship, Rapidan Str v 9 95
s Ship, Regulus Ship v 3 121
s Ship, Rembrandt Ship v 7 105 123 191
s Ship, Rence Ship v 8 134 149
s Ship, Rich, Etta B.
s Ship, Riga Ship v 6 44
s Ship, Ripple Sch v 7 309
s Ship, River Ganges Sch v 7 227
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s Ship, Roebuck Ship v 1 108
s Ship, Ruthven Ship v 4 122 125 151 v 5 228
s Ship, Sagamore Sch v10 148
s Ship, Sara Sands Ship v 3 180
s Ship, Saranac, Bark v 8 61 63
s Ship, Savannah Ship v 5 90
s Ship, Schmidt, Anna F. Ship v 5 110
s Ship, Sea Eagle Ship v 3 168 208
s Ship, Sea Weed Ship v 4 276
s Ship, Sierra Nevada Ship v 6 350 400 420
s Ship, Sprague, Chas. Ship v 1 108 112
s Ship, St. John Smith Ship v 6 364 420
s Ship, Staffordshire Ship v 5 99
s Ship, Star of the Sea Ship v 4 278 293 300
s Ship, Stars & Stripes Ship v 5 190
s Ship, Steamboat v 4 320 354 v11 3
s Ship, Sterling Ship v 5 139 153 154
s Ship, Stoic Ship v 1 107 122 139
s Ship, Stone, Mary Sch v 8 337
s Ship, Strong, Nat'l Sch v 8 63
s Ship, Sunrise Sch v 7 309
s Ship, Telephone Sch v 7 309
s Ship, Tennessee Battleship v 8 200
s Ship, Thompson, Lizzie Ship v 4 143
s Ship, Thompson, Olive P. Ship v 5 356
s Ship, Thompson, P. G. Sch v 8 406
s Ship, Tigress Str v 6 301
s Ship, Tobin, Ellen Sch v 6 420
s Ship, Trade Wind Ship v 2 214
s Ship, Trojan v 7 19 293
s Ship, Tropic Ship v 5 59 84
s Ship, Venus Sch v 7 227
s Ship, Vigilant Ship v 7 227
s Ship, Waban Ship v 4 105
s Ship, Wabash, USS v 7 119
s Ship, Wachusett Ship v 7 309
s Ship, Walter Lord Ship v 4 125
s Ship, Walter Smith Sch v 8 63
s Ship, Ward, Chas. Ship v 5 68
s Ship, Ward, Henry F. Sch v 7 123
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s Ship, Ward, Julia A. Sch v 6 420
s Ship, Ward, Lucy Ship v 5 273 276 305 317
s Ship, Ware, Henry Ship v 1 22
s Ship, Warren, Jos. Sch v 9 77
s Ship, Waverly Ship v 4 312
s Ship, Weeks, Eddie H. Sch v 7 123
s Ship, Williams, John D. Sch v 6 345
s Ship, Windemere v 1 134 v 2 46 v 4 336
s Ship, Winslow, Philamon v 7 123
s Ship, Winthrop Str? Sch? v 9 77
s Ship, Wm. Lord Jr. Ship v 3 194
s Ship, Wm. Lord Ship v 1 23 126 v 2 156
s Ship, Woonsocket Sch v 6 275
s Ship, Wyoming Sch v 6 345
s Ship, Yantic v 5 156
s Ship, Young Eagle v 6 88
c Ship, Zenite, Brig v 4 241
s Shipping Rates v 1 27 37 109 124 v 6 148 166 207
c Shipping Rates, Shipping v 1 27 37 109 124 v 6 148 166 207
s Ships Built by N. L. Thompson v 9 338
s Ships Lost v 4 118
c Shoe Co., Davis See listing at Davis Shoe Co.
c Shoe Co., Kimball Bros. See listing at Kimball Bros. Shoe Co.
c Shoe Co., Mason & Cobb v11 8 11 13 28 30 105 108 144 150 154
c Shoe Co., Merino v 9 81 123 140 238 v10 203
s Shoe Shop v 7 192 193 198 201 203 208 214 217 221 230 233 266 301 314 343
a s Shoe Shop v 7 369 371 374 381
s Shook Mill v 5 7
c Shop, Shoe See listing at Shoe Shop
c Shopping  - see also Excursion, Trip
c Shopping, Boston See listing at Boston Shopping
Shorey, Henry P. v 5 155 168 194 418
s Show Box v 1 24
c Show, Cattle v11 48
Shuffleburg, Geo. v 9 55
Shuffleburg, Jas. v10 208
Shuffleburg, Stephen v10 209
Shute, Hannah v 4 262
s Siamese Twins V 2 122
c Sierra Nevada, Ship Ship v 6 350 400 420
Page 129
Silva, Orrin v10 23
s Silver Coin v 7 198
s Silver Spoon v 5 241
s Silver Tankard v 1 52 v 2 83 84
c Silver, Scarcity of v 2 91 95 191
Simonds, Frank C. v 7 315 v10 284
Simonds, Geo., Capt. v 6 430 431
Simonds, N. G. v 9 375
Simonds, Wm. H. v 9 36 66 103 313 322
Simpson, Cora W. v 9 375
Simpson, Francena v 2 90
Simpson, H. D. v 9 375
Simpson, Henry v 8 76 148 v 9 90
Simpson, Olive v 5 375
Simpson, Samuel v 4 38 v 5 249 352 v 8 181 226
Simpson, Wm. F. v 7 44 119 v 8 64 303 339 v10 216 v11 225
Skating v11 10 14 219
s Skating Rink v 9 167 v 8 296 344
Skeel, Charlotte v 5 372 v 6 322
Skeel, Hannah Brown v 6 76 v 9 214 308
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a Titcomb, Benj. F. v10 314 342 v11 5 24 70 225
Titcomb, Evelyn v 9 146
Titcomb, Geo. P v 1 82 116 117 v 2 8 41 58 71 92 106 118 162 168 169
a Titcomb, Geo. P v 2 185 205 v 3 11 32 34 60 74 101 139 140 159 172 190
a Titcomb, Geo. P v 3 193 194 209 249 253 254 v 4 60 85
Titcomb, J. Perkins v10 243
Titcomb, Jas. v 1 63 116 v 2 168 v 3 66
a Titcomb, Jas. v 5 301 v 6 185 v 7 337 358
Titcomb, Joseph v 1 6 9 32 35 37 82 108 116 137 152 v 2 15 31 40
a Titcomb, Joseph v 2 41 50 52 58 77 80 103 103 122 146 169 173 200 205 207
a Titcomb, Joseph v 2 209 v 3 11 12 13 20 26 27 32 55 60 67 74 89
a Titcomb, Joseph v 3 105 107 119 128 132 140 143 146 151 153 171 265 266 271 282
a Titcomb, Joseph v 4 33 34 52 61 85 99 101 104 115 122 128 130 131 138 144
a Titcomb, Joseph v 4 150 151 183 184 193 202 221 223 235 237 241 248 255 267 274
a Titcomb, Joseph v 4 296 312 320 v 5 5 32 59 65 74 79 81 109 111 119
a Titcomb, Joseph v 5 127 149 156 160 163 189 223 251 303 309 317 329 331 354 361
a Titcomb, Joseph v 5 368 v 6 2 9 12 16 79 80 90 91 147 154 155 169
a Titcomb, Joseph v 6 211 219 252 254 279 291 318 320 321 323 325 332 344 350 351
a Titcomb, Joseph v 6 364 380 381 383 384 386 387 398 404 407 420 423 438
a Titcomb, Joseph v 7 21 42 76 89 143 262 290 293 294 334 347 353 356 358 363
a Titcomb, Joseph v 7 364 378 381 385 397 402 407 v 8 6 17 90 99 100 105
a Titcomb, Joseph v 8 157 261 314 328 387 397
a Titcomb, Joseph v 9 16 20 90 113 167 186 233 241 273 323 326 354 394
a Titcomb, Joseph v10 25 36 124 204 205 209 218 v11 73
Titcomb, Joseph A. v 4 323 v 5 220 v 8 200 284 v 9 146
a Titcomb, Joseph A. v10 80 193 243 v11 64 97 117
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Titcomb, Jott S. v 6 197
Titcomb, Lucy v 1 82 116 117 v 2 78 118 v 4 60 85 99 128 138 267 323
Titcomb, Rev. v 3 52 86
Titcomb, Wm. v 1 3 82 116 117 v 2 78 118 v 4 60
Titcomb, Wm. son of Jos. v 8 258 v 9 233 326 v11 64 73
c Tobin, Ellen, Ship Sch v 6 420
Toboggan v 98 250
s Tom Thumb v 5 58 v 7 371 v 9 378 v10 141
Tomb v 5 58 72 85 v 6 386 v 7 371
Topping, Henry v 2 13 v 3 248 v 4 181 v 5 188 339 v 6 402
a Topping, Henry v 7 122 v 8 407 v11 47 71
Topping, John v 7 122 139
s Torchlight Parade v 4 128 197 v10 286
Towle, Nat'l M. v 1 64 v 2 76 v 3 176 v 5 168 v 6 316 v10 121
s Town Clock v 8 243 263 267
c Town Directory v 9 204
s Town Hall v 5 308 318 325 328 329 333 335 340 347 360 380 387 389 400 420
a s Town Hall v 5 424 v 7 57 395 c 9 343
c Town Hall, Kennebunk v10 274 279 285 309 351 369
s Town Meeting v 1 32 34 35 38 39 161 v 2 50 103 104 106 193 206 213
a s Town Meeting v 3 17 22 25 59 60 63 88 100 101 140 141 175 178 217 221
a s Town Meeting v 3 222 248 v 4 81 223 291 332 341 v 5 48 50 59 74
a s Town Meeting v 5 80 163 239 323 401 v 9 178 254 339
a s Town Meeting v 5 315 365 425 v 6 275 433 v 7 55 86 156 241 317 401
c Town Meeting, Kennebunk See listing at Kennebunk Town Meeting
c Town Population v 1 33
s Town Pump v 3 11
c Town Safe v 2 208
c Town Well v 2 137 147
c Town, Hollis- v 2 60
c Town, Parsonfield v 9 52
Towne, Almira v 5 180
Towne, Amos v 6 162
Towne, Betsy v 2 149 175 193
Towne, Chas. F. v 3 182 228 230 v 4 71 97 124 133 139 184 v 5 88
a Towne, Chas. F. v 8 168 v11 90 109 118
Towne, Edwin v 4 142
Towne, Elizabeth v 4 142
Towne, Frances E. v10 208
Towne, Gilbert E. v 9 241
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c Towne, Haley & v 9 126 128 157
Towne, Hannah v 2 197
Towne, Henry, Capt. v 6 5 197
Towne, Herman L. v 3 93
Towne, Ida C. v10 23
Towne, Jesse v 2 149 175 193 v 5 399 v 6 162 v 8 223
Towne, Jos. E. v10 23 v11 71
Towne, Mary v 6 276
Towne, Robert v 6 5 162
Towne, Robert, Capt. v 2 74 197 v 3 110 v 4 81 312
a Towne, Robert, Capt. v 5 180 186 204 310 391 v 6 5 162
Towne, Sam'l v 7 226 v 9 172 241
Towne, Wm. E. v 7 353 v 8 68 226 v10 22 46 v11 231
Towne, Wm. H., Capt. v 9 95
Tracy, Olive G. v 7 387
c Trade Wind, Ship Ship v 2 214
c Trade, Board of v10 55
s Traders, List v 4 102
s Trafalgar, Battle v 4 63
Trafton, Ashbury C. v 5 49
Trafton, Chas., Dr. v 1 47 75 v 3 23 85 138 v 4 5 v 5 196 v 7 310 311
Trafton, Clark C., Dr. v 5 12? 98 120 12x?
Trafton, Julia A. v 5 221
Trafton, Stephen P. v 5 48
Trafton, Susan M. v 3 270 v ? 238 243 262 265 286
Tramps v 7 7 58
s Travelet Co. v11 135 138
Treadwell, Chas. v 8 148 v 9 241
Treadwell, Daniel v 6 128
Treadwell, Dominicus v 1 16 v 6 183
Treadwell, Hitty v 7 140
Treadwell, John W. v 4 18 354 v 6 12 60 257 v 8 315 v 9 94 377
Treadwell, Joshua E. v 2 109 v 4 356 v 7 276 305 387
Trees v 5 242 344 347
c Trees, Worms on v10 343
Trefethen, Jas. v10 68 79 323
Trefethen, John v 3 92 v 6 134 v 7 41
Trefethen, Sampson v10 323
c Trip  - see also Excursion, Shopping, Visit
c Trip to Alfred See listing at Alfred, Trip to
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c Trip to Augusta v 3 80 87 v 4 147
s Trip to Boston v 7 5 v 8 132
c Trip to Mint v 7 120
c Trip to Mountains v 4 173
c Trip to New York v 2 152 to 161
c Trip to Philadelphia v 7 115
c Trip to Portland See listing at Portland, Trip to
s Trip to Portland v 1 6 69 151 v 3 32 165 v 7 75 81
c Trip to Portsmouth v 3 1
s Trip to Providence v 8 48
c Trip to Salem v 8 265
c Trip, Voyage around World v 1 22
c Trip, Wells v 1 13
Triplets v 5 413 414
Tripp, Benj. v 3 202 v 4 205
Tripp, Chas. v11 17 71
Tripp, Daniel v 5 366 v 6 185 v 7 41 145 v 8 191 v 9 236
a Tripp, Daniel v10 343 v11 70
Tripp, Elmer E. v10 23
Tripp, Hattie v 8 186 240 391 v 9 19 92 267 v10 61
Tripp, Henry v10 343 344 v 7 145
Tripp, Israel v 4 38 v 6 40
Tripp, Jas. D. v 4 222 225 295
Tripp, John v 5 189 302 385 v 6 9 24 v 7 77 89 109 145 161 251
a Tripp, John v 7 259 275 v 8 486 v10 179
Tripp, Joseph v 1 146 v 6 437 v 9 325
Tripp, Lydia v11 207
Tripp, Mercy A. v 7 41
Tripp, Nahum v 8 292
Tripp, Wm. v 7 140 145
s Triumph, Fire Engine v 4 275
c Trojan, Ship v 7 19 293
c Tropic, Ship Ship v 5 59 84
c Trot, Horse v 5 187
c Trotting Park Assn., Kennebunkv10 79 89 90 155 157 162 172 248 363 v11 42 52 114
Trowbridge, J. T. v 9 201 220 v10 254
True v 6 34 63 262
Truett, Olive v 6 437 v 7 265 325 v 8 226
c Tuberculosis, Cattle v 9 330 332 333
Tucker Family v10 75
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Tucker, Ethel M. v11 240
Tucker, Frank v10 188 v11 131
Tucker, Mary v 6 347
Tucker, Polly v 6 289
Tucker, Stephen v 1 64
c Tunnel, Hoosac v 6 341
Turner, W. H. v 8 266
Tuttle, A. L. v11 123 141
Tvedt, Anton, Wife of v11 71
Tvedt, Hans, Child of v10 208 v11 199
Tvedt, Sam'l v10 354 371 382 394 v11 22
s Twine Mill v 4 212 252 v 5 274 293
c Twins, Siamese V 2 122
Twombly, Ann v 2 211
Twombly, Henry, Capt. v 5 110
Twombly, Jas. v 9 109 157
Twombly, L. W. v 2 112
Twombly, Lydia v 3 97
Twombly, Sam'l v 3 191
Typewriter v 9 80
s Typhoid Fever v 1 111
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a Additional/continuation line U
s See also cross-index line(s)
c Cross-index line
Umbrellas v 7 101
c Uncle Tom's Cabin, Panorama ov 3 33
s Union Academy v 1 63 64 v 5 41 307
s Union Church Meeting v 6 169 170 179
s Union Hall v 8 231
s Union Lace v 6 70 317 331 v 7 288
s Union Mill Co. v 9 323 326 329 330 331 332 334 342 352 357 359 366
a s Union Mill Co. v10 39 130 223 314
c Union Prayer Meeting v 5 5 17 22 27
s Union Store v 2 66 71 75 96 v 3 19 v 5 183 185 307
c Union, Store v 1 96 v 2 66 71 75
s Unitarian Church v 1 10 85 v 2 121 169 184 185 v 3 73 96 120 144 176
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a s Unitarian Church v 2 268 v 4 14 29 87 101 108 113 171 196 230 296 318 330
a s Unitarian Church v 5 70 243 244 247 251 283 335 374 378 387 407 v 6 155 156
a s Unitarian Church v 6 163 170 176 192 326 328 348 349 v 7 37 55 138 253 320
a s Unitarian Church v 8 63 64 78 81 145 178 247 295 398 v 9 24 35 115 225
a s Unitarian Church v 9 282 342 v10 8 15 52 88 106 146 187 190 237 263 275
a s Unitarian Church v10 287 v11 9 21 37 44 55 65 75 128 170 182 183 210
a s Unitarian Church v11 229 240
s Unitarian Clock v 4 87 89 91 94 95 99 101 102 104 106
Upham (Uphah?), Thos C., Profv 5 226
c US Cutter Caleb Cushing, Ship v 5 44
Usher, Ellis B. v 1 64
c USS Wabash, Ship v 7 119
Legend        Names/Topics                      Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line V
s See also cross-index line(s)
c Cross-index line
Valentine v 1 18 147 v 2 91 v 3 52 133
c Valuation, Portland v 1 119
s Varney Plow v 4 233
Varney, Alice M. v10 341
Varney, Geo. v 4 266 v 5 25 403 v 6 25 128 331 414 421
a Varney, Geo. v 7 44 v 8 315 v10 39 130 233 314
Varney, Isaac v 4 262 v 5 25 92 v 8 77 129 v 9 86
Varney, Jesse v 7 94
Varney, Lydia v 2 19
Varney, Timothy v 2 19 v 4 214 233 266 v 5 25 371 4 3 v 7 30
Vaughn, Elizabeth v 6 114 128
Vaughns Island v 9 293 v10 269
Veazie, Edwin B. v 5 418
Veazie, Jas. v 5 418
Veazie, Sam'l, Gen. v 1 5 64 v 2 30 v 5 372
Veazie, Susan W. v 2 30
Velocipede v 5 423
s Ventilating Waterproofing Co., v 7 215
c Venus, Ship Sch v 7 227
c Views, California Gold Rush v 2 149
c Vigilant, Ship Ship v 7 227
Page 149
Village Charter v ? 371
Vinal, Chas. C., Rev. v 6 69 73 80 81 92 117 122 145 173 191 198 243 247 271 311
a Vinal, Chas. C., Rev. v 6 313 327 340 348 349 388 392 406 414 437 v 7 13 24 26
a Vinal, Chas. C., Rev. v 7 55 65 89 90 95 189 190 192 201 348 354 397 v 8 34
a Vinal, Chas. C., Rev. v 8 39 104 113 116 168 179 180 201 205 229 248 275 276 281 317
a Vinal, Chas. C., Rev. v 8 327 357 v 9 48 53 127 140 147 148 213 219 293 300 313
a Vinal, Chas. C., Rev. v10 140 144 179 185 187 190 220 242 249 v11 28 111
c Visit, Kittery Point v 4 271 v 9 42
c Visiter (sic), Weekly v 5 50 60 v10 245
c Visitors, Summer See listing at Summer Visitors
a s Volunteer Regiments v 4 10th 270 11th 281 12th 285 13th 300 14th 298
a s Volunteer Regiments v 4 15th ? 16th 339 17th 339 18th 341 19th 341
s Volunteer Regiments v 4 1st 242 246 257 2d 242 3d 246 4th 2281
a s Volunteer Regiments v 4 1st Cav 305 307 Ht? Bat 309
a s Volunteer Regiments v 4 20th 342 355 356 21st 356 22d 356 23d 353
a s Volunteer Regiments v 4 24th 356 25th 353 356 27th 347 28th 355
a s Volunteer Regiments v 4 5th 250 6th 254 7th 260 352 8th 265 9th 267
s Voyage around World v 1 22
Legend        Names/Topics                      Volume/Page References
a Additional/continuation line W
s See also cross-index line(s)
c Cross-index line
W.C.T.U. v 9 315
c Waban, Ship Ship v 4 105
c Wabash, USS, Ship v 7 119
c Wachusett, Ship Ship v 7 309
c Wages, Ships Carpenters' v10 248
Wagner, L. H. F. v 6 305 309 327 v 7 2
s Wakefield & Burgess v10 129 234
Wakefield, Abba v 2 81
Wakefield, Burleigh v 5 49
Wakefield, Chas. v 8 66 335
Wakefield, Geo. v 5 63 82 144 v 9 199 v11 15
Wakefield, Ivory v 9 325 356
Wakefield, James v 5 165 v 6 276
Wakefield, John v 6 296 v 7 134 v11 3
Wakefield, Joshua v 3 139 140 v 4 249 252 v 5 182 274
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a Wakefield, Joshua v 6 217 427 439 v 7 251 305
Walcott (Wallott?), Miss v 2 97 113 119 144 147
Wales, Dolly v 9 76
s Wales, Prince of v 4 197
Walker Ancestors v 1 121 125 v 4 272 282
s Walker Hall v11 122
a Walker Museum v10 358
a Walker Tankard v10 201
c Walker, A. poem "June" v 9 59
Walker, Andrew v 1 75 161 v 2 15 33 35 41 79 104 126 147 193 197 210
a Walker, Andrew v 3 5 6 28 60 96 105 132 140 233 259 277 v 4 6 13
a Walker, Andrew v 4 23 25 30 39 47 52 70 102 151 193 223 231 269
a Walker, Andrew v 5 22 41 49 64 76 78 96 121 137 196 198 214 222 233 257
a Walker, Andrew v 5 354 364 368 370 393 v 6 152 179 193 208 219 260 279 305
a Walker, Andrew v 6 311 318 325 380 423 v 7 33 44 90 143 184 253 260 269
a Walker, Andrew v 7 271 299 307 308 310 312 318 323 324 331 341 345 363 381 387
a Walker, Andrew v 7 389 v 8 1 6 16 17 32 48 67 90 121 152 181 204
a Walker, Andrew v 8 223 315 319 323 366 v 9 4 57 61 64 70 79 88 95
a Walker, Andrew v 9 116 123 126 127 132 133 134 143 227 232 234 241 273 278 282
a Walker, Andrew v 9 284 302 308 309 310 312 319 354 359 362 v10 7 25 39
a Walker, Andrew v10 47 119 130 136 138 139 150 163 169 171?178? 187 190 192 201
a Walker, Andrew v10 210 213 223 238 268 282 299 315 358 365 372 374 381 384 388
a Walker, Andrew v11 33 141 147 150 174 186 197 204 206 214 225
Walker, Andrew Sr. v 4 226
Walker, Caroline v 4 85 v 5 80
Walker, Chas. H. v 6 271 367 374 399 414 v 7 139 169 245 322 354
a Walker, Chas. H. v 8 1 15 187 244 252 v 9 32 59 148 227 251
a Walker, Chas. H. v10 178 v11 1 5 105 141 157 161 241
Walker, Daniel v 7 35 v 9 171 v10 124
Walker, Edwin v 5 205 v 6 135 405 v 7 35 155 187 v10 122 124 208
Walker, Eliphalet v 5 24 205 v 6 367 374 407 447
Walker, Eliza v 5 271 272 v 9 34
Walker, Esther W. v 7 14
Walker, Flavilla v 2 180
Walker, Florence v 6 405
Walker, Frances A. v 7 35 326
Walker, Geo. v10 47 259 v11 75 142 143 147
Walker, Gibson v 2 116 v 5 105
Walker, Gideon v 2 25 v 4 52 188 v 7 31
Walker, Hannah v 6 421
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Walker, Hepzibah v 6 357
Walker, Israel v11 71
Walker, Jas. v 5 257 411
Walker, John v 1 52 v 5 14 105 196 257 368
a Walker, John v 6 271 357 367 374 399 409 v 8 244 252 v 9 46
Walker, John, Family v 6 138
Walker, Joseph v 5 405 406
Walker, Lemuel, Capt. v 2 116 v 5 24 80 v 6 49
Walker, Lucy v 4 310 v 7 67 165? 248?
a Walker, Lucy v 8 3 32 82 84 87 92 v 9 30 161
Walker, Margaret v 7 41
Walker, Mary v 4 52 123
Walker, Nathan, Capt. v 6 121
Walker, Nathaniel v 4 85
Walker, Oliver v 1 41 42 89 v 8 177
Walker, Palmer v 1 15 63 75 109 v 2 15 25 111 197 v 3 23 28 29
a Walker, Palmer v 3 97 165 169 270 274 v 4 5 12 70 99 325 v 5 114?
a Walker, Palmer v 5 214 271 272 314 368 393 v 6 45 260 272 403 v 7 184
a Walker, Palmer v 7 215 234 236 237 242 254 266 305 307 323 325 326 337 347 354
a Walker, Palmer v 7 395 v 9 22 88 386 v10 280
Walker, Rufus v 7 354
Walker, Sarah v 5 24 96
Walker, Susan v 2 161 162
c Walker, Tight Rope v 5 382
Walker, Tobias v 4 64 v 5 205 206 221 v 6 135 v 8 66 v10 146
Walker, Wildes P. v 4 85 v 8 178
Walker, Wm. F. v10 47 282 330 v11 146
Walker, Wm. H. v 4 71 95 v 9 152 v11 21
Wallace, Hannah v 5 68 151
Wallace, Jane v 5 38 80 99
Wallace, Sally v 5 68
Wallingford, Chas. v 9 236
Wallingford, Geo. W. v 1 115 v 2 68 210 v 3 36 60 73 140 210 221 233 234
a Wallingford, Geo. W. v 3 238 240 v 4 6 10 59 150 151 199 v 5 196 299 322
a Wallingford, Geo. W. v 6 7 133 162 219 253 400 v 7 128 212 258 259 262 292 325
a Wallingford, Geo. W. v 7 350 398 v 8 15 70 121 123 213 252 v 9 140 183 307 325
Wallingford, Helen v 1 51 v 8 15 70 v 9 183
Wallingford, Lucretia v 8 15 v 9 183
Wallingford, Mary Fisher v 8 15
Wallingford, Olive v 8 15 70 v 9 183
Page 152
Wallingford, Sophia v 7 18 v 8 15 70 v 9 183
c Wallott (Walcott?), Miss v 2 97 113 119 144 147
c Walter Lord, Ship Ship v 4 125
c Walter Smith, Ship Sch v 8 63
s Wanderers, Little v 6 109
c War, Civil v 4 232
c War, Civil,  Pensioners v 8 292
c War, Crimean v 3 103
Ward, Chas. v 4 3 104 v 7 74 v10 302
c Ward, Chas., Ship Ship v 5 68
c Ward, Crawford & v 6 275 420
Ward, Daniel v 5 341
Ward, Daniel & Stephen v 2 148 v 3 11 64 122 153 186 189 190 194 199 224 229 239
Ward, Edward T. v 6 270 v 7 267 270 275 293 294 339 v 8 50 105
a Ward, Edward T. v 9 335 v10 135 185 213 360 v11 14 47 225
Ward, Frank W. v11 26 225
Ward, Henry v 4 159 163 v 5 37 v 7 35
c Ward, Henry F., Ship Sch v 7 123
Ward, Jas. v 9 161
Ward, John v 8 105 v 9 335 v10 156 360 v11 14 47 143 166 185 225
Ward, John K. P. v 7 50 170
c Ward, Julia A., Ship Sch v 6 420
c Ward, Lucy, Ship Ship v 5 273 276 305 317
Ward, Mary F. v 7 35
Ward, Nellie R. v10 135
Ward, Stephen v 4 37 296 v 5 295 341 v 7 303 v 9 394
Wardwell, Granville, Rev. v 3 271 275 277 v 4 14 16 33 38 v 5 215
c Ware, Henry, Ship Ship v 1 22
s Warren Block v10 207
Warren, Alberta v 9 241
Warren, Alex v 1 64 99 v 3 118 119 162 168 v 4 102 138 221 299
a Warren, Alex v 5 97 368 407 v 6 34 50 63 v 7 104 161 215 245 285
a Warren, Alex v 7 305 369 v 9 13 22 38 310 315 395
Warren, Amanda v 2 120
Warren, Charlotte v 6 99 v 7 53 104
Warren, Chas. F. v10 217 226 234 367 v11 44 163 172
Warren, Edmund v 1 36 v 3 248 v 4 66 92 98 100 102 148 194 208 221
a Warren, Edmund v 4 227 228 262 295 302 327 v 5 25 35 39 110 150 163 177
a Warren, Edmund v 5 213 364 v 6 129 149 171 310 315 348 400 422 v 7 83
a Warren, Edmund v 7 122 161 173 193 252 259 294 355 v 8 145 296 v 9 175
Page 153
a Warren, Edmund v10 39 92 130 223 314 v11 5 90 225
Warren, Hannah A. v 8 296
Warren, John C. v 3 152
c Warren, Jos., Ship Sch v 9 77
Warren, Lucy A. v 7 104
Warren, Marshall v 8 7 36 59 103
Warren, Mary v 7 104
Warren, Sarah v10 300
Warren, Seth v 9 293
Warren, W. E. v10 298 304 358 v11 116
s Washburn College v 6 3 32
Washburn, Blanche v10 48
Washburn, Harry v10 218 301 363 v11 47 140
Washburn, Mark v 9 31 288 325
Washburn, Thos. v6 229 263
Washburn, Timothy v 5 401
Washington v 9 97
s Washington Hall v 2 60 63 199 210 v 3 35? 85? 104 109 122
a s Washington Hall v 4 33 v 5 279
c Washington, Excursion to v 8 331
Washingtons Birthday v 6 213
c Water Co., Mousam See listing at Mousam Water Co.
s Water Pipes v 9 104 105
s Water Street v 7 107 212 v 9 387 v10 2
Waterhouse, Abram v 4 31 114 v 6 296 455 v 7 128 243
Waterhouse, Genevieve v10 63
Waterhouse, Geo. v 5 332 v 6 26 403 v11 36 208
Waterhouse, Herbert v 7 305
Waterhouse, Hiram v10 1 18 63 303
Waterhouse, Homer T. v10 63 v11 164 225
Waterhouse, Ida v 9 375
Waterhouse, John v 5 364 v10 164 208 v11 70
Waterhouse, Joseph v 1 29 35 97 v 2 108 122 192 194 v 3 6 22 132
a Waterhouse, Joseph v 4 47 167 257 v 5 49 121 279 v 6 296 300 455
a Waterhouse, Joseph v 7 18 41 v 8 164
Waterhouse, Olive v 7 18
Waterhouse, Robert v11 5
Waterhouse, Rufus v 7 259 v 8 212 v 9 25 160 v10 300 398
Waterhouse, W. F. v 9 375
Waterhouse, Wm. L. v 5 49 257 v 6 347 v 7 215 219
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a Waterhouse, Wm. L. v 8 164 226 v10 111 221
c Waterproofing Co., Ventilating v 7 215
s Waterston & Pray v 2 196 v 6 50 54 61 79
Waterston, Robert W. v 8 259 v 9 10
Watson, Alfred H. v 5 147 148
Watson, Benj. v 9 365
Watson, Bertha M. v 8 148
Watson, Clara v 6 276
Watson, Marcus v 6 10 v 8 17 148 218
Watson, Oscar v 6 10
Watson, W. Lester v 7 232 331 391 v 8 12 218
Watts, Francis v 4 22 35 v 5 366 v 9 120
s Wave, Ocean v 9 208 391 v10 346
c Waverly, Ship Ship v 4 312
c Wealth, Estimate of v 4 22
Weatherbee, S. F., Rev. v10 110
s Webb & Robinson v10 342 351
Webb, Geo. A., Capt. v 4 21 100 v 5 113 241 258 273 276 303 305 306
a Webb, Geo. A., Capt. v 6 131 132 v 7 182 187 197 282 303
Webb, Geo. A., Jr. v 9 57
Webb, Louise v10 184
Webb, Wm. v10 183 190 289 312 342
Webber, Albert v 4 327 v 5 418 v 7 47 v 8 292
Webber, Chas. H. v 9 375 v11 162
Webber, Elsie L. v11 240
Webber, Franklin v 9 195 v10 110 164 208
Webber, Horace P. v 5 219 v 6 353 v 7 89 v 9 195 199 v10 18
Webber, John E. v 8 226
Webber, Johnson v 2 75 105 v 4 327 v 5 209 v 7 47 387
Webber, Julia v 4 102 261 266 v 5 41 v10 193
Webber, Leonard T. v10 386
Webber, Melville v 2 199 200 201 209
Webber, Obadiah v 4 328 v 5 96 v 6 52 276
Webber, Sarah v 6 39 52
Webber, Shapleigh v 6 434 v 7 41
Webber, Thatcher v 7 6 74 140 174
Webber, Theodore v 2 199 v 3 71 215 257 v 4 150
Webber, Wm. W. v 5 119 v 9 195 199
Webster, Chas. v 5 414 418 v 8 166 184 v10 386 v11 102
Webster, Con. v 8 330
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Webster, Daniel v 2 61 62 v 3 113
Webster, Jesse H. v 7 92 94 140
Webster, Jesse K. v 6 362 435 v 7 41
Webster, R. Sophia v 8 184
c Wedding, Tin v 5 32
s Weekly Visiter (sic) v 5 50 60 v10 245
Weeks, A. P., Dr. v 6 230
c Weeks, Eddie H., Ship Sch v 7 123
Welch, A. M. v 9 347
Welch, John E. v 9 2
c Well, Public v 2 137
s Well, Town v 2 137 147
s Wells & Palmer v 4 11 20 102 244 v 6 45 94
s Wells Trip v 1 13
Wells, Albert v 9 60
Wells, Burleigh S. v 5 49
Wells, Chas. v 4 131
Wells, Dependence v 4 88
Wells, Dominicus v 4 185
Wells, Geo. v 9 325 v11 70
Wells, Geo. W., Rev. v 1 108
Wells, Granville v 6 371 v 7 287 296 306 v 9 395
Wells, Ira v 11 164 250
Wells, Issacher v 7 403
Wells, Joanna v10 300
Wells, John v 4 131 v10 110
Wells, Joseph v 2 71
Wells, Josiah v11 178
Wells, Lorene (Loren E.?) v10 110
Wells, Lucretia v 3 119 v 7 403
Wells, Lydia v 4 185 197 v 6 68 94 220 v 7 403 v 9 79
Wells, Martha H. v 9 306
Wells, Nathan v 2 169 v 3 244 268 v 7 68 85 281 403 v 9 149
Wells, Nathan C. v 8 406 v 9 149 395
Wells, Nathan E. v 7 69 76 89 281 305 v 8 406
Wells, O. L. v 9 392
Wells, Richard v 1 77
Wells, Samuel v 2 167? 169? v 4 17 v 5 36 v 6 69 128 v10 208
Wells, Susan v 2 48
Wells, Wm. v 8 319 v10 63 122 188 209
Page 156
c Wells, Wood at v 1 14
s Wentworth House v 9 60 392
Wentworth, Chas. v 8 107 203 v 9 236
Wentworth, Freeman A. v 7 175 339 v 8 20 272 v 9 60
Wentworth, Geo. v10 318 v11 161 162 185
Wentworth, Hattie M. v 6 128
Wentworth, J. B., Dr. v 7 230 241 247 303 382 400 v 8 5 245 247 331 350 400
Wentworth, Jeremiah v 6 103 128
Wentworth, Laura M. v 8 227 v 9 7
Wentworth, Lizzie v 7 67
Wentworth, Oliver v 8 107 119 203
Wentworth, Owen v 5 253 256 387 v 6 245 248 v 7 89 100 v 8 201
a Wentworth, Owen v 9 171 392 v10 39 130 223 314 v11 5 225
s Wentworths Beach Chapel v 8 357
Wenzell, Henry v 2 32 51 150 v 5 321
Wenzell, Martha v 3 59
c West Kennebunk Methodist Chuv 5 365 399
Weston, Edward Payson v 5 340 346 410 411
Whales v 3 156 v 8 14
Wheeler, Benj., Rev. v 1 73 74 108 109 110
Wheeler, F. M. v 9 347 v10 188
Wheeler, Frank R. v10 143 170
Wheeler, John v 1 53 62 v 4 222 228 295 299 v 6 2
a Wheeler, John v 8 228 2315 237 v10 143
Wheeler, Lydia v 1 53 62
Wheeler, Otis v11 55
c Wheelwright, Littlefield v 1 58
c Whig Convention v 2 14 24 39 42
s Whig Convention v 2 19 24 39 42 208
Whipp, Geo. E. v11 194 496
c Whistle, Steam v 6 95
Whitaker, A. T. v 8 144 183 215
Whitaker, Orrin v10 137
s White Mice v 4 186
c White Mountains, Excursion to v 8 44 96 104 120 212 217 245 331
s White Mts. v 1 76 83 v 8 44
White, Edward v 5 37
c White, Hogdon & v 5 37
White, John B. v10 300
White, Mary E. v10 300
Page 157
Whitehouse, Hiram v 7 85
Whitehouse, Oliver v 5 88 v 7 85 v 8 148 168 v 9 88 161
Whitten, Alphonso v 7 13
Whitten, Arthur J. v 9 76
Whitten, Chas. P. v 5 418
Whitten, Jas. B. v 8 292 v 9 57
Whitten, John, Capt. v 6 121
Whitten, Sarah v 8 118
Whitten, Seth P. v 5 418
Whitten, Simon L. v 2 197 v 3 132 v 4 12 134 144 220 v 5 49 257 306
a Whitten, Simon L. v 5 311 317 417 v 6 137 256 260 262 304 308 360 363
a Whitten, Simon L. v 7 13 30 187 252 v 8 12 321 294 v 9 39 40 76 129
Wiggin, Lottie v 6 407 421
Wiggin, Nathan Jr. v 4 157 v 6 407
Wiggin, Nathan Norris v 4 21 40 108 109 115 127 129 153 221 252 285 289 296
a Wiggin, Nathan Norris v 5 35 105 319 429 431 v 6 407 v 7 399 v 8 20 v 9 339
Wiggin, O. H. v11 207
Wiggin, Parker C. v 4 159 163 v 5 33 231 429 431 v 6 57 87 141 149 206
a Wiggin, Parker C. v 6 320 357 407 408 v 7 73 126 169 182 183 187 219 228 237
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COMPUTER TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
 
 
This document was compiled on a Leading Edge Model D2/Plus "286" personal computer using 
the application "Microsoft Works", Version 2.0, running under "Microsoft DOS", Version 5.0. 
 
The files generated for the project have been copied onto a 3.5" computer disk, which has been 
delivered to the Library. A printout of the files on that disk (its directory), in the order in which 
they appear in the final document, appears at the end of this section. The files ending in ".WPS" 
were prepared using the word processor segment of the application and those with ".WKS", the 
computer index, were done with the spreadsheet segment. 
 
The total document contains about 755,000 bytes of which about 706,000 are in the index. 
Because of the 640K limitation of the 286 microprocessor, the index was compiled in four files 
ranging in size from 144,000 to 194,000 bytes, permitting two files to be open at once. The 
division also lessened the possibility of printer problems.  
 
The document was printed from the application using a Panasonic KX-P1123 24-pin dot matrix 
printer emulating an Epson LQ-850. A limitation of this printer is that it will print no closer than 
1.7" from the top of a page. Under the circumstances, even though the top margin is set at 0" in the 
application, the printed output will still have an upper margin of 1.7". Paradoxically, the printer 
will accept the bottom margin as set in the application. Top and bottom margins for this document 
have been set in the Works application in recognition of these limitations. 
 
The word processor files have been set to print in near letter quality (NLQ) Roman 10 point type 
with both side margins at 1.5". The index is set to print in NLQ Roman 8 with the left margin at 
0.75" and the right at 0.5". These settings permit sixteen Volume/Page References per line in 
addition to the Legend and Names/Topics columns. 
 
The best environment for reprinting or correcting the document is obviously a 286 or better 
personal computer equipped with "Works" or "Works for Windows". The word processing files 
may also be opened in "Microsoft Word" and the spreadsheet programs in "Lotus 1-2-3", Versions 
1A or 2, with some restrictions.
 
Assuming the availability of a Works application on a hard disk, reprinting and/or correction of 




on the hard disk and copying either the entire 3.5" disk or the desired files into it. (Filenames are 
printed at the lower left hand corner of each page.)  
 
If a printer other than the KX-P1123 is to be used, the file format may have to be edited. 
 
Simple corrections of spelling, volume or page references, etc. may be made as required and the 
page on which they appear reprinted. 
 
Additions to the index, or corrections that increase the number of lines in it, require more 
extensive action. Blank space has been left at the end of each alphabetic section to allow for 
expansion. As new material is inserted, following lines will be moved toward the end of the 
section in a ripple effect. When additions are completed, pages beginning with the first page on 
which a correction was made through the end of the alphabetic section must be reprinted. (If the 
blank space is exhausted, the first page number of following files must be adjusted accordingly 
and all reprinted as desired.) 
 
The corrected file should be copied onto the 3.5" disk.
 




































(Note: This page was printed in two steps. First from the file, leaving a large blank space in the 
center. DOS was activated, the directory of the disk called up, the page manually inserted and 
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